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ABSTRACT 
 This dissertation focuses on the potential empowerment writing has among a homeless 
community in Atlanta, Georgia.  Through the participation in a newly created writing workshop and a 
street newspaper in that community, the narrative and communication among writing participants 
demonstrate negotiations of self-identification as public and private writers and the situational influence 
writing has on their lives.  
 The study adds to the “public turn” of writing instruction with the intention of helping to bridge 
the gap between traditional composition pedagogy in academia and such education in outside 
community.  That participatory instruction reinforces the notion that writing and rhetorical 
performances can effect positive change in individual lives beyond that institutional space.    
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1  Bridging “The Extracurriculum” 
 What is the current state of writing instruction?  The word “instruction” traditionally implies 
institution.  In composition studies, practitioners and theorists have pushed the limits with studies on 
writing—of male prisoners on death row, of collaborative learning and writing of Bahamian women at a 
two-year college, and of Appalachian women writers after academic instruction (Juska, 1997; Fiore and 
Elsasser, 1982; Sohn, 2003).  As far as those limits have been pushed, they’re studies still bound by 
institutional walls (the last study mentioned highlights literacy practices outside academia, but only after 
that institutionalization—a worthy study in its own right).  All the while, lively ideas flourish outside of 
those walls—ideas with neither organization nor institution of writing.  And many of those outside ideas 
want to be scribed on paper; the people holding those ideas want to share them with others (an 
institution in itself), not unlike the writers in traditional institutional settings.  Such institution and 
discourse – discourse community, if you will – establishes a circulation of power and voice within the 
community and perceived power and edification beyond, with outside readership. (Warner, 2002)   
The majority of studies in composition, while pushing the limits and scope of the definition of 
institution, have sought to fill gaps in our instruction as a field.  In her 1993 Conference on College 
Composition and Communication address, Gere (1994) calls on educators to help bridge the gap 
between academic literacy instruction and studies on writing groups outside of that traditional 
academy:  “Reaching out into the community with prose performances develops in participants the 
perception that writing can effect change in their lives” (p. 250).  She invokes two studies as background 
for that discussion – a study among several writing groups of The Tenderloin District of San Francisco 
(Heller, 1987) and a study of writing among a farming community in Lansing, Iowa (Wolf, 1993).  Those 
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studies inform researchers that as writing is a process, that process doesn’t start and stop within 
traditional institutional walls:  it is ongoing.  More importantly, those studies show that relationships of 
identities as writers exist among often-overlooked and marginalized populations.   
More recently, Sohn (2003) shows the causual and effectual relationship of an Appalachian 
community of post-college writing instruction:  “Academic literacy in the form of expressivist writing 
enabled the women after some initial difficulties to tell stories they had not been able to tell, moving 
them from silence to voice” (p. 434).  While this trajectory shows the impact of institutional writing, 
there is a need for the instruction of writing to exist among outside groups without a means for that 
discourse.  One of the largest gaps in composition studies, then, is in plain sight and becoming 
increasingly unavoidable—a gap between those within the walls of academia and those outside of those 
walls.  My question still stands – what is the state of our “field”?  While the aforementioned address by 
Gere (1994) is nearly 19 years old, the need to focus on manifestations of discourse in the world 
surrounding academia is polyvalent today, especially for the marginalized populations.  Are we ready to 
continually bridge the gap from the prestige and privilege of higher education to the streets adjoining 
academia?  Given our growth in the field, there are considerable signs that we are moving beyond the 
academic writing instruction—from those who are lucky enough to receive it in institutional settings to 
the most overlooked people in society. 
Even more recently, Ryder (2011), who teaches writing classes with this strategic 
“extracurricular” component, focuses on identity in response to a 2009 public address by members of 
members of the National Coalition of Homelessness:  “[Homelessness] sometimes requires people to 
highlight their sense of their own identity and the commonalities of experiences that they share with 
others in that group, including an understanding of how they are seen by other groups and an analysis 
of power dynamics that shape these experiences.” (p. 139, her emphasis) Jefferson & Harkins (2011) 
quote a homeless vendor of a street newspaper:  “ ‘[Selling the newspaper] gives me a voice and an 
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outlet.  I think it gives everybody a voice, from the bottom up, and kind of promotes dialogue, and in so 
doing, essentially I think bridge the gap between the haves and have nots.’” (p. 117, my emphasis) 
While advances in technology may help with the circulation of street newspapers (Mathieu, 
2012; Anderson, 2010), it is important for us continuously to focus on identities and how those identities 
are shaped through multiple means of participation.  Jefferson & Harkins (2011) exemplify how 
homeless participants’ involvement in selling and writing for a street newspaper in California influences 
not only others’ perceptions of their plight and potential “empowerment,” but also their own 
perceptions:  
For many vendors interviewed, the ability to make submissions in writing to the  newspaper was 
 a salient and important means through which their voices could be elevated.  For instance, 
 when asked about what the organization does to effect empowerment, a vendor who utilizes 
 performance and humor as sales technique said, ‘You can put articles in the paper yourself.  Or I 
 was thinking about submitting a few of my riddles to put in the paper.’ (p. 117)  
In relation to not only identification as a means for persuasion (ethos) but also place, this 
dissertation focuses on writings of people who lack both permanent identification and place.  In 
particular, I demonstrate that the writings of homeless people in and outside a weekly workshop I 
conduct at Mercy Community Church, a non-denominational congregation primarily comprised of 
homeless people in Atlanta, are indeed persuasive in establishing public identification.  Some of the 
writings of the participants at this church are circulated in the monthly street newspaper, the Atlanta 
Overlook.  The street newspaper is one of only a few of its kind—as a member of the North American 
Street Newspaper Association (NASNA)—in which all of the content is produced and sold by homeless 
people.  In addition, first person accounts of experiences at Mercy, including congregation and volunteer 
narratives, appear in the church’s newspaper, Mercy/Misericordia.  The pastors of the church and I 
collaborated on writing start-up grants for both publications.  As Michael Warner (2002) states, the 
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establishment and circulation of voice among outside readership allows identification (and power) for 
those traditionally denied access in the public sphere (p. 113).  This newfound access and circulation 
through writing also reframes and renegotiates the writers’ “homeless” identities.  
This study, then, seeks to bridge an apparent gap between traditional written instruction in 
academia and the possibility of writing instruction outside of that convention.  If writing is one way for 
us all to communicate, then access to that communication education should not be thought of as a 
privilege.  It is a right.  The first amendment to the U.S. Constitution grants freedom of speech and press 
to all citizens, but what the first amendment doesn’t consider is the access to that discourse.  In our 
present day context, socio-economic status dictates the degree of access to press and written discourse 
to a large extent.  Those with the knowledge, skills, and abilities of writing may proceed to publish, but 
costly education to obtain much of that knowledge and skill tends to precede access to printing and 
publishing in the first place.  A problem with academic instruction resides in the fact that there is 
perpetuation of the elite and privileged class addressing the elite (Freire, 1970; 1998).  But what if 
unprivileged, disenfranchised, and indigent people—namely homeless people—receive writing 
instruction and access to press equal to what is offered in academia?   
Education and the practice of writing hones the skills of nascent and untrained writers to 
prepare them for press and public writing.  With limited or no access to public writing and its instruction, 
homeless writers are virtually excluded from the public sphere.  But a writing and reading public, where 
practice and constructive criticism is shared alike, negotiates space for that writing to burgeon.  
Habermas (1988) originally conceived of an egregious public sphere where everyone could participate in 
discourse.  With so many competing voices in that public discourse, however, fragmentation calls for 
various publics and counterpublics to comprise the general sphere (Fraser, 1991; Warner, 2002; Howley, 
2008).  These competing voices carve particular and oftentimes polemical publics, but they do not abate 
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or cancel out one another (Baudrilliard, 1994); rather they reinforce the notion that even those who are 
marginalized as outcasts in mainstream society have a voice and a platform or vehicle for that voice. 
  
1.2  On Shaping Identities Through Participation 
My argument starts with Michel de Certeau’s (1984) notion of tactics in terms of persuasion and 
power.  In reframing the identities of “home-less” people with a written and circulated discourse, a 
reframing and renegotiation of identities of people defined by a lack is supplanted by words that conjure 
production, such as “writer” or “painter.”  Of particular note here is that through writing for a public, the 
writers view themselves in a lens of public portrayal and change.  While at this point most of the 
writings in the Atlanta Overlook are limited to tactics for approach of the public, there is evidence of 
strategic attempts to engage its public. 
It should be noted that the academic response to what Gere (1993) calls an “extracurriculum” of 
writing instruction and focus on identity is also a strategy.  What, then, does a strategy of writing 
instruction that includes a writing workshop among homeless people look like?  Mathieu, et al. (2004) 
discuss in reflection to a writing workshop from which a number of StreetWise articles were published:  
“Several writers articulated their relationship to the group in terms of their own personal needs as 
writers, some in terms of emotional or spiritual needs, and some largely stressed the political 
possibilities of creating editorial content.” (p. 159)  Anderson (2010) discusses a blogging initiative 
piloted at a street newspaper in Seattle among homeless writers and vendors as on way of extending 
that “extracurriculum” into the digital age.  (p. 16)  At the time of this writing, the challenge for other 
street newspapers to embrace the digital age burgeons -- particularly in terms of digital publishing as the 
street newspaper Big Issue in the North pilots the first “digital street paper.” (Guardian’s 
TheNorthernerBlog)     
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Here, I wish to add to Gere’s (1993) call by focusing on identification (“changing lives”) and place 
(“community”) by highlighting writings and responses of people initially categorized by a lack of both 
identification and place, in addition to the types of tactics (short-term) and strategies (long-term) used 
in the Overlook and writing workshops to persuade a public of the power inherent in their writings.  In 
particular, works such as those by Warner (2002), Nancy Fraser (1991), Pierre Bourdieu (1989), and 
Ernesto Laclau (2001) add to Kenneth Burke’s focus on identification -- for those traditionally 
marginalized in the Habermassian, “bourgeois” public sphere.  By referencing these works in relation to 
an empirical study of tactics and strategies, I also offer a unique understanding of reframing and 
reassertion of identities with homeless participants and writers. 
Mathieu (2005) discusses the use of tactics by vendors and participants of Boston’s Spare 
Change News, a street newspaper (SNP) there.  Instead of calling these tactics inherently powerful, she 
points to them being full of hope: “The everyday workings of street life are more complex, with multiple 
sources of power….I offer an alternative … tactics of hope, by relying on theories of tactics by Michel de 
Certeau and writings on hope by several theorists, including Ernst Bloch” (p. xiv-xv).  Indeed, power 
insinuates a sense of being; whereas hope insinuates the perpetual desire for that being.  In nuanced 
terms, tactics of hope may better describe the homeless population for a given city, even ones with 
SNPs, than tactics of power. 
As Mathieu (2005) acknowledges, tactics are temporal, eliciting power ephemerally.  The tactics, 
or more generally, the performances among SNP vendors and writers connote something larger in scope 
that eventually eschews temporality:  liminality.  Turner (1969) theorizes liminality as such: 
The attributes of liminality or liminal personae (“threshold people”) are necessarily ambiguous, 
since this condition and these persons elude or slip through the network of classifications that 
normally locate states and positions in cultural space…their ambiguous and indeterminate 
attributes are expressed by a rich variety of symbols in the many societies that ritualize social 
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and cultural transitions.  Thus, liminality is frequently linked to death, to being in the womb, to 
invisibility, to darkness, to bisexuality, to the wilderness, and to an eclipse of the sun or moon.  
(p. 95) 
As the “threshold people” description indicates, liminal persons are in a state of becoming. 
Hopper (2003) posits how liminality may be applicable to the homeless population in relation to 
time: 
Liminality is plainly relevant to homelessness when dislocations coincide with critical transitions, 
 like the move to set up an independent household.  But liminality opens two other possibilities.  
 First, it can give birth to new livelihoods….Second, although liminal passage is usually 
 undertaken for specific reasons, in known territory, with every expectation of return, that 
 cultural process may be upset and the markers dislodged.  (p. 21, emphasis mine) 
Here, I highlight the possibility of a new direction because of the research question that it conjures.  
That is, how can liminality produce a new and potentially better path for homeless people to follow?  
Could liminality effectively serve as an SNP and writing workshop participation metaphor? 
Nascent SNP vendors and writers, in essence, are negotiating or amending their homeless 
identities.  Turner (1969) states:  “It is as though [liminal entities] are being reduced or ground down to a 
uniform condition to be fashioned anew and endowed with additional powers to enable them to cope 
with their new station in life” (1969, p. 95).  Although here Turner fashions liminality in reference to a 
study of rites of passage in an African tribe, I underscore its applicability to SNP vendors and writers.  As 
Michael Labrie, a vendor in Nashville’s The Contributor states:  “It hasn’t been all rosy; there are some 
very hard days, days when I’m so discouraged it’s unbearable, yet I press on.  I know I will succeed in 
overcoming these obstacles in my life, but one thing you can be sure of, it won’t be my doing alone” 
(Dec. 2009, p. 3; my emphasis).  That is, Labrie is empowered through the help of the SNP organization; 
it should also be noted that Labrie’s byline for this issue is “Formerly Homeless Writer” in contrast to his 
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initial title in the first issue, “Homeless Writer.”  The implication here is a new and hopeful direction in 
association with his identity, through collaboration with other people.   Furthermore, the liminal state 
here is polyvalent – moving from homeless to formerly homeless and moving from tactics of hope to 
tactics of power.     
Identity and power aren’t new issues when it comes to overarching construction of 
homelessness; the means for which obtaining such power and identity for homeless people can be a bit 
tricky, however.  In a society that regards homeless people as virtually invisible (there, but easily 
ignored), empowerment involves not only being seen, but also being heard or read.  Of the number of 
programs to help the homeless people in Atlanta, perhaps a special lens of advocacy and participatory 
research could be utilized as a means of empowering homeless people here.  That is, with the slew of 
programs that are designed to help the homeless population here, perhaps the real goal should be to 
empower so that they can help themselves. 
When discussing power, it would be unwise not to include Foucault (1980) here, who 
extensively theorizes power and discourse:  “There are manifold relations of power which permeate, 
characterize and constitute the social body, and these relations of power cannot themselves be 
established, consolidated nor implemented without the production, accumulation, circulation and 
functioning of a discourse” (p. 93).  The homeless population isn’t powerless, but in order to have a 
consistent, functioning power in relation to the mainstream hegemonic class, a discourse needs to be 
established.  Of course, the main focus of the study is on the potential empowerment through a written 
discourse, though another possible study on the verbal discourse and tactical approaches of vendors 
deserves attention in its own right.  Here we see empowerment as a dependent clause – “social” or 
societal power relies on the “production, accumulation, and circulation” of discourse.  The “social body” 
in the context of homelessness is the focus on both the individual and the connection among other 
homeless individuals or those concerned with homeless issues.  
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In addition, it is important to isolate power on an individual basis for analysis; Foucault (1980) 
insinuates such isolation:  “The individual is the effect of power, and at the same time, or precisely to an 
extent to which it is that effect, it is the element of its articulation.  The individual which power has 
constituted is at the same time its vehicle” (p. 98).  In other words, an “individual” assumes power 
inherently by us recognizing the person as such.  A major problem with homelessness is that 
mainstream society may not view each homeless person as an individual.  This common misconception 
precludes homeless individuals from assuming any power, logically.  By isolating and analyzing the 
power as it manifests in each individual homeless person, perhaps this misconception can change over 
time.   
This brief discussion of contextualized power relations begs the question:  how do homeless 
people achieve power if they are thought of as less than citizens?  Warner (2002) discusses how a public 
establishes power through written discourse: “I mainly want to clarify in this essay is a third sense:  the 
kind of public that comes into being only in relation to texts and their circulation…. A public is a space of 
discourse organized by nothing other than discourse itself” (p. 66-7).  However, the circulation of that 
discourse needs to reach mainstream culture for that overarching public, the public (Warner, 2002, p. 
65) to recognize the manifestations of power therein.  Foucault (1980) also states, in response to 
questions of the seeming intransigence of power:  “[Power] reproduces itself down to the most 
molecular forms of society” (p. 99).  However, in order for power to reproduce itself, an identity must be 
established – following Foucault’s earlier assertion.  If one of the characteristics of being an American 
citizen is an established residence (think of addresses or permanent addresses on ID cards and 
documents), then many homeless people theoretically don’t have an identity.  Their identities of 
“homeless” are established and categorized in their absence.  In essence, society doesn’t view homeless 
people as insignificant or “molecular.”  Instead, society views them as virtually invisible (hence the “less” 
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suffix in their identities).  A paradigm in such thinking from society may exist with the accumulation of 
another title not associated with “homeless.”  
By offering homeless persons another title and identity, perhaps they will be able to dissociate 
themselves from the stigma of carrying the “homeless” title.  Since the 1990s, SNPs have been 
established in cities throughout the country to offer homeless people another title.  
 
1.3  Brief History of Street Newspapers and The Spaces They Carry    
Like writing instruction outside of academia, many counterpublics and alternative presses seek 
to include the voices and authorship of those typically not from the privileged elite – namely those with 
limited or no collegiate education.  In 1989, the counterpublication of the first street newspaper (SNP) 
appearing in the U.S., Street News, sought to fill a gap in publication by hosting the writings of homeless 
writers and vendors.  Ohio rocker Hutchinson Persons started that first SNP, distributed monthly in New 
York in 1989. (Green, 1998, p. 35)  Others soon followed: Spare Change in Boston and StreetWise in 
Chicago in 1992.  Street News ignited a social movement of sorts where SNPs were organized in major 
U.S. and Canadian cities, until the overarching counterpublic, the North American Street Newspaper 
Association, was founded.   
As a reflection on the influx of street newspapers as a movement in the U.S. of the 1990’s in 
general and the success of Chicago’s StreetWise in particular, Green (1998) finds that the participatory 
stance as a long-term, core mission of a street newspaper ensures its longevity to a certain degree. (p. 
43)  Unlike New York’s Street News, which allowed its participatory value to dwindle, following the 
founder’s alleged mismanagement of funds (p. 38), StreetWise continues to flourish today to a large 
extent because of its participatory mission and favorable public opinion. “Even before [Christopher 
Persons, first director of vendor services activities, arrived in 1993] the publication began to feature its 
vendors more prominently in its pages” (p. 43).  Although participation inclusivity alone doesn’t 
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determine the fate of a SNP, it reflexively corresponds to the exigency behind the public’s creation in 
terms of space.  In other words, why does an SNP exist, if not to offer a space where people largely 
excommunicated from mainstream society can express their views and opinions? 
While many studies of homeless people have been performed in large cities in northern states, 
there is a dearth of studies of homeless people in the South in general and discourse among homeless 
people in particular.  Furthermore, the extracurriculum (Gere, 1994) of writing studies deserves 
attention among this population:  “A piece by one of the Tenderloin women writers [mentioned in the 
previous section] led to a fundraising event for a publication called Homeless Link along with increased 
activism on behalf of homeless people” (p. 250-1).  As Atlanta is the cultural, economic, and retail capital 
of the South, with a relatively high percentage of homeless people, extracurricular writing research and 
advocacy are needed in this region to fully understand this population, possible means of empowerment 
such as writings and vending SNPs (Jefferson & Harkin, 2011), as means of self-identification without the 
overarching term “the homeless.” 
It is my understanding that some of the basic necessities people use to build and showcase 
identity—driving licenses, library cards, or Veterans Affairs and other identification cards—are 
oftentimes inaccessible to people who live on the streets or are without permanent shelter.  These 
items either explicitly or implicitly have a permanent address attached to them.  Indeed, the vast 
majority of cards issued to people in association with identity, even supermarket discount cards, are 
obtained by providing permanent addresses on application forms.  However, homeless people, as the –
less suffix denotes, often lack permanent addresses required to obtain these items.  How, then, are their 
identities assumed with a “lack”?  Or, more to the point, how does a “homeless” person assert identity 
in a capitalistic society that correlates identities with tenancy? 
In the pre-preface of tactics and strategies in the influential manifesto The Practice of Everyday 
Life, de Certeau (1984) acknowledges how society tends to tight-cast a particular member of a group she 
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is associated with:  “Slowly the representatives that formerly symbolized families, groups, and orders 
disappear from the stage they dominated during the epoch of the name.  We witness the advent of the 
number” (pre-preface).  We may see this generalization of the particular in other facets of society, but 
this notion is especially true for many homeless people.  Their names disappear; their figurative 
(sometimes, literal) identities are supplanted with “another homeless person” on the street or a number 
in an often-inaccurate census when such generalization takes place.  
Of course, de Certeau (1984) implies that specific actions, not generalities, of tactics and 
strategies are prevalent for individuals and groups of people who don’t have a place in society:  “The 
space instituted by others characterized the subtle, stubborn, resistant activity of groups which, since 
they lack their own space, have to get along in a network of already established forces and 
representations” (p. 18).  What, then, is space?  For our purposes here, space carries a double meaning 
for homeless writers of Atlanta Overlook—the indefinite area characterized by the lack of a singular 
place and the space carved out through the written discourse of the street newspaper.  While the 
spaces further break down to respective actualized and theoretical space, homeless participants 
negotiate these areas through tactics and strategies among the general public and the negotiable 
counterpublic that the newspaper purports.  I focus specifically on the latter from a study of the writing 
behind the first six issues of the Overlook. 
In more recent trends of theory, we can see how the particular – in this case a homeless person-
-shouldn’t be generalized.  Laclau (2002) implies that naming the void attempts to equate the particular 
with the universal, but he asserts the two are incommensurable.  Such is the case with naming homeless 
individuals as “the homeless.”  Similar to the notion of breaking down the public sphere (Habermas, 
1989) to specific counterpublics (Frazer, 1990; Warner, 2002; Howley, 2008), a singular group of “the 
homeless” should be broken down and narrowed to specific actions of groups within that monolithic 
moniker that connotes a void.  Laclau thus states:  “Pure universality is impossible” (p. 8).  This concept 
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is worth remembering here, because homeless people are frequently thought of as the same and 
belonging to a group of nameless people in society.  Yet, basic and classical principles of rhetoric teach 
us that every perspective stemming from each disparate situation is different. 
Kenneth Burke (1992) states that exigency of rhetoric isn’t only persuasion, but more 
emphatically, identity.  He’s careful not to say that identity replaces persuasion, however:  “[identity] is 
but an accessory to the standard lore [persuasion]” (Bizzell & Herzberg, p. 1325).  The rhetorical 
constructions of generality, universality, tactics, strategies, and identity are interesting when considering 
the general introduction to The Rhetorical Tradition, an epithet by Burke:  “The different nervous 
systems, through language and the ways of production, erect various communities of interest and 
insights, social communities varying in nature and scope.  And out of the division and the community 
arises the ‘universal’ rhetorical situation” (p. I).  This notion seems contradictory, because a situation 
isn’t universal.  Burke is right to put that term in quotation marks, because what we conjure as universal, 
especially in relation to identity, is anything but.  It is worth noting here that homelessness and being 
“home-less”, as I demonstrate later for many of the respondents of The Overlook, isn’t even about 
identity:  it’s situational.  What’s more – out of the situation, writers may embrace, reject, or 
appropriate the word “homeless” in their own public rhetorical situation.               
My question still stands:  what is a possible way for homeless participants to construct identity 
that usurps the previously discussed lack and void?  One possible way for people to eschew the 
“homeless” moniker is to supplant it with a label that connotes a sense of production, in a Marxian 
sense.  That is, the word “artist” represents a person who produces art; a colloquial phrase “starving 
artist,” often tongue-in-cheek, can mean something entirely different when that artist is also without a 
permanent dwelling.  The phrases “homeless writer,” “homeless poet,” and “homeless reporter” also 
demonstrate this paradox.  There is identity associated with lack, but there is also identity associated 
with production. 
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Again our notion of identity as a social construction comes to the fore here.   Because the public 
traditionally pigeonholes homeless people to an identity that constitutes a lack of home or property, an 
exigency exists for many homeless people to renegotiate their own construct of this blatant capitalistic 
sense of identity.  Strategies and tactics of creation, such as the creation through the arts—including but 
not limited to music, paintings, or writing—are key to embattling preconceived notions and tight-casted 
identity roles in the general public. 
  
1.4  The Overlook and other SNPs:  Vantage Points for Discourse Analysis 
In 2011, along with the help of Mercy Community Church (MCC) and its patrons, I organized an 
SNP called the Atlanta Overlook, accepted as a NASNA member the same year.  Several of the writers of 
the paper refer to the paper in interviews documented throughout the study.  I also host a weekly 
writing workshop at MCC, where participants voted on the naming of the paper and vending support.  In 
so doing, we hope to exalt the written voices of people obscured from education and publication.  But 
“empowerment” is a tricky term, perhaps best self-defined by those who experience the aim of that 
term. (Jefferson & Harkin, 2011)  The heart of the exigency for this workshop is the need to understand 
the implications of potential empowerment and transformation through writing, the negotiations of 
associated identities as writers, and the capacity for metaphorical and actualized space or public in 
publication.  While the creation and organization of the Overlook is separate from this study, it is pivotal 
in triangulation of the discourse analysis that follows; its existence also allows participants to benefit via 
by-line recognition and monetary means for agreeing to work with me.  It should also be noted that the 
opportunity of working with the Overlook is strictly voluntary and was not a prerequisite for study 
participation.      
In terms of analysis, this study has two major components.  The first is a discourse analysis of 
U.S. street newspapers.  In order to gauge the level of potential empowerment of authors or features in 
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SNP articles, defined and outlined in Chapter 2, quantitative and qualitative methods apply to this 
aspect of the study.  The discourse analysis’ design entails a survey of what SNPs currently exist in the 
U.S.; the discourse analysis also builds on Torck’s (2001) analysis of international SNPs by focusing 
specifically on U.S. SNPs.  Torck’s analysis, which I delve in more detail below, finds that global SNPs 
qualitatively are inclined to advertise homelessness, but don’t actually offer a platform for those 
experiencing homelessness.  His assessment of San Francisco’s Street Sheet, the only U.S. publication 
and oldest SNP concurrently in his purview, posits authentic voice from those experiencing 
homelessness.  However, he gives short-shrift to the general movement of SNPs in the United States and 
even the usefulness of more corporate newspapers in his purview. (Anderson, 2011)  A broader scope of 
discourse analyses of U.S. SNPs, divided by region and age, shows that most U.S. SNPs don’t merely 
advertise homelessness.  Primarily the model and organizing structure of U.S. SNPs influence the extent 
and emphasis of authentic voice.  SNPs organized in a business model, for example, may rely more on 
the vending or “advertising” of poverty and homelessness than an SNP organized by a consortium of 
shelters in a given city. 
I’m in a unique position to perform a discourse analysis on SNPs in the United States, as I’ve 
obtained copies of those newspapers and magazines.  Torck (2001) characterizes SNPs as “furthering the 
otherness” of homelessness and homeless people through a study of international SNPs; however he 
admits that Street Sheet, the only U.S. SNP in his study, enables “to give a wide platform to HPs 
[homeless persons] protest and criticism.  It is also the only one [compared to the European SNPs] that, 
within the limits of my data, explicitly and repeatedly lists stereotypes about HPs, names that are used 
to refer to HPs, or analyses how (local) politics and public look at HPs” (p. 14).  This finding leads me to a 
couple research questions for SNPs and their function in the U.S.:  What is the consensus of the various 
models, participatory or otherwise, that SNPs in the country offer on a scale of genuine opportunity for 
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empowerment?  What is the correlation between that potential empowerment appearing in print, the 
growth in publics various SNPs have created, and their mission statements? 
A second major component of this dissertation is the study of how the writers view their 
identities behind and beyond the weekly writing workshop and monthly street newspaper Atlanta 
Overlook.  In addition to the analysis offered for other street newspapers, interviews and recordings of 
participants’ involvement in the production of the newspaper triangulate and offer a unique insight to 
the how people with limited or complete lack of academic training view themselves, and the possible 
empowering transformation, or liminality, associated with writing.  That is, through the practice of 
writing, participants negotiate their “homeless” identities with that of published “writers.”  In particular, 
this portion of the study is important because it offers a means for assessment of the potential 
empowerment of authors and their writings not found in studies of other SNPs.   
While de Certeau’s (1988) conceptualization of strategies and tactics is applicable to 
participants’ respective long-term and short-term performance writing for the Overlook and the weekly 
workshop throughout this study, Turner’s (1969; 1982) conceptualization of liminality provides an apt 
metaphor for those participants’ identities and the negotiation thereof.  Here, the institution of 
education in general and writing in specific offers a creative outlet and allows participants to connect 
with a public—once they engage through community publishing.  (Mathieu, Parks, & Rousculp, 2012; 
Ryder, 2011).  They connect with other writers and inch towards a new and transformative direction.  
This transformation also invokes a liminality with focus on “the betwixt and between” spaces of identity; 
in a word, “negotiation.” 
In connection with this ascribed liminality, a primary goal for writers in community outside 
academia isn’t altogether unlike that of one within a freshman composition classroom.  Beyond a niche 
for writing and communication, writers find their voices in print.  More generally, they share ideas and 
are encouraged by the ideas and feedback from their peers and readers in its public.  Because writers 
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share and compromise these ideas in a community and group setting where they come together as 
writers, the potential empowerment on individual identities is apparent.  As Jefferson & Harkins (2011) 
exemplify by quoting a vendor and writer of a street newspaper:  “ ‘I feel happiness because I’m among 
my peers,’ referring to his experience of relating to other vendors.” (p. 112)  The same logic of relation 
applies to writing.  They quote another vendor and writer with the following:  “ ‘I get comments on the 
articles, people like reading the paper.  A lot of people will say, ‘are you writing in this issue?’  They’re 
people who I’ll run into who will say ‘oh you’re the gentleman who writes for the paper.’” (p. 117) 
 
1.5  Our Encompassing Field  
The field of rhetoric and composition is seemingly ubiquitous, sparking new or under-researched 
terrain wherever and however humans communicate.  Certainly an emphasis of the field, audience-
centered writing, intersects with a number of other disciplines in academia.  In particular, the field of 
communication is hyperaware of the audience-centered rhetoric behind messages and mediums (Burke, 
1992).  Studies in communication typically invoke the written and verbal interactions among speakers 
and audiences, especially current trends adaptive to technological advances.   
It is easy to discern why the fields of rhetoric and composition and communication are mutually 
malleable.  Both of these fields have theoretical and practical underpinnings that correlate with the 
direction those fields are heading and encompassing.  Maybe the fields of communication and rhetoric 
emerged in the lens of academia disparately, but for my purposes here the fields are virtual twins. 
As rhetoric encompasses communication and composition studies, this study relies on responses 
from the cited authors and audiences to draw conclusions.  The empirical methods that appear in this 
study move from the macro to micro levels of analysis.  The macro level refers to the mass 
communication and media of SNPs in the U.S. – in order to gather a consensus of potential 
empowerment through this unique print and online medium.  From there, the study shifts to the micro 
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levels—an SNP phenomena case study of Nashville’s The Contributor and justification for Atlanta 
Overlook’s fit as another SNP in the South.  Furthermore on a microcosmic level, the study narrows to 
the participants in ongoing practice of writing in a workshop that is a springboard for articles that 
appear in Atlanta Overlook.  By so doing, the study shows nascent writers – writers who are tactically 
aware of their audience – in both small and larger scales representative of the workshop and larger 
reading audiences.    
As suggested in this chapter, there are a number of overarching theoretical topics that correlate 
to the study’s main explorations of identity, power, and space.  It is imperative to note the complications 
or departures of each of these topics that underscore a degree or extent of truth.  To be sure, these 
terms are not discussed in absolutes, but rather as negotiations and in several instances counteractions 
to societal norms.  Outside the introduction, I interweave applicable theorists for correlative examples in 
the text of this study rather than attempt to reflexively provide specious examples of how those 
theories may occur empirically.   
For measurement, analysis of articles by homeless authors of various SNPs may only indicate the 
potential for empowerment to exist behind the writing, but that power remains speculation without a 
way of contacting the authors for affirmation.  The question and extent of potential power for Overlook 
writers may be clearer in those respondents’ views of themselves and the effects of their own writing.  
That is, the conversation that erupts between participant-researcher and study participants on their 
writing assesses the potential empowerment to a degree.         
There are a number of landmark cases in composition studies that provide additional (though 
not necessarily polemic) binaries for the study presented here.  For starters, traditional writing 
instruction and empiricism in schools shouldn’t be thought of as antithetical to the nontraditional 
classroom setting described in this study.  In contemplation of the field of rhetoric and composition, 
educational institutionalization and the academy are traditional venues for classical studies to transpire.  
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(Calkins, 1983) In these studies, there are a number of researchable factors, including:  1)  students’ 
situation, attitude, and approach to writing; 2)  students’ writing samples; 3)  teachers’ instruction.  
There are, of course, other factors to research in relation to writing, but participants and participants’ 
samples are constants in studies in traditional writing settings.  The same can be said of this 
dissertation’s non-traditional setting.  
In more recent trends of empirical studies in writing, rhetoric and composition stakes are raised 
outside of academia—the nontraditional classroom—wherever writing and writing identities exist or 
emerge.  There are signs of researchers in the field taking the heed of pioneers (Cushman, 1996; Gere, 
1994) to bridge the gap apparent between the institution of traditional writing instruction in academia 
and that institution, or possibility of writing institution, outside of academia.  There is recent evidence of 
our field embracing that “public turn.” (Mathieu, 2005)  For example, on display at the 2010 CCCC’s 
conference in Atlanta, GA, the apparent interest to research of writing institution beyond the status quo 
of academia is evident in the volume Public and Community Engagement and additionally at panels that 
feature effective means for service learning components and even one that features a street newspaper.  
Elizabeth Chiseri-Strater presented The Greensboro Voice, a street newspaper borne out of an academic 
environment in Greensboro, North Carolina, at that conference. 
Even with the “public turn” of written studies (Mathieu, 2005), the aforementioned constants 
are necessary for advancing the field.  Writing instructors, both public and private, will always have 
students and samples of writing that reveal not only thoughts on page, but also more often than not, 
what is not said.  To triangulate and discern the meaning behind writing, both the participant-observer 
researcher and study participants draw conclusions about the writing and publishing process. (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994)  That is, empirical studies implore us in the field to query writers about intent and 
process, while relaying their testimonies and our reactions as a part of an audience—the methods here 
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comprise both responses.  To minimize false or inadequate portrayal and interpretation, participants 
have an opportunity to refute written analysis prior to completion of this dissertation.  
Like the amount of studies available of writing and composition researchers who ventured to 
and focused on participants outside the walls of academia, the literature review available of studies 
performed on SNPs, including Torck’s (2001) analysis, is sparse.  The decade of the 1990s was one of U.S. 
economic prosperity, but it also highlighted the obvious holes to fill in terms of exclusions in the public 
sphere (Fraser, 1990; Warner, 2002) and exclusions in analysis and research of writing instruction 
beyond academic institution (Gere, 1994).  While considering our history as a field of composition and 
rhetoric, the economic downturn following the events of 2008 has created even more of a precedence 
to fill these holes.  The need to focus on manifestations of discourse in the world surrounding academia 
is evermore polyvalent today, especially for socio-economically marginalized populations.  This study 
adds to the call for instruction beyond academic bounds (Gere, 1994) and community publishing 
(Mathieu, Parks, & Rousculp, 2012) with a specific focus on SNP analysis (Torck, 2001). 
  
1.6  The Public Turn:  Some Questions on Moving Forward      
 The potential power beyond the actualized power of writing instruction and the institution of 
writing is endless and need not be set in a traditional venue.  The public turn is invaluable for a number 
of reasons, but the potential empowerment through communication and education of that medium is 
particularly compelling.  To be sure, there is power in institution.  Cognizance of effective writing tactics 
and strategies appear in countless “how-to” writing manuals, but nothing shapes writing like experience 
and shared experience with other writers and a participating instructor.  Furthermore, the institution of 
writing opens a space for writing to exist, regardless of the location but especially true in this study.  The 
strategy and tactics of writing in the institutional sense couldn’t exist for many of the participants here, 
because the workshop space is one of the only, if not the only, space where many of the participants are 
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comfortable writing.  Though participating in a writing community, some individuals also are prospective 
to write more on their own, thus identifying themselves as writers.  This is a main impetus for me in 
conducting a weekly writing workshop at MCC and any other writing classes – to associate and grow 
with other writers.  Through organizing a class of writing, regardless of the distance away from 
academia, a public burgeons among the public.  
 To recapitulate, there are a number of potential empowerment factors for identification 
through writing (vis a vis – framing of “writer”): 
 1).  The ability to share thoughts in a safe environment.  Many people could question the safe 
environment of writing instruction among a homeless community and in so doing perpetuate 
stereotypes.  From early on, the writing class at MCC knew that the writing space would be one that is 
safe to share ideas and workshop pieces.  That being said, some were skeptical at first.  One of the first 
writing prompts I asked participants to write in a journalistic fashion.  I even encouraged participants to 
practice writing with a journal.  A member of that class retorted with, “A journal could get you killed on 
the streets.”  Even so, over time, most participants had no problem divulging private information in 
workshops and even keeping some writings in a writing pad.   
 2).  The ability to express self-worth.  Writing considers experiential and situation contexts of 
lives.  Additionally, writing is an action of expression.  The availability of a platform for that expression is 
invaluable to people who may have limited access to express themselves. 
 3).  The ability to combat stereotypes.  The entire list of stereotypes used to subvert homeless 
people and the issue of homelessness is too extensive to replicate here; the one about homeless people 
being lazy is not only unfounded, but also is simply not true.  As I have come to learn in a relatively short 
time span hosting the writing workshop and volunteering at MCC, writing is one of many talents 
expressed among the congregation.  Music and art are also expressed weekly there, and a couple of 
members are particularly blessed with gifts in those expressions.  A few recurring members (not in the 
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study and unnamed here) employ themselves by attempting to sell handmade jewelry or freestyle, 
impromptu poetry in neighboring Little Five Points (for the former example, the artist makes jewelry out 
of leather straps, copper wire, and whatever stones he finds; for the latter example, the poet makes a 
poem out of whatever 10 words you quip him with).   
Again, the stereotype that homeless people are lazy fails to consider the lack of jobs available to 
homeless people, who are highly susceptible to fall into a cycle of unemployment.  Homeless people 
who are self-employed, such as the creative entrepreneurs aforementioned, recognize the need for 
money for survival; but what about homeless people who lack the level of creativity for self-
employment?  The underlying problem of lack of available jobs often overshadows homeless people’s 
desire to work.   
Having the confidence to sell your own work on the streets isn’t something that happens 
overnight.  In fact, several of the Overlook writers progressed to selling their work on the streets only 
after much consternation.  Negotiating an identity of “homeless” with “writer” seems like a tall order.  
The term “homeless” denotes an identity associated with a lack of property.  At the forefront of factors 
in identifying a person (driver’s license and cards of identification) is a home address.  On the other 
hand, a “writer” associates the person with a sense of production, or a person who writes (the opposite 
of lack).  In addition to being generalized with the adjective “homeless”, the modifying word is stagnant; 
the need for negotiation of and with that term is apparent, but such negotiation is undoubtedly liminal.  
This notion of the public turn is underexplored, however, as the facets and places away from 
academia where such principles manifest aren’t necessarily in the public eye.  Rhetoric and composition 
instruction and organization has the potential power not only to shed light on these occluded spaces, 
but also to awaken a public through its unifying discourse.  Through such discourse, these burgeoning 
publics have the potential to function and connect with the general public. (Warner, 2002) 
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1.7  Research Questions 
 Let me highlight the research questions that underscore the direction of my methods (Creswell, 
2009): 
• What is an indelible form of supplementing or supplanting the homeless identity that doesn’t 
denote or connote a lack? 
• Does vending, writing, or combining both acts by the homeless participants of street 
newspapers most effectively propel them in a new direction that eschews the homeless 
moniker, in lieu of empowerment? 
• How will I ensure that the volunteers, including myself, have the proper training to host writing 
workshops? 
• How can all of those involved in the study – from academia and the public – benefit from the 
proposed study? 
It’s possible that in terms of identity and its relation to power, individual vendors or writers see 
themselves as representative of the homeless population; Green (1998) found that one writer for 
StreetWise was quoted in the Chicago Sun-Times as having such a sensation:  “‘ I feel I’m writing in their 
[i.e., the homeless] name, trying to tell people what’s going on’” (Herguth, 1994, p. 8).  If this writer 
assumes the identity of other homeless people, then the transference of power to powerless individuals 
is complete.  However, because each individual is unique with a unique voice, the need for more 
individual and collective empowerment among this population across the country is apparent.  
It has been noted that the creation of a street newspaper (SNP) was separate from the study.  
However, as recruitment for participation of the study stems from writers of the street newspaper 
entitled Atlanta Overlook, the stories of participants of the paper here would validate them not only as 
“homeless” but also as “writers” and “contributors.” Again, emphasis here is on the suffix “less” which 
denotes lack of; the suffixes “er” and “or” underscore substance and production of discourse in a 
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Marxian sense. The paradox here exists not only in homeless empowerment through these alternative 
identities other than “homeless,” but also by their utilization of those identities to expose aspects of 
themselves other than homelessness:  their art and poetry, for example.  Through such public exposure, 
columnists and contributors also may have additional opportunities for employment, such as freelance 
writers for other publications. (Green, 1998, p. 43)      
Studies of the vendors have already been conducted (Howley, 2003; Lindeman, 2007), but my 
research indicates that no studies have looked at the writing as a sense for empowerment for this 
population from an SNP’s inception.  As a participant-observer researcher, I was able to ask participants 
on their thoughts behind their writing in workshops and involvement with the Atlanta Overlook.  There 
are ongoing writing workshops hosted by myself and other qualified volunteers to offer a level of 
“professionalism” to the writing behind the paper. (Howley, 2003, p. 280).   
From an organizer’s perspective, I document and log a narrative that refers back to Atlanta 
Overlook’s inception, detailing the interactions among vendors, writers, and the public.  I believe this 
approach of participatory research is fair, because participation should not just be a task for the 
participants or students of a study.  In other words, by writing the narrative of research and being 
present with vendors and writers, I am a participant as well.  Johanek (2000) queries the benefits of not 
only studying a population, but also having the ability to divulge stories or narratives about that 
research:   
If we asked other researchers who have done such studies to tell the stories behind their 
research, could they?  Could narratives about their research assist our understanding of that 
research so that we can become better producers and consumers of all studies, fully 
understanding the researchers’ decisions in the contexts of their research questions?  (p. 122) 
Of course, additional, but related, research questions that compel me to lean towards this 
empirical research method are: 
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• How can alternative views of homelessness by the ones experiencing it, besides the one 
presented in mainstream media, be established? 
• In what ways could an SNP and writing community give a mobile population an incentive to 
organize and possibly stay in this city? 
• How can I gain trust among this population, not only as a researcher, but also as a fellow 
participant? 
On this last question, by organizing and meeting many of the participants who wrote some of 
the articles for the paper, a rapport among the writers was established.  I want to emphasize here how 
important trust is in this close case study and ethnography.  More than what is apparent in research on 
research, I have a strong connection to the writers who appear weekly in the workshop that I host.  I 
have become friends with several of the participants, and I will evermore view writing and 
communication as an act of love. 
In addition to the trust and the bonds built in the workshop, the questions regarding 
transformation of identities imply a substantive amount of time.  That is, transformation does not occur 
instantly. Even in this ethnography with keen focus on the participants, vending, and, writing as means 
of empowerment, the liminality associated with identities that connote lack (of ownership, homes) is 
ongoing.  Glimpses of transformation are apparent with writing and communication, however.  
Additionally, money was needed to carry out this project.  Renewing resources for the purposes 
of conducting research and having the materials needed for writing workshops is also a recurring 
procedure.  In particular, the costs of writing instruction manuals and essay collections are necessary to 
teach a class of varying writing performances.  I minimized out-of-pocket expenses by using what is 
currently available at Mercy Community Church and the workshop space. 
To be sure, this overall method isn’t infallible.  As MacNealy (1999) acknowledges, time and 
money are key factors for ethnography.  Without immediately available monetary resources to sustain 
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the longevity of this project, I must rely on others for funding of the writing instruction that is also a part 
of research.  Also, the availability of reaching participants in the study comes into question here.  While 
Mercy Community Church granted me space for a writing workshop, it was unclear that participants 
would frequent the space for the duration of the research.  Having monetary means and solidifying a 
network among the people and resources already in place for homeless advocacy here was imperative.  
 I attempt to address some concerns with participation in the study.  While any number of 
factors can inhibit participation in study – illness, incarceration, or avoidance of conflict with other 
patrons of the church – can writing compel participants to return to the workshop space?  The general 
transience of the homeless population at Mercy Community Church compels me to establish an 
organization in which those participants work alongside each other for a common cause.  Or, in research 
question form:  How can I organize a sense of community within community—a writing community—
among a population generally thought to be transient? 
 
1.8  Methodology in This Study  
In the subgroups of English studies, rhetoric and composition is a relatively new field.  In a 
sense, the field emerges and reemerges through empirical approaches to theory, writing research, and 
compositional practices of writers.  The name “rhetoric and composition” itself connotes an 
interdisciplinary praxis of theory or philosophy on discourse (rhetoric) and practice (composition).  This 
sort of praxis isn’t confined to this particular field, either.  In discussing discourse analysis in 
communications studies, van Leeuwen (2008) emphasizes the need to participate in social practices and 
to represent them:  “I will insist on the difference between ‘doing it’ and ‘talking about it,’ and on the 
plurality of discourses – the many different possible ways that the same social practice can be 
represented” (p. 6).   
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Discourse analysis is useful to compositional studies in that it is a review of the literature of a 
public or similar publics.  The researcher looks for clues on meaning and “recontextualized social 
practice” (ibid).  Systematically, she finds clues on the identities and writing practices of students or 
authors and how those practices reflect not only compositional knowledge and abilities, but also future 
pedagogical implications for improvement.  Because of the retrospective aspect involved in discourse 
analysis, the only certainty in theorizing about a discourse is that is always historical:  the discourse is an 
artifact on what has occurred (the writing).  Here, another praxis in compositional research is needed 
that focuses on the present and the context surrounding the present.  
MacNealy (1999) points to the educational aspect of discourse analysis for writing studies: 
“Discourse analysis was first used in writing research by scholars interested in improving education in 
writing” (p. 127).  Indeed, discourse analysis carries a didactic component for the researcher and his 
audience. 
Discourse analysis also can be a pedagogical tool for the participants of the discourse.  For 
example, a critique of the writing of a street newspaper (SNP) can demonstrate to those particular 
organizations the need to improve how their articles are represented.  Torck (2001) performed such an 
analysis by looking at the articles of several SNPs part of the International Network of Street 
Newspapers (INSP):  “Contents of SNPs can be extremely different.  At the root of this article lies the 
desire to reflect on the ambivalence of this transaction, and on the various approaches to the 
homelessness issue as presented by these newspapers” (p. 3).  While he poses an acerbic tone here with 
“ambivalence” in the content, the statement serves as a challenge for those newspapers to rethink their 
representations of “the homelessness issue.”  
Discourse analysis, as in the aforementioned case, accomplishes a duality:  a critique of content 
and “issue” through rhetoric and a production of a new rhetoric.  van  Leeuwen (2008) again highlights 
this new discourse:  “As discourses are social cognitions, socially specific ways of knowing social 
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practices, they can be, and are, used as resources for representing social practices in text. This means 
that it is possible to reconstruct discourses from the texts that draw on them” (p. 6).  This reconstruction 
aligns with MacNealy’s (1999) theorization: “Writing Researchers…are usually not much interested in 
language itself as they are interested in what they can learn about something else through studying the 
language used in a particular situation” (p. 126).  The “something else” here can be the reconstruction 
itself in discourse analysis. 
Although Miles and Huberman (1994) don’t explicitly name discourse analysis in the following 
quotation, their general discussion of empirical studies in writing and the need to diversify samples of 
analysis lend to discourse analysis and theory: “One aim of studying multiple cases is to increase 
generalizability, reassuring yourself that the events and processes in one well-described setting are not 
wholly idiosyncratic” (p. 172).  In other words, it is important for researchers to refrain from using a 
particular discourse (one SNP, for example) in application of the universal.  Each deserves its own 
separate analysis.   
More recently, Blakeslee and Fleischer (2007) define discourse analysis in pragmatic terms; in 
other words, how language is normative:  “[Discourse analysis] entails looking at language use” (p. 16).  
They go on to say that such analysis can be applied in two different ways: “There are two ways to carry 
out such analyses.  One is to consider either the text as a whole or parts of it alone as independent 
objects of study.  The other, which is referred to as context-sensitive text analysis, entails taking into 
account the setting and situation in which the text was created or is functioning” (p. 122).  However, I 
argue that thorough discourse analysis considers both content and context.  The two are reliant on each 
other, and I’m not the first to assertively say so: “In no context should we choose our method first, 
allowing it to narrow what kinds of questions we can ask, for to do so is to ignore context itself” 
(Johanek, 2000, p. 3).      
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Following the statement by Johanek (2000), good research questions for discourse analysis of 
SNPs, for example, may look like:  How does the changing or transient environments for homeless 
writers effect their writing?  This question may point to particular SNPs of cities and their attitudes on 
whether or not to have homeless writers (several SNPs have freelance or paid writers, neither homeless 
nor formerly homeless).  The question also may highlight the need for “institutionalization” or stability 
through writing and a discourse community (van Leeuwen, 2008, p. 20). 
There is a weakness in some discourse analysis; in addition to looking at historical context – the 
past, not the present, tense – some researchers on discourse simply don’t have enough knowledge 
about the particular discourse reviewed.  Blakeslee and Fleischer (2007) imply that it is preferable to 
have extensive knowledge of the discourse of a particular focus area. (p. 16) Again, this knowledge is a 
part of the contextualization and “recontextualization.”  
Also, some discourse analyses provide no feedback from the authors of the text.  Blakeslee and 
Fleischer (2007) suggest that although the author’s input isn’t required for discourse analysis, discourse-
based interview questions can shed light on the author’s particular use of words. (p. 123)  As with this 
latter case, however, there is still a degree of uncertainty:  are the interviewee’s responses reliable?  Are 
the researchers’ questions leading or insinuating?  
 In any event, the questions and responses would still be reflection on the past.  The need for 
immediacy and focus on the present in addition to the past is prevalent. 
If purposes and questions for research determine the methods used for a study (Johanek, 2000; 
MacNealy, 1999), then ethnography is beneficial to a field when a dearth of information about a 
particular culture and environment is available.  MacNealy (1999) states, “An ethnographic study is 
especially useful when little is know about an area of interest, and ethnographic studies contribute, as 
do case studies, to the development of hypotheses” (p. 214).  Unlike laboratory experiments, then, 
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hypotheses in ethnographic studies are constructed and reconstructed during the study itself.  As such, 
ethnography is contextual and contemporary, exposing the present state of a subculture. 
MacNealy (1999) further breaks down ethnography in discussing the participant-observer 
researcher that possibly requires previous, extensive training to do so. (p. 220)  It is important, in certain 
situations, for an ethnographer in composition studies to be both participating and observing.  This 
scenario is analogous with teaching.  For example, teachers of writing are writers themselves; immersive 
studies on writing involve not just seeing, but doing and calculating the time those studies take. Miles 
and Huberman (1994) tacitly say: “Field research is a process of progressive focusing and funneling” (p. 
151).  Again, a process denotes time, which poses a problem or challenge for ethnographic participant-
observers. 
Blakeslee and Fleischer (2007) insinuate time as potentially problematic of ethnography: 
“Immersion generally requires large blocks of regularly scheduled time (ideally on a daily basis) so that 
you can lose yourself in your data” (p. 168).  Of course, here, “losing yourself” doesn’t apply to the 
participant-observer; rather, the participant-observer preserves herself as a part of the study.  Still, as a 
study of not only others, but himself, the participant-observer requires more time than mere 
observation.  
In addition to time, ethnographers must resist colonization.  Creswell (2009) emphatically states: 
“Both the researcher and the participants should benefit from the research” (p. 90).  In order to do so, 
ethnography should not disempower the population of study. (p. 89)  In other words, the participant-
observer ethnographer should effect a positive change if possible with the subculture of study.    
 Although the participant-observer preserves herself in ethnography, the sense of otherness 
within a subculture can still be sensed.  MacNealy (1999) is instrumental in acknowledging this aspect:   
Even though a participant researcher, by definition, works right alongside co-workers, there is 
 still a sense of isolation because the researcher is also collecting data that he or she cannot 
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 discuss with co-workers during the collection phase because doing so could affect the behavior 
 of the co-workers and thus distort subsequent data.  (p. 221) 
Indeed, the researcher may be the only one within the subgroup that is reflexively commenting on the 
behaviors and practices therein, including his own.  Although the researcher may not share the 
observations and findings with the participants, it is imperative that the researcher obtains permission 
from authors or speakers to analyze their words. (Blakeslee and Fleischer, 2004, p. 126) 
If possible, a participant-observer of ethnography should contextualize the past and 
recontextualize the present through respective discourse analysis that produces a generality and the 
ethnography itself, focusing on the particular state from which that or similar discourse is produced.  
Both methods of empirical research can work alongside each other, highlighting weaknesses and 
strengths each method produces.  For example, Torck (2001) admits that although there is a “general 
ambivalence,” Street Sheet, an SNP based in San Francisco, is a solid representation of the issues 
surrounding homelessness. (p. 14)  An ethnography on Street Sheet and its contributors could expose 
some answers to the question:  Why is this street newspaper a better representation of homelessness 
than its distant and international relatives?  
More importantly, a combination of discourse analysis and participant-observer ethnography 
could expose future implications about the possibility of advancement or progression within a particular 
discourse community.  A more recent SNP example would be the phenomenon of Nashville’s The 
Contributor.  That monthly paper, now six years old, has a circulation of more than 100,000.  Not only 
are all of the writers homeless or formerly homeless, the paper organization is a recognized not-for-
profit entity.  A discourse analysis of the paper’s progression from the pilot issue to now provides 
context of its relatively short history; an ethnography on the papers’ environment as a not-for-profit, the 
vendors, and the readers of the paper could recontextualize the paper for present and future 
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implications. (van Leeuwen, 2008)  Perhaps most importantly the dual methods could answer burning 
questions such as:  how has the paper empowered its participants and how does it continue to do so? 
 
1.9  Methods Used in Proceeding Chapters 
The second chapter of this dissertation is a discourse analysis of SNPs in the United States.  Here 
I develop a means of ranking and graphing potential empowerment as it appears in those domestic 
SNPs.  In so doing, I analyze multiple SNPs in each organization usually over a few years.  Showcasing this 
trajectory complies with what Ryder (2011) calls “multiple” organizational publications to get a better 
understanding of their missions of empowerment through writing.  Among the factors affecting 
potential empowerment in SNPs are:  authentic voice, featured voice, recurring articles or columns, and 
location in SNPs (front, middle, or back sections).  I define and exemplify these terms in the next 
chapter.  As all of these factors affect the measure of potential empower, they also implicate 
negotiations of identity over time, or as writing tactics or strategies. 
For chapter three, I continue the discourse analysis on a street newspaper phenomenon in The 
South.  I offer a more narrow analysis based on the progression of Nashville’s Contributor, which now 
three years old, from its first issue in 2007.  It now has a monthly circulation of more than 100,000 and a 
shift to a bimonthly publication.  As mentioned, insight into the phenomenon surrounding this 
publication prove useful in my organization behind The Atlanta Overlook, including several research 
questions regarding circulation beyond those mentioned in this introduction.  While the Overlook 
models The Contributor, I discuss prevalent challenges for the former SNP.    
Chapter four consists of field notes, data collection and analysis, interviews, writing workshop 
prompts during this first year of The Overlook, and the first six issues of The Overlook from its inception.  
I gathered many fieldnotes following the method discussed in Writing Ethnographic Fieldnotes 
(Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995).  That is, I wrote many of the notes appearing here as shortly after 
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events as possible.  Although I didn’t always have the opportunity to use it, I designated a supply closet 
to jot notes on interactions among participants in this study.  Data collection consists of participants’ 
writings in the workshop and The Atlanta Overlook and my analysis of those writings; the participants 
also had the opportunity to view and comment on that analysis.  Some of those responses also appear in 
the fourth chapter, and additional writing samples of participants appear in this study’s appendix.  I 
interviewed participants either via audio or video recording, depending on what medium they were 
most comfortable with.  
The final chapter provides respective implications and conclusions of participant involvement in 
the study to the field of rhetoric and composition.  The organization of an SNP and writing workshop 
provide an example of the institutionalization of writing where none exists.  More importantly, a 
discussion of the ways writing encourages hope and power in people’s lives could further encourage 
educators to bridge the extracurriculum to academia.  I conclude with implications and even 
complications of “empowerment” (Jefferson & Harkins, 2011) and how writing activities within writing 
communities and publications offer “not a hand-out, but a hand up”; a writing hand at that. 
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2     U.S. STREET NEWSPAPER DISCOURSE ANALYSIS 
2.1  Introduction 
This chapter is not only to inform readers about the content of street newspapers (SNPs) in the 
U.S., but also to inform and highlight the discourse model that the Atlanta Overlook fits into.  From an 
overview of the basic structures inherent of national SNPs, ranging from glossy magazines to printouts 
of newsletters, categories of discourse models emerge, including:  high-quality journalism mostly 
comprised of topics not-associated with poverty, high-quality journalism on topics associated with 
poverty, first-hand accounts or memoirs of those affected by poverty, creative writings by homeless 
people on a myriad of topics, etc.  The discourse model is important when dealing with SNP 
organizations, because it reinforces how each corresponding SNP engages its audience.       
 Discourse models of SNPs are indicative of the strategies (de Certeau, 1988) that these 
counterpublications (Warner, 2002) employ to reach their target audience.  As Torck (2001) mentions in 
an international discourse analysis of SNPs, the content is also indicative of the level of homeless 
authenticity SNPs purport.  His analysis recognizes only one SNP with a high-level of authenticity, which 
also happens to be the oldest SNP in existence in the U.S.:  San Francisco’s Street Sheet.  My analysis of 
other SNPs in the U.S. demonstrates how others adopt or adapt that authentic discourse model of 
homeless people; it also shows which models have succeeded in engaging an audience over time.     
Possible means of empowerment also correlate to the level of authenticity, or authentic voices 
represented in SNPs.  After analysis of SNPs, like Torck (2001), I enumerate articles present in SNPs 
representing or touting the “authentic voice.”  This quantitative approach ranks the levels of 
authenticity explored in articles apparent in SNPs, accompanied by a chart that demonstrates the 
average level of authenticity for each SNP.   
In terms of potential empowerment, authentic voice (av) from those who have experienced 
homelessness is ranked first (3 points for each av); next in ranking of empowerment is an interview in 
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which voice is highlighted.  Featured voice (fv) represents this second category (2 points for each fv).  It 
should be noted that although this ranking represents an authentic voice, an interviewer steers the 
conversation.  Ranked third in terms of authentic voice is where a homeless voice is presented, though 
not necessarily prominently about that person.  Guest voice (gv) is the term I’ve designated for this third 
category (1 point for each gv).  The appearance of varying degrees of empowerment per SNP issue are 
multiplied by the points designed for each level of empowerment and then divided by the number of 
editions.  For example, an SNP with 4 pages of authentic voice and 3 pages of featured voice in April; 2 
pages of authentic voice; and 1 page of guest voice in July would have the following formula for 
composite:  (4x3 + 3x2) + (2x3 + 1x1).  In this case, the SNP’s score of 25 would then be divided by two 
(number of editions) to reach an average score of 12.5 potential empowerment comparable to other 
SNPs; the highest composite score symbolizes the most potential for empowerment.   
As will be mentioned later, the location of authentic voices in articles or sections of an SNP also 
affects the level of empowerment.  Location of authentic voices is also ranked three-to-one, with one 
being the most visible and potentially most empowering:  1) front; 2) middle; 3) back.  The location of 
authentic voice obviously takes into consideration the number of pages of an SNP; for example, the 
section of Denver Voice “In Your Own Words,” comprised of articles and poems by homeless people 
appearing on page 17 of 20, would be ranked third – back section.  Rankings here of lowest numbers 
signify the most potential of empowerment.   
This discourse analysis wouldn’t be complete with mere commentary on how that 
empowerment appears in each SNP.  Likewise, the analysis can’t rely solely on charts to reach 
conclusions of content where numbers are blind.  For example, articles that address the issues of 
poverty don’t have the same kind of personalization as a first-person account of someone experiencing 
poverty or lack of shelter.  Is that personalization necessary?  As arresting as Tork’s (2001) analysis of 
Street Sheet is, he fails to mention that by-lines of homeless people seldom appear in the articles 
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presented.  Does such generalization, rather than personalization, of articles offer the same kind of 
individual empowerment as a memoir or self-reflective writing?   On the other hand, authors who 
appear with by-lines and authentic voice could be ashamed of their work or could have resented an 
editor for assigning a particular story for them.  In those cases, the authentic voice may be present, but 
the empowerment level would obviously not.  This is precisely why this chapter doesn’t seek to measure 
empowerment but rather potential empowerment.    
This chapter, then, is more than a survey of the various types of SNPs currently in existence; it 
presents quantitative and qualitative data of the presence of a common ground element in street 
newspapers:  potential empowerment via writing for individuals who have experienced homelessness.  
Further still, this chapter is a springboard for chapter four, an analysis of some content in the Overlook 
that deals with more certain measures of empowerment; that is, by interviewing and chronicling 
responses of the authors after their articles appear in print, a stronger assessment of potential 
empowerment exists than without authors’ comments.  It should be noted, however, that authorial 
patterns in these national SNPs, i.e. recurring authors, help abate some of the uncertainty of the levels 
of authentic voice and empowerment.  Analysis of recurring SNP authors and columnists are included to 
mollify some concerns of potential empowerment.   
     
2.2  On The Surface Of SNPS 
 During the consecutive 2010 and 2011 NASNA conferences, held respectively in Chicago and 
Nashville, I obtained copies of U.S. street newspapers.  It should be noted that all of the issues and 
editions of the papers analyzed in the following section are physical copies that were on display at one 
of those conferences.  Because of having been on display, the editions mentioned likely represent each 
newspaper’s best work.  The display copies were limited, and the number of copies in each set of 
analysis varies.  However, as a basis for my sampling, there is a minimum of two copies per analysis.  
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Certain street newspapers were I was able to only obtain a sole copy, such as Madison, WI’s Street 
Pulse, are not included in the analysis.  Furthermore, street newspapers that appear too new for 
acquisition of more than one copy by the time of analysis, like Birmingham’s The Voice, are not 
mentioned here. 
 The analysis is organized into varying geographical regions of the U.S. street newspapers.  Each 
region contains a central apex—that is, a street newspaper that influences and oftentimes helps 
cultivate street newspapers surrounding it.  For example, StreetWise hosted the 2010 NASNA 
conference.  More representatives from street newspapers in the Midwest were in attendance there 
than at 2011’s conference, hosted by The Contributor.  Both newspapers are apexes because of the 
influence they have over their region and on NASNA.  The result could be a domino effect in newspapers 
surrounding the apex, as is the case with The Contributor.   
While separate street newspapers in the same region may appear differently, that appearance 
may have more to do with factors beyond region such as:  budget, public reception, and organization 
(location or headquarters of newspapers).  This analysis looks at street newspapers’ content and 
organization as unifying aspect behind region.  For example, The Contributor, The Amplifier, and the 
Overlook originated in churches, and a number of religious writings appear in those papers.  
Furthermore, before launching The Amplifier and Overlook, representatives from The Contributor met 
with founding members of those papers.  NASNA even recommends that prior to launching, papers visit 
a well-established SNP headquarters.  Doing so creates a network of street newspapers in a particular 
region—The South in this example. 
Areas outside The South have a longer history of street newspapers.  Chicago’s StreetWise is a 
biweekly, glossy magazine.  From the cover, one is hard-pressed to see the counterpublication nature of 
the magazine.  In fact, StreetWise blends in so well with mainstream publications that it easily and 
transparently mediates itself. (Bolter & Grusin, 1999) That is, in contrast to its early bearings as a 
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“homeless” magazine, there is nothing on the surface that separates and sets this off as a 
counterpublication. 
This lack of otherness implies a certain impact that the magazine has had since its inception in 
1991.  On the one hand, the magazine stands alone without having to pit itself against the mainstream 
media.  For more than twenty years, the publication circulates in the community and indeed edifies a 
public on its own.  That public is polished to the point where perhaps the only “otherness” to be found 
resides in its content.  On the other hand, new customers of StreetWise may mistake the true nature of 
the publication at first glance without any orientation or history.  Take the cover of Sept. 28-Oct. 4, 
2011, for example.  The advertisement of the cover story pictures Bern Nadette with a caption that 
reads “From ‘Good Times’ to her experience in public housing.”  While public housing is certainly an 
issue of impoverished people, it isn’t necessarily an issue of homelessness (by definition, it is its 
opposite).  In short, the StreetWise publication is so firmly entrenched in its public that it seeks no need 
for explanation or justification of its existence.  
By reviewing some of the articles that appeared in its burgeoning years of publication, then a 
newspaper, one notices how much StreetWise has changed in terms of content.  Whereas articles of 
authentic voice were featured more frequently then, av sparsely populates the pages of the magazine 
today.  For example, a vendor showcases his daily routine in an article that appeared in July of 1993; 
also in that year printed perspectives from Vietnam veterans living in transitional housing can be found.  
Why the shift away from av?  As the circulation of the newspaper increases, there is more pressure for 
professionalism, including professional journalism, because there is more focus on the product and 
engagement with its public.          
Other street publications that don’t have years of having adapted to their publics must resort to 
ways of engaging readers and onlookers quickly.  Street Speech, which hails from Columbus, Ohio, is 
such a publication.  Unlike StreetWise, which rarely has the word “homeless” on the cover, this street 
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newspaper frequently utilizes the moniker and always has “Columbus Coalition for the Homeless” 
printed on the bottom of the cover.  Street Speech, like StreetWise, may incorporate celebrities on the 
cover, but the issue of homelessness is more directly explicated.  For example, a caption on the issue 
dated Sept.16-Oct. 6, 2011, blurbs articles about famed rapper “KRS-One” and “Evicting the homeless”.  
In addition to the word “homeless” that appears as a standard issue tagline from the Columbus 
Coalition, all of the four issues that I obtained spanning from summer to early fall of 2011 have 
headlines with the word “homeless” in it. 
Appearing in early March 2008, the launch issue of Street Speech circulates 16 years after the 
launch issue of StreetWise.  As the paper is a bimonthly, it is regularly circulated on the streets of 
Columbus.  So how long does it take for street publications to be recognized and firmly established in 
the community?  After street publications or counterpublications have been established, do they lose 
their focus on the homeless word and homelessness in general?  Does the frequency of the publication 
play a factor? 
In at least one instance, a street newspaper has the potential to spread like wildfire in an urban 
environment.  I devote next chapter solely to the phenomenon of The Contributor in Nashville, whose 
2012 monthly circulation tops 150,000 – a far cry from the 1,000 monthly copies of the paper circulated 
during its inception in 2007.   
I mention this publication here, because the words “homeless” and “homelessness” are 
prominently displayed on its cover to date.  Directly under the masthead, the mission reads:  “Diverse 
perspectives on homelessness.  Genuine opportunities for advancement.” (emphasis theirs).  The 
emphasis through italics represents the paper’s dedication to highlight issues involving homelessness 
and homeless persons.  The ambiguousness and emphasis of “opportunities for advancement” is 
purposefully twofold.  There is the monetary advancement for vendors of the newspaper, literary 
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enhancement of homeless writers and reporters on the topic of homelessness; the reading public 
advances through enrichment on the often-shunned topic of homelessness in media. 
As the case of The Contributor indicates, strength in the public is not always analogous to how 
many years a particular street publication is in operation.  St. Louis’ Whats Up magazine celebrates its 
10-year anniversary in 2012, but the magazine still struggles to stay afloat and resorts to appealing to 
the public for support.  In a Jan. 18, 2012 Riverfront Times article entitled “Whats Up Is Down But Not 
Out,” founder Jay Swoboda is cited as “[imposing] a deadline of January 31 [2012] to raise  $5,000 from 
the community—along with an increased awareness of the magazine and its mission—or he’ll shut 
down Whats Up.” 
Whats Up features the word “homeless” on its recent covers perhaps more prominently than it 
did at launch.  Take the tagline on the cover of the first edition for consideration:  “Comforting the 
Disturbed.  Disturbing the Comfortable.”  Lapse of political correctness aside, the tagline is nebulous 
compared to the tag on the Fall 2009 edition:  “Whats Up Is Distributed by and for the Homeless and 
Disadvantaged.”  While clearer than the previous edition, this stamp is still problematic for an inclusive 
public.  The insinuation with this latter tagline is that the entire public or audience of the magazine is 
homeless or disadvantaged.  Such insinuation stymies negotiation with the broader public and passersby 
who may come in contact with the publication.  
Of course other factors, such as support from the respective city and other nonprofit 
organizations and organizational infrastructure, help the public stability of street publications.  But 
perhaps adherence to a core mission and awareness of audience, a sound rhetorical principle, facilitates 
a strong public with the street periodicals.  As such, a large percentage of the success behind reaching a 
public is how the publication is not merely surface-level, which may be good at initially luring a public, 
but rather social movement.  Concurrently, a street publication must be mobilized and growing along 
with its public or audience.  More importantly, because street publications fill a gap between 
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mainstream periodicals, they should reach, not occlude, the general reading public.  While the general 
reading public includes homeless persons, it also includes regular newspaper and magazine readers who 
by default aren’t “read” on the issues surrounding homelessness and poverty. 
The following section delves beyond the covers of veteran (7 or more years), established (4-6 
years), and new (1-3 years) street publications to analyze how the content of the publications engage, 
orient, or disengage the readers on the myriad issues surrounding homelessness.  While reporting on 
homelessness fills a hole in mainstream media in its own right, participation and inclusion is necessary 
for homeless people to express themselves in a society that has excommunicated them in many ways.  
Like Torck (2001), I will look at the authentic representation of homeless voices behind the street 
publications in the U.S.A.  Unlike Torck’s exploration of transcontinental analysis that by and large 
dismisses street newspapers as capitalizing on homelessness, however, my sample includes street 
newspapers and magazines across the country that both obviate and amplify authentic homeless voices.  
In many ways, the model of a street publication is indicative of its empowerment efforts and adherence 
to its mission.  In addition to chronicling the publications from oldest to newest, I’ve also divided them 
according to respective geographic region – The MidWest, The Pacific Northwest, The Northeast, The 
West, and The South; as with the age of publication, I also categorize the mission of the paper and how 
well each paper adheres to its mission.  
 
2.3  Content Analysis 
2.3.1  The Midwest 
SteetWise  
Like other veteran SNPs, StreetWise is a paradox.  As mentioned in the introduction, issues of 
the old print newspaper model laud authentic voices of experience with homelessness better than the 
current glossy magazine.  The current trend of the publication is to empower homeless people solely 
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through vending of the magazine; yet while vending is certainly a means for employment, publications 
that both have a vending and a writing aspect for that possible empowerment offer an outlet in the 
creation of the content.  To even call StreetWise a street publication now is specious; stories from the 
street—usually stories from vendors on reinforcing the StreetWise product—are overshadowed by the 
advertisements and mostly bourgeois interests.  
Relatively recent content of the magazine indicates that it follows a business model, but the 
inside cover of the Nov. 5-11, 2008 issue asserts its 501(c)3 nonprofit status; furthermore, two mission 
statements appear, one from the then executive director and publisher Michael Speer:  “To empower 
men and women who are homeless or at risk of being so, as they work toward gainful employment and 
self-sufficiency.”  The other mission statement, from the staff at large, appears similar:  “To help people 
help themselves to self-sufficiency through gainful employment.”  Notice, however, the omission of the 
word “homeless” in the latter statement.  In effect, the paper has no need to focus solely on the word 
“homeless,” regardless of Speer’s conception or origin of publication.  A look into the magazine’s 
content will offer a test to Speer’s statement with a focus on the what – homelessness – and the who 
(or from whom) – either people who have experienced homelessness or reporters relaying that 
experience second-hand.  
The Nov. 5-11, 2008 issue marks the first time the magazine increases the cost of each copy 
from one to two dollars; Speer declares this action “not only buys you a better publication, it helps buy 
the vendor a better life.  Can you think of a more powerful way to help the individual – by giving a hand 
up rather than a hand-out?”  This statement insinuates either empowerment strictly through the selling 
of the magazine or an overemphasis on the money.  (To answer bluntly, I can think of at least an equally 
powerful way to help “the individual” – through writing and expression.) 
Through the six copies I have of StreetWise, spanning from 2008 to 2011, the content of the 
magazine enforces the vending aspect, again in adherence to its business model.  Articles from these 
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copies don’t necessarily laud the authentic voice of homeless people, but rather mostly report on that 
voice—instance of featured voice.  For example, a couple of articles in the Nov. 5-11, 2008, issue 
headline as such:  “Coming Home to a Better Life” and “How StreetWise Changed My Life.”  These article 
titles are misleading, because writers for the magazine relay the story instead of the vendors writing the 
stories themselves.  Statements or captions like “vendor loves to better himself” are clearly about 
empowerment as it relates to employment, but what about the power and freedom to express those 
thoughts on his own terms? 
The first appearance in my sample of the three-year StreetWise trajectory that authentically 
exalts vendors’ voices is in the May 13-19, 2009, issue.  Still, the authors of those pieces aren’t identified 
as writers.  Instead a tagline that reads “What Selling StreetWise Means to Our Vendors” is prominent.  
That being said, the vendors’ writing is circular in that it offers a plea or an accolade in purchasing the 
magazine.  As an alternative to panhandling, the pathos of the writing here isn’t altogether different 
from the vending-on-the-street approach.  An added section in the same article implores readers to 
discover what StreetWise means to “our vendors’” children.  Again, the ones selling the magazine have 
little involvement in the creation of its content, and when they do, it’s to reinforce the selling.         
There seems to be more content and discussion about the cost, value, and selling of StreetWise 
than there is content of first-person expression from people experiencing the effects of homelessness.  
In the Sept. 28-Oct. 4, 2011 issue, there is a disclosure of how vendors will be charged more for each 
copy of StreetWise to sell, with each vendor paying 90 cents per issue and keeping the remaining $1.10 
on each sale.  Also, the headline “vendor essay” appears in the table of contents in that issue.  The title 
of that piece is both an oxymoron and misnomer.  If it were truly a “vendor essay” it would be from the 
vendor, but then wouldn’t that make the essay from a writer?  There is a bit of solace in this edition, 
though; buried in the back section there is a poem by Lance Bartel, a “StreetWise Vendor.”  What’s the 
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point, though, in identifying him as a vendor if the poem has nothing to do with vending?  “Poet” or 
“writer” would be a more accurate description. 
By the point of the Special Edition copy of 2011, StreetWise’s mission, as stated by Editor-In-
Chief Suzanne Haney, becomes abundantly clear in the samples I’ve obtained:  “dual mission:  to provide 
a flexible employment opportunity –through the sales of a quality journalism product.”  (my emphasis)  
In a sense, the pressure of having a quality product outweighs the exaltation of voices of vendors and 
writers who have experienced homelessness.  Ironically, this special edition contains the most robust 
emphasis on generating anything besides vending and money.  A couple of StreetWise vendors are also 
identified respectively as “a poet” and “an artist.”  Each person has a full-page spread with examples of 
his work, but the master heading behind these examples supersede these monikers as “StreetWise 
Vendors.” 
I wonder if, over time, the shift and pressure of professionalism change a street publication’s 
original mission.  Vertreace (1994) states, in an abstract of a case study on creative writers’ responses to 
articles that appear during 1993, that the publication is “written by and about the homeless.”  Yet, 20 
years later, content of one of the oldest street publications in the U.S. has sparse representation from 
the population it purportedly serves, touted on the cover as “Your City from the Streets.”  Even so, the 
change demonstrates growth of a larger public outside of “the homeless” public. 
Street Speech 
Street Speech hails from Columbus, Ohio, and is a relatively new addition to street publications 
in the U.S, with its launch issue in 2008.  With some of its issues archived on its website 
streetspeech.org, the newspaper is produced bimonthly by Columbus Coalition for the Homeless.  All 
copies of the newspaper I’ve obtained are from 2011, and all are comparatively representative of 
authentic voices of those individuals living without permanent shelter.  What’s more – utility of those 
voices isn’t honed to merely reinforce vending.  Take, for example, a recurring column by Shirley Taylor, 
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who is identified in the June 3-16 issue as a Street Speech vendor but only under the heading of “Words 
of Power.”  The column is about giving advice without asking for anything in return; she states:  “list at 
least 5 things that you don’t want to change about yourself….then make adjustments to that 
statement.”  
There is indication that some of the content from vendors reinforces the sale of the newspaper, 
as the case is in “Why I Love Columbus Coalition for the Homeless and Street Speech” by Michael 
McDaniel.  He declares, through a narrative, “My case manager suggested that I apply for welfare and 
SSI.  Those things are great, but I needed assistance immediately.”  The narrative reinforces 
empowerment monetarily, but the encomium here is directly to the organization and public of Street 
Speech, not solely the customers.   
Unlike the sparse authentic voice representation in StreetWise, the “From the Streets” section is 
preeminently displayed in the front of the newspaper, not shuffled to the back.  This one edition from 
early June shows more av than all of the samples of StreetWise combined.  While the by-lines for the 
writers in this section still tag them as “vendors,” the stories don’t merely revert or reinforce the 
vending – an aim disparate from the “strictly business” model towards possible empowerment through 
words.   
Articles in the section “From the Streets” are potentially empowering because they offer a 
unique understanding of circumstance.  In the same edition, a bolded headline reads “How I Became 
Homeless.”  This first person account by Michael Carano has a clear objective:  to correct some 
misconceptions about homelessness.  He cites some typical reasons he hears on the street:  “ ‘They are 
homeless because they choose to be that way; they never work a day in their life.  I would never support 
them.’  For you that feel this way, let me explain how and why I am homeless.”  Carano’s persuasive 
appeal to the audience expands beyond the typical customers of the newspaper and public to those 
who may have bought the paper as charity work.  He uses ethos to drive home his point:  “Due to a back 
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injury, I could no longer do janitorial work, and I became homeless.  I have been homeless since 2005.  I 
didn’t choose to be homeless.”  Empowerment in the shape of equality, then, is certainly a goal for the 
written content of the publication: to influence others to accept homeless people as equal. 
 The ethos in “From the Streets” is also enriched with “My Journey From the Top to the Bottom” 
by Melissa Booker, who has no by-line descriptor of “vendor” or “writer.”  Without the focus on her 
identity in the by-line, the article is her descriptor.  She shows solidarity with the homeless population 
with “no husband and no home to provide my children with,” but she also shows a desire to reconnect 
with her life prior to becoming homeless:  “My husband told me that [my children] had even quit asking 
about me.  My heart is broken to this day, because I am still homeless.”  
The newspaper includes stories by professional journalists, but those articles appear secondary 
and only after those with first-hand experience of homelessness have their say.  “My life” by Richard 
Casto is self-reflexive in that the work of writing is reminiscent of his proclivity of manual labor.  He 
describes the construction work that he did on concrete as “fun,” but doesn’t evade the fact of his 
addiction to alcohol and cocaine, either:  “After I lost my job, I tried living with my cousins.  But my 
drinking and addiction problems got worse, and I started breaking into pop machines.  I became 
homeless and I didn’t care about nothing.”  Without Castro specifically identifying the newspaper as the 
reason, one suspects that the newspaper is instrumental in offering a positive outlet for a new direction:  
“My time on the streets in 2001 compared to 2011, well you have a lot more resources now than 
then….a year from now I could have a good job and a house.”  Not only as a vendor, but also as a writer, 
Castro envisions a better life for himself.  One of the “resources” available to him, enabling such a goal 
to occur, is indubitably the organization and empowerment Street Speech offers both physically and 
metaphysically.  In other words, the paper is a means for employment but is also public contemplation 
for a better life. 
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A Street Speech special issue, August 2011, appears as the strongest example of “strictly 
business” in the samples that I obtain.  That issue, however, can’t usurp the vending predicament based 
on its content.  The lead article by Ray Daigle, vendor manager, reads, “Street Speech Is Back (For The 
Time Being, Anyway)” and is about how the vendor license with the City of Columbus expired in June 
and was renewed by the publishing of this edition.  Likewise, an article by editor Mary Loritz highlights 
the vending aspect by thanking Street Speech’s public for support. 
Even with these appeals to audience from a manager and editor, the section is filled with 
responses from several homeless vendors and writers of the paper.  The responses do more than 
reiterate the importance of the paper on a personal level from the standpoint of vending, they 
underscore the empowerment through genuine expression:  “Thanks everybody for helping me and 
other Street Speech vendors….My writing teacher and the rest of the staff:  thank you.”  It’s important 
to note that other than the audience, the emphasis here is on written expression of gratitude.  Gary 
Towns’ signature of that article indicates intimacy with the readers:  “Thanks, Gary.”  Likewise, 
columnist Shirley Taylor signs her piece in this edition with:  “Till next issue, Peace and Love, Shirley.”  
Such rapport demonstrates the perpetual desire for communication in the public created by Street 
Speech.   
The special edition reinforces the vending aspect, but more emphatically, it reinforces the 
writing.  Rather than purporting one page as “From the Streets,” vendors’ voices, from their 
perspectives, fill three pages in their entirety.  In “Happiness,” by Earl Rathburn, the author comments 
on “the pursuit of happiness”:  “Why does it seem so elusive?  There are, so they say, so many ways to 
achieve it.  If you tried without success you’ll probably try them all.”  In many ways, Rathburn pinpoints 
the cause for many addictions.  With the plethora of root causes of addiction, a discussion on one is 
beneficial for the public’s understanding of a common problem that plagues destitute and indigent 
people as well as others who aren’t happy with themselves.  In “Rising Sun,” by Jeff Heath, the message 
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of people within the public helping each other is clear:  “Even the homeless give to one another.  I 
believe we all can give.”  Homeless people do give to one another, including the encouragement to 
share stories in print.  Yet another example by vendor Anthony Chambers titled “Your Mental Health:  
From The Black People’s Prison Survival Guide” details power in another way:  “Prison will destroy you 
mentally if you allow it to….Thoughts are powerful.  They create and give new life, and can also cause 
death.  Never allow fear, anxiety, anger and doubt to run riot in your life and exert rulership over you.”  
(my emphasis) Contemplation via writing is powerful, too, and an indelible way for those thoughts to be 
transmitted. 
In the Sept. 2-16 issue of Street Speech, Shirley Taylor continues the column “Words of Power.”  
In fact, she is not absent in any of the samples of the paper I’ve maintained.  I note here that the author 
connects to the audience with a signature of her own accord, not unlike a trademark:  “Welcome to 
Words of Power, a Street Speech exclusive look at positive thinking where you will learn how to attract 
good and dispel bad in your life.”  She openly engages the audience to consider her advice; trust is built 
upon knowing a person, and in every column she challenges her public to know and eventually trust her 
to guide its introspection:  “Do you feel like you have to fit in with society, belong to a group, or be 
involved in a public event so you will feel loved and accepted?....If you answered yes, then I have 
something of great importance to tell you.  Try learning to accept yourself.”  
Michael Carano still points to nearly losing a vending license, but he underscores the personal 
investment he encompasses with the paper.  It’s not just an investment of time and energy, but also an 
investment with his heart:  “On August 1st 2011 a nightmare and a shock happened that none of us 
dreamed could happen.  Street Speech was shut down.  Because of this what money I did save is gone 
and now I face homelessness once again.  The only hope that all of us have is for our supporters to write 
letters and to continue to support us.”  The appeal here is to the audience, but it is also a call of action.  
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In short, Carano encourages readers of Street Speech to write to an audience in power just as he has 
done.  
Writing isn’t the only call to action presented in this edition paper, and the focus is on “self-
sufficiency.”  Rather than merely herald that term as part of a mission statement, the public space of 
Street Speech “helps people help themselves.”  Take “Tips for Growing Your Own Garden,” by Eileen 
Hiltbrand, for example.  She states:  “Practically speaking this author is an avid gardener, and has 
routinely planted window boxes full of aesthetically beautiful and edible gardens that may be 
considered contraband in Oak Park, Michigan.”  Despite the monolithic identity label as a vendor, 
Hiltbrand is also a gardener and author.  In a preceding article titled “Going Green Can Land One In Jail,” 
the author cites a case where a Michigan woman reportedly had “contraband” (vegetable garden) in her 
yard.  Hiltbrand clarifies in that article:  “it does appear that Columbus residents should feel free to plant 
at least a minimal vegetable garden within the confines of their front yard.” 
The content of Street Speech aligns with its mission not only as a street newspaper, but also as a 
“social justice newspaper” as indicated in the “about” section online.  It’s clear that the paper extolls 
first-person perspectives on issues surrounding homelessness, by those experiencing it.  It also draws 
attention to the ills in the larger society and public when dealing with the issue.  A prime example is 
“Blatant Government Misconduct = Homeless Veterans” by Robin L. Hinch.  The story references the city 
of L.A., which has 8,000 veterans living on the street.  “The homeless vets in L.A. have come up with a 
nickname for them-selves. (sic)  They are M.I.A.s – ‘missing in America.’”  A couple of other examples of 
social justice appear in Jeff Heath’s articles “The Way of Life” and “Homeless and Evicted.”  The former 
article concludes:  “Everything dies yet love never will – Never.”  While this statement may appear trite 
at first glance, a correlation can be made to writing.  Love is an idea, not a thing; through writing, ideas 
are indelible.    
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As such, love can live through writing.  Plato makes “eros” (Greek god of love) a metaphor for 
writing in Phaedrus, and that link may reside in this connection.  In the latter article, Heath reverts 
attention to the local societal woes in Columbus:  “Homeless people have few places that they can go to 
sleep….This place, some would call it Italian Gardens.  I simply called it home….We had freedom there.”  
Without a physical home to reside in, Heath finds a home in print to express his ideas of love and 
outrage.  Despite his predicament, he doesn’t speak ill of the police who evicted him and others:  “I 
could not believe it, and that was when I knew that it was the end of my home.  I did not want to believe 
people would do this to other people who have nowhere to go”.  While he could easily have lambasted 
the police with a derogatory adjective, he calls them “people.”  He holds the same desire for others to 
view him and “other (homeless) people”, neither better nor worse:   
Homeless people are always being treated like dirt, it seems….People who have nowhere to go 
 are told to move somewhere else.  I have been picked up by the police, as being asked directly if 
 I am breaking into cars while I am going through dumpsters….Though the police have treated us 
 badly, I have much respect for them for doing their jobs when they are protecting us ….  We are 
 no longer in the camp but it is in our hearts.    
In the connotation of “home” divulged above, there is more than a permanent shelter.  There is 
a place of belonging.  In this understanding, the term “homeless” is a misnomer for people without 
shelter.  Consider an additional excerpt from the same article:   
A man I know, of times past to me (I am 20), told me that he was asked by a city official if he 
 knew where any camps were located.  This, I believe, is evidence of the city wanting us home-
 less people in the shelters or on the streets.  In both places we have no safe place for our things.  
 In the camp, nobody bothered our things, or us….I loved the camp.  The freedom, not being told 
 where to be at a certain time, being allowed to be myself.  My friends are there; I have come to 
 know them all since I have been there.  I would stay awake just to be around them.  
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In this account, the beloved “home” of friends around him is supplanted by the imposed home or 
shelter of the city.  This account is by someone who prefers not to have permanent shelter, but is his 
idea of home any less valid?  Through recounting his experience, he has the “freedom” to remember 
and honor his notion of home.  Notice the tense change of the past – “I loved the camp,” to the present 
“being allowed to be myself.”  The present tense is a nod to the remembrance of the campsite, but it’s 
also apparently for his freedom of expression in this print space (which is always alive). 
To recapitulate, Street Speech has as its mission a call to social justice; it’s obvious that the 
paper adheres to that exigency with surfeit examples of written expression from its “vendors.”  Despite 
any misleading by-lines, these vendors represent writing and are therefore writers.  Beyond the labels, 
the public of the paper witnesses empowerment through written expression and instruction, as 
indicated by a previously mentioned encomium to a “writing teacher.”  With a long-term expectation of 
“professional journalism” in street publications, it is refreshing to see signs of education towards 
professionalism.  How teachers and volunteers enact that education is yet to be seen, however. 
Whats Up 
 As mentioned in this chapter’s introduction, Whats Up is a street magazine hailing from St. 
Louis, Missouri, and the two samples studied demonstrate some of the possible changes that can occur 
in a publication in a seven-year span.   For starters, launch issue of the magazine dates “February 2002,” 
but the latter copy is from “Fall 2009.”  While a decline in the frequency of publication doesn’t 
necessarily denote a decline in circulation, it does indicate less communicative interaction with the 
public—at least from a written standpoint.  Swoboda’s plea to the magazine’s public certainly for 
funding certainly makes sense when considering its dwindling frequency of publication. 
 What about the writing and its level of potential empowerment?  In the February 2002 edition 
of the magazine, only two articles are about and by homeless or formerly homeless individuals.  Both 
pieces appear at the back of the magazine.  The first, titled “homeless…home…less, nighttime coming…I 
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want to go home,” is a short memoir by John Biswas, “a homeless youth in Los Angeles, CA.”  The other 
is an interview with formerly homeless rapper KRS-One.  Its potential empowerment in the mission 
statement, “aiding the homeless and economically disadvantaged by offering transitional employment,” 
may be justified, but the early edition of the magazine offers little in terms of potential empowerment 
through its content.  As enumerated by the two articles by those experiencing or who have experienced 
homelessness in St. Louis, an implication resides in that there is a distance from first-hand accounts of 
individuals experiencing homelessness in St. Louis.  In other words, potential empowerment through 
creation of content could add to its contextual “aiding [of] the homeless.” 
 The Fall 2009 fills some articles devoid of those experiencing homelessness.  While the 
magazine’s frequency of publication is now quarterly, this edition features more confrontation with the 
underlying issue of homelessness, both globally and locally.  For example, the first article is a 
photojournalistic expose of homelessness in Hong Kong.  The photos remind its public of the presence 
and international problem of homelessness.  However, the photos without words are literally and 
figuratively out of context.  The question of potential empowerment is further complicated when one 
considers:  do the photos potentially empower, or do they potentially exploit?   
 The Fall 2009 edition also addresses the issue of the lack of local content from those the 
magazine purports to aid.  Located in the back section of the magazine, two articles appear from 
vendors and writers.  Darrell Page’s recorded interview in “What’s Really Up?” features his voice as a 
“Vendor/Writer.”  However, it should be noted that Page’s and Robin Drennen Brown’s column, the 
other “Vendor” article, appear in the section “Vendor Voice.”  Emphasis remains on the potential 
empowerment through monetary means, not through writing, but admittedly less so than in the 
previous edition of the magazine.  The magazine now strives towards engaging its public, this time with 
its own vendors, locally.   
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 2.3.2  The South 
The Amplifier 
One of the newest street newspapers in my purview, Knoxville’s The Amplifier demonstrates a 
genuine commitment to bolster voices of those people experiencing tough financial times.  If previous 
analyses of newspapers consider the identity behind the content therein, both vendors and writers 
represent the writing base of The Amplifier.  The issues of the paper during its 2011 inaugural year are 
numbered, and I have copies of numbers seven and nine to analyze; the former appears more as a space 
for voices on the street than the latter. 
Considering how the paper represents its headings, vendors and writers have equal space for 
expression in issue seven.  The following headlines highlight this suggestion:  “The Amplifier Man:  The 
Life of an Amp Vendor” and “Viewpoints” from featured “writers.” (my emphasis)  Both sections contain 
narratives without reinforcement of the vending aspect.   
Denise Loray’s aptly titled “My Story” demonstrates the hardships of finding adequate or 
permanent shelter: 
I found myself homeless in a fully contained R.V.  I remained in this homeless state, parking in 
 Wal-Mart parking lots and Restaurant (sic) truck stops from May to late June when classes 
 started at Tennessee Wesleyan College.  Hot summer nights in a fully self contained motor 
 home, that cannot be plugged in for the air conditioning, is indeed a cruel, cruel summer. 
While not visibly homeless, mentioning that she lives in a virtual oven complicates the notion of what it 
is to be “homeless.”   The story also offers a perspective from someone who identifies with 
homelessness.  Few could disagree with her that the shelter that she describes is less than desirable, 
even if she describes the dwelling as a “motor home.” 
“The Enlightener” by Maxine Loope explicates how self-reflection is influenced by reactions of 
other people in society:   
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And traffic – hearing the sound of a car door suddenly being locked or pulling their children 
 close to them, bust (sic) because your (sic) standing at a red light.  You get used to it, but it still 
 bothers you….I remember how people looked at me, I knew the look. 
Non-acceptance into society isn’t something that can easily be changed, but that change is precisely 
what this article is geared to provoke.  Notice the rhetorical appeal:  the explicit “you” mixed with “I.”  
The connotation here is empathy, but also leading the audience to her emotional response.  At first she 
states:  “You get used to it, but it still bothers you.”  She then transitions to the personal anecdote:  “I 
remember how people looked at me, I knew the look.”  Knowing that the derision from society is 
precisely why this section exists, to enlighten others that belittling the downtrodden adds insult to 
injury. 
Greensboro Voice 
The Greensboro Voice, originally titled the New Greensboro Voice, appears as a monthly 
newsletter.  It is housed on the campus of The University of North Carolina – Greensboro.  All issues of 
the paper are archived online, and many papers are resorting to either have all or part of their content 
online.   
From taking note of the “staff” page online, the Voice certainly employs homeless voices.  That 
is, it features av prominently.  One of the writers, Christina Bryant, states in her bio that she “wants to 
share her homeless story with readers.”  Again, a desire of connecting with a reading public shows a 
desire to form a heterogeneous community of both homeless individuals and those who haven’t 
experienced homelessness.  With the polyvalent factors surrounding homelessness, those who have 
stable dwellings may be closer to homelessness than they think. 
In one instance, the paper serves as a call to action as it’s not only a community but also a way 
of organizing community.  Robert “Shorty” Decker proposes a centralized approach at aiding indigent 
individuals in need of assistance:   
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The Greensboro area does not have one agency to oversee the distribution and application of 
 resources to help individuals in poverty or without a home.  Most other states that I lived in 
 have a central organization to do this.  I propose that The North Carolina Coalition to End 
 Homelessness or a coalition of churches be nominated for this position and unite to create a 
 central location where people can go for help. 
From personal experience, Decker relates what he knows works in other areas.  Therefore, he is applying 
knowledge in the rhetoric of community organizing.  On an even grander scale, Decker realizes he has 
the power to motivate community and change through words. 
While I have two issues of the Greensboro Voice for analysis, March and October 2011, the 
copies feel superfluous because of the extensive content in online archives.  This perceived notion could 
simply be because the pdf files appear identical to their printed counterparts.  Of the two hardcopies 
represented here for analysis, the October issue appears cleaner and more meticulously organized than 
the former edition.  For example, pages six and seven have larger pictures and poems on their spreads.  
The October edition also features an editorial by Tony Hodges, a 23-year-old poet who is 
homeless.  In that editorial, Hodges declares:  “All homeless people do not self-inflict their homeless 
situation, even though society seems to think otherwise….Homeless people are good people that have 
many talents and are intelligent.  We have just fallen on hard times.”  Here, of course, one of “talents” is 
writing; that is, writing is a means to combat stereotypes of homeless peoples’ inactivity. 
The mission of the paper is problematic in at least a couple of points.  For starters, the 
statement appears on the back of the paper.  While the back page is considered “prime real estate” in 
journalistic terms, the front cover seems a likelier place for it.  That is, like the master heading or logo of 
the paper, the mission is essential to the identity of the publication.  It lets readers know up front what it 
is about and what sets it apart from other publications.  Also, the statement is a bit condescending:  “We 
provide a voice to the voiceless by presenting diverse perspectives on homelessness and poverty.  In 
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addition, we strive to create a community between our reporters and readers.”  Stating the paper 
provides a “voice” presupposes that individuals don’t have a voice to begin with.  More to the point, the 
paper is a vehicle (and assuming that there is writing instruction, cultivation) of voices, not a supplier.  
 2.3.3  The Northeast 
Spare Change    
Writers and vendors are featured prominently on the pages of a section in Spare Change, 
Boston’s street newspaper, but the word “homeless” is not present in any of the by-lines.  Instead, the 
paper allows the names to speak for themselves; there is evidence that the paper’s mission of 
empowerment goes beyond the content of the paper.  In the “About” section, James Shearer is listed as 
the newspaper’s cofounder who “was once a homeless vendor.  He currently serves as the Board’s 
president.”  Admittedly, the only print edition of the paper that I have is July 2-15, 2010; archived 
editions are available for online viewing at the paper’s homepage.   
Like other street publications, the mission statement is in a box by itself.  It’s telling, however, 
that the “vision and mission” are one in the same.  There is a degree of transparency with that phrase; 
the paper is a reflection of the editorial board’s core values, which includes employment of writers and 
vendors.  This section consists of three informative paragraphs, but all are concise.  The section relays to 
readers that paper is produced by the Homeless Empowerment Project (HEP), and it indicates how the 
goals of HEP and Spare Change overlap.  Spare Change’s Goal:  “To present, by our own example, that 
homeless and economically disadvantaged people, with the proper resources, empowerment, 
opportunity, and encouragement are capable of creating change for ourselves in society.”  HEP’s 
objectives aren’t dissimilar:  “To empower the economically disadvantaged in Greater Boston through 
self-employment, skill development and self-expression.  To create forums, including those of 
independent media in order to reshape public perception of poverty and homelessness.”  In both 
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objectives change is twofold:  self-reflexive of the participants of the newspaper and those in the larger 
public with misperceptions about homelessness. 
One Step Away 
A relatively new street newspaper in the Northeast, Philadelphia’s One Step Away, has a tagline 
that reads, “Philadelphia’s First Newspaper by Those Without Homes for Those with Homes.”  Like Spare 
Change, it’s clear that a primary goal for the publication is to reach the general public and rectify some 
misperceptions about homelessness there.  Both copies of the paper I have are from 2010, and I again 
look at how the organization adheres to the tagline on the front cover. 
Even if the paper isn’t quite fully produced by those “without homes,” the paper certainly is 
conscious of involving homeless people every step of the way.  In the “Contact Us” section, the following 
statement rings true:  “It’s not easy to contact those who are homeless, so, to reach those who produce 
this paper, please consider the following ways …”  The section goes on to list the contact information of 
the editor and RHD, the organization partnered with the street paper. 
Despite the public not easily contacting the homeless participants in the production of One Step 
Away, a large portion of the writing for the paper comes from the pens of homeless men.  One such 
writer, Jose Espinoza, is prolific in contributing content, and for July 2010, he has the cover story.  His 
by-line identifies him as “staying at the RHD Ridge Center for homeless men.”  Another writer featured 
in that issue who writes about physical abuse remains anonymous.  The byline in that instance reads: 
“Some One Step Away Writers wish to remain anonymous for various reasons.”  Another “resident of 
the Ridge Center,” Johnny Curtis, has an article entitled “Be Thankful of Another Chance.” 
With the strong av, or self-representation, of homelessness presented in the edition, the tagline 
on the cover of the paper still comes across disingenuous to a certain degree.  The paper isn’t solely 
produced “by those without homes,” but rather is production from a combination of those without and 
with homes.  As such, the paper still constitutes a counterpublication, but not strictly a counterpublic.  
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In the August 2010 edition of the paper, writers who reside at RHD emphatically consist of the 
majority behind the writing staff of the Philly paper.  The writing base even extends to a homeless 
college student.  Randy Frazier-Pennington, who is described as “a junior at Penn State who is 
homeless,” opens the eyes of the public to yet another person who is vulnerable but often overlooked 
of ever becoming homeless, young and educated.   
Perhaps most notable from the August 2010 edition of the paper is mention of Gerald Ford, a 
writer in previous editions who “now has a job with the shelter he left.”  This acknowledgement 
demonstrates that the editions of the newspaper build off each other, but also suggest that an 
opportunity for advancement exists with the public knowledge of the person.  
Street Sense 
Like other street publications, D.C.’s Street Sense, has many editions of the paper available 
online.  The content of the newspaper lets people know upfront that writing workshops are one of the 
means the organization has for honing the skills of its writers.   
A significant finding behind the street paper based in the nation’s capitol is the sense of 
interconnectivity with other street newspapers.  The inlay doesn’t fail to mention that the paper has a 
link between it and the North American Street Newspaper Association (NASNA).  The paper could be 
considered middle-aged, with its inception in 2003.  It has had time to grow with NASNA. 
Furthermore, Street Sense is in a crucial location because of the headquarters of NASNA.  While 
not particularly a Northeastern publication, its proximity to the other publications in this category and 
NASNA certainly justifies the label.  The executive directors of NASNA are also the founders of 
Vancouver’s Megaphon and The Contributor, respectively.  As such, the organization mediates the 
farthest stretch of transnational distance represented in each street newspaper organization.  The street 
paper operations in D.C., including NASNA and Street Sense, are emphasized because of its location.  It is 
no coincidence that NASNA and Street Sense originated at nearly the same time.  
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2.3.4  Pacific Northwest    
Real Change 
There is little debate that Seattle’s Real Change is one of the most successful street newspapers 
in the U.S. in terms of circulation—in 2012, the monthly circulation topped more than 72,000 per 
month.  However, when it comes to av and authentic empowerment, the paper appears to bolster 
professional journalism more than that self-expressed voice.  The editions that I’ve procured, Sept. 30, 
2010, and a special edition for Oct. 4, 2011, indicate the awards on the journalistic products that are 
produced therein.   
While awards demonstrate a cogent argument for the inherent value of street newspapers, 
again the question of professional journalism comes to the fore.  What constitutes professional 
journalism?   Is it a degree, training, or even experience?  The term “experience,” in the context of street 
newspapers, is myriad.     
Street Roots 
The street newspaper in Portland, Seattle’s sister city, appears as a genuine copy of the 
professional journalistic model.  In the edition dated July 23, 2010, there is immediate appeal to the 
masses with “Yoga Time,” which is also the cover story.  In one section labeled “News,” there is a 
conglomeration of poetry that addresses the topic of homelessness.  No other word of the subject is 
mentioned, and it remains unclear that the authors experienced that ill-fated social and living situation. 
A later edition, Sept. 30, 2011, appears to be even more of a push to the masses, even if 
something that will be revered locally.  Jenny Conlee, member of the popular band The Decemberists, is 
featured on the cover and for the cover story about her bout with cancer.  While the story is interesting, 
there is nothing essentially to differentiate it with mainstream journalism.  The notion of homelessness 
isn’t even addressed in the article.   
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Like the first issue from more than a year ago, this edition appears to have minimal mention of 
homelessness.  Again a section of poetry that mentions the issue is sprinkled throughout the paper, but 
as far as authentic empowerment is concerned, the paper remains enigmatic.  There are no bios to 
inform the readers if any of the authors have experienced homelessness. 
2.3.5  WEST 
Denver VOICE 
The Denver VOICE is another relatively new street newspaper, with the same start-up time as 
The Contributor -- 2007.  The two copies of the Denver paper that I have are January 2010 and October 
2011.  From those issues obtained, it’s clear that the paper adheres to a mission of authentic 
empowerment, even if marginally so; but it remains questionable whether or not that mission is 
subverted by the pressure of professionalism in writing.  By the latter paper, the one section devoted 
solely to authentic empowerment  – “In Your Own Words” – is almost completely devoid of av. 
In fine print, the paper’s mission statement on the second page of the inlay reads:  “to facilitate 
a dialogue addressing the roots of homelessness by telling stories of people whose lives are impacted by 
poverty and homelessness and to offer economic, educational and empowerment opportunities for the 
impoverished community.”  Our notion of authentic empowerment does not surface here at the 
forefront of the mission statement, but rather stands as an afterthought.  The primary objective, listed 
first, is “telling stories of people whose lives are impacted by poverty and homelessness.”  The 
presentation then isn’t predominately stories by people who may have experienced homelessness, but a 
representation with second-hand commentary to fill in the blanks about the issue.  While such 
representation has merit, the professionalization model is clear of its content.  
That being said, the first edition of the newspaper here – Jan. 2010 – is the better example of 
the two copies obtained of authentic empowerment.  A full two-page spread comprises the “In Your 
Own Words,” all from the pen of vendor John Alexander.  The title “My Experience with the Denver 
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Voice,” like a few other vendor spotlights in street publications, promises two things: a personal 
narrative and persuasion aimed towards others in the public to accept the value of the publication, 
presumably in that order. 
As suspected, the article follows the presumed formula – personal narrative first and then 
influence and power of the paper.  However, for Alexander, the paper doesn’t just provide an outlet for 
monetary support.  The most important change that paper incites for him is belief in humanity and a 
reconnection with his faith.  Consider these lines:  “I was having daily conversations with people that 
were getting the Denver VOICE from me.  They were truly interested in me an concerned about things in 
my life and I found myself feeling the same way for them.”  Alexander follows this statement with a 
revelation that he held himself accountable to those relationships to the point where “the drugs [he was 
addicted to] and that [drug] life had to go.”  Alexander admits to ending the narrative on his strongest 
point, reconnection with his faith.  He attributes that reconnection to the opportunity offered by the 
Denver VOICE:  “Because of my many experiences with the Denver VOICE, drugs are no longer part of my 
life.  Technically speaking, I am no longer homeless, either.  I haven’t found a place to stay yet, but I 
have the money.”   
One may derive from its context here that Alexander has the money to afford transient housing, 
such as stays at hotels.  Despite this connotation, there is another connotation of why Alexander no 
longer views himself as homeless.  Considering his next point on faith, one could argue that 
reconciliation of relations with people and “a God of the universe” are what he lauds the most from his 
experience in selling Denver’s street paper:  “The greatest and most rewarding experience that I have 
had with the Denver VOICE is the re-introduction to God.  Through my brother, people from the Aurora 
campus and all of the many people that I have met while vending the Denver VOICE, God was able to 
reach me.”  
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The reflection is important to address stereotypes behind the vending aspect of the newspaper, 
especially in terms of overcoming drug addiction.  The depth and breadth of the narrative, too, truly 
capture the human element behind what one vendor faces on the streets.  As previously mentioned, 
though, the location of the piece in the midst of the paper draws into question the paper’s emphasis.  
Out of 20 pages, the article appears on page 16, following the “professional” journalistic pieces.  The 
location of this article is “buried,” following an inverted pyramid model of looking at the paper.  That is, 
it’s common knowledge that the majority of important articles appear towards the front of the paper, 
descending emphasis in subsequent pages. 
Furthermore, the section “In Your Words” conjures images of otherness and a lack of solidarity 
in the production of the paper with the sole article therein.  It is also telling that the cover story, which 
doesn’t address the issue of homelessness, appears as a four-page spread with color pictures. 
Comparatively, there is a dearth of content in the “In Your Own Words” section of the October 
2011 edition of the Denver VOICE.  Furthermore, the one-page amalgamation of a vendor’s blurb, a 
poem, and a cartoon by those people experiencing homelessness appears as a slight to the creators of 
that content.  Not only is the content “buried” deeper in the paper, but the section is also shortened.  
The cartoon “HOMELESSMAN,” which in the 2010 edition of the paper comprised of an entire section, is 
now a part of the “In Your Own Words” section.  It’s important that the section continues to exist, but if 
the section is to continually burgeon, then more emphasis on this authentic empowerment is a must.   
Street Sheet  
In the discourse analysis by Torck (2001), San Francisco’s Street Sheet is the only paper discussed 
that represents av and appears as authentic empowerment.  According to him, the paper serves as a 
better model of authentic voice than several international street newspapers in his purview. He even 
notes it as such.  But can a paper nearly 10 years later continue its adherence to that empowerment in 
terms of content and organizational structure? 
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Street Sheet is the oldest street newspaper in current publication.  Unlike its counterpart and 
founding publication, the now defunct Street News of New York, San Francisco’s street newspaper has 
been able to publish bimonthly since 1989.  The front page reveals consistency and longevity:  
“Published by The Coalition on Homelessness since 1989.”  Furthermore, the tagline for readers to 
consider purchasing a copy of the street paper reads:  “Suggested Minimum Donation:  One Dollar.”   
The paper, only eight pages per issue, is transparent in its editorial policy, staff, and vending 
project.  In nearly every issue there is authentic empowerment, and av—representation of 
homelessness—because of its organizational structure under the editorial policy:  “The Coalition on 
Homelessness, San Francisco, is made up of homeless and formerly homeless people, representatives of 
over fifty services, shelter and housing providers, advocacy groups, and neighborhood and religious 
organization.”  This type of organizational structure already demonstrates a mixture of its public, a 
combination of those who have present or past experience with homelessness and those who do not.  
The paper merely represents and reshapes that public on a grander scale.  
Perhaps most interesting about the content of Street Sheet in its current form is the fact that 
emphasis on whether a person is homeless or not is almost completely stripped of its individual context 
and exists only in the general and effectual sense that address the characteristic issues of the problem.  
Consider the following lines of the editorial policy:  “The Coalition’s volunteers and staff, many of whom 
have been homeless, write most of the articles in Street Sheet.  These appear without a byline.  Articles 
by people who are not COH staff members, or extremely personal articles, usually receive a byline.”   
In relation to the generality of homelessness, the issues of analysis offered here for a brief stint 
in 2012 combat many of the systematic problems of homelessness.  There is some indication and focus 
on authentic empowerment of individuals through written expression, but it’s clear that there is a 
stronger push to tackle the overarching problems associated with homelessness.  Such article headlines 
in the March 1-14, 2012 issue of this street newspaper highlight systemic roots of those problems:  “43 
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Health and Safety Violations Since 1995; Welcome to The Windsor Arms,” “The Crime of Being 
Homeless; More Anti-Homeless Laws Mean More Hate Crimes,” “Safe and Dignified Emergency Shelter; 
Making the Case for Adequate Funding,” etc.  With a public circulation of 32,000, the newspaper has set 
its primary goal of enlightening its readers of the ubiquitous problems surrounding homelessness in the 
Bay Area.  As San Francisco’s “skid row” is synonymous with homelessness, this organizational strategy 
is poignantly directed at the readers. 
 
2.4  Visual Representation of SNP Authors 
 This discussion of correlating mission statements and authorial appearance and prominence in 
street publications is not completely infallible.  Street News Service (Mathieu, 2012) exists to allow 
street newspapers to republish their articles in other street newspapers.  As such, that reprinted portion 
of that publication will be inaccessible to hometown authors.  Conversely, the analysis represented here 
of potential empowerment does not consider the effect that reprinting could have for a particular 
author and publication.  However, the potential empowerment that Street News Service offers street 
publications and authors by reprinting and expanding readership needs brief mention here. 
 The proceeding graphs show potential empowerment in the publications gathered for analysis; 
each graph shows the number of homeless authors represented and location of appearance in 
publication.  As indicated in each graph, the darkest grey bar represents Guest Voice (G.V.—III. In 
caption below graph); the lighter shade of grey represents Featured Voice (F.V.—II. in caption below 
graph); and the lightest shade of grey bar represents Authentic Voice (A.V.—I. in caption below graph) 
for each SNP edition.  Other factors, such as age of publication and number of recurring authors out of 
the total number of pages per edition, appear in the caption below each graph. 
 Following the graphs, a comprehensive chart of street newspapers in this study is presented 
with formulas and composite scores of potential empowerment based on the quantification and 
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specification mentioned in this chapter’s introduction.  Again, composite scores represent the total 
levels of potential empowerment for each publication. 
 Finally, a graph lists the varying current annual circulations of each publication.  This last visual 
representation correlates to how disparately receptive individual publics may be to their respective 
publications when compared to other publics in a geographical region.   
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Graph 2-2:  Street Speech --
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Graph 2-3:  Whats Up?  -- Showing number of homeless authors per publication date.
I.  Feb. 2002:  1/32; Fall 2009:  1/32
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[SOUTH] 
Graph 2-4:  Amplifier -- Showing number of homeless authors per publication date.
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Graph 2-5:  Greensboro Voice 
I.  3/11: .5/8 pgs; 10/11:  1/12; 3/12:  2/12
Back (pg. 5); 2 Cover/back cover
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[NORTHEAST] 
Graph 2-6:  Spare Change --
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Graph 2-7:  Street Sense -- 
I. July 7-20/10:  2/16; July 21
Back; back; back 
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Graph 2-8:  One Step Away
I. July ’10:  7/16; Aug. ’10:  10/16
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[PACIFIC NORTHWEST] 
Graph 2-9:  Real Change -- 
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Graph 2-10:  Street Roots --
I.  Jul. 23/10:  2/16; Sept. 30/11:  2/16; 
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[WEST] 
Graph 2-11:  Denver Voice 
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Graph 2-12:  Street Sheet --
I.  March 1-14/12:  5/8 ; April 1
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SNP Formula 1:  
[A.V. in 
samples] (x3) 
Formula 2:  
[F.V. in 
samples] (x2) 
Formula 3:  
[G.V. in 
samples] (x1) 
Total Sum/# of 
samples = Avg. 
Potential 
Empowerment 
StreetWise [0+0+1+0+0]x3 +[1+0+0+0+0]x2 +[1+1+0+4+3]x1 14/5=2.8 
Street 
Speech 
[3+2+3+3]x3 +[0+1+2+1]x2 +[1+0+1+1]x1 44/4=11 
Whats Up [1+1]x3 +[1+2]x2 +[4+1]x1 17/2=8.5 
The 
Amplifier 
[1+2]x3 +[4+4]x2 +[1+1]x1 27/2=13.5 
Greensboro 
Voice 
[2+1+1]x3 +[1+1+4]x2 +[0+2+1]x1 27/3=9 
Spare 
Change 
[10+7]x3 +[6+4]x2 +[2+1]x1 74/2=37 
One Step 
Away 
[10+7]x3 +[4+6]x2 +[2+2]x1 75/2=37.5 
Street Sense [5+3+2]x3 +[1+4+2]x2 +[2+0+2]x1 48/3=16 
Real Change [0+0]x3 +[0+3]x2 +[0+0]x1 6/2=3 
Street Roots [2+2]x3 +[2+1]x2 +[1+2]x1 19/2=9.5 
Denver 
Voice 
[2+1]x3 +[3+1]x2 +[3+2]x1 22/2=11 
 
Street Sheet [5+3]x3 +[1+1]x2 +[4+5]x1 37/2=18.5 
 
Table 2-1:  Showing average potential empowerment per SNP edition by publication. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Graph 2-13:  Showing monthly circulations for SNPs
12, left-to-right.  Note:  No distribution data available for 
Newspaper Report. 
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2.5  Summary and Implications of Findings 
Though not exhaustive, this chapter presents a strong sampling of street newspapers across the 
United States.  Divided by geographical region, this sampling offers more academic scope than what is 
available on street newspapers in the United States. (Torck, 2001)  As the above analysis and graphs 
indicate, there are additional U.S. street newspapers other than Street Sheet that offer an outlet for 
authentic voice for homeless people.  More importantly, there are street newspapers that underscore 
that voice and offer a unique perspective by offering stories and writings in their own words.  For 
example, Philadelphia’s One Step Away has an equal number of homeless authors and homeless persons 
involved with the paper featured in an article written by someone that is not homeless.  That balance of 
potential empowerment and platform for authentic voice presents an open dialogue between those 
experiencing homelessness and those who don’t have that experience.  It also sets a model for readers 
to continue that open dialogue by responding via letters and conversational exchanges with vendors.  
Of course, there are limitations to this chapter in terms of analysis.  As I mention earlier, the 
chapter does not account for syndicate authors via Street News Service.  The service, in which Anderson 
(2010) and Mathieu (2012) discuss, is valuable in connecting issues of homelessness in other cities, but it 
is outside of the scope of this study.  Also, this study does not account for a number of nascent street 
newspapers that also frequently highlight the writings of homeless authors.  For example, New Orleans’ 
The Exchange, which launched in winter of 2013, reportedly features homeless authors in its quarterly 
run; it is not featured here because of its newness (a sole issue has been printed as of this writing).  The 
case is similar with Baltimore’s Word on the Street and Birmingham’s The Voice.  However, the fact that 
street newspapers continue to launch in the U.S. suggests that more homeless people in various cities 
are striving towards publics. (Warner, 2002) 
Of particular importance in the aforementioned analysis is recurring authorship.  Such action 
denotes strategies for homeless authors to engage a public, not unlike the recurring columnist of 
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mainstream publications.  That is, authors build readership and help invent the public by writing 
columns to their readers.  Or the public, in Warner’s (2002) framework:  “Exists by virtue of being 
addressed.” (p. 67, his emphasis)          
What’s important in this chapter’s analysis is how homeless authors broadcast their experiential 
identity through creativity—poems, anecdotes, and stories present in street publications.  Identity is not 
only dependent on an individual’s perception, but the influence of society.  Bourdieu (1989) reminds us 
that true naming and labeling of identity comes from the source:  “Nothing classifies somebody more 
than the way he or she classifies” (p. 19).  Obviously this chapter and the next don’t include feedback on 
the experience that shaped the authors’ identities; nor do they have responses from the authors on 
their identities as they’ve been portrayed in the print street publications.  The fourth chapter does 
provide feedback from Overlook authors on their public, print personas.  Such dialogue, or conversation, 
triangulates discourse analysis when focusing on the authors’ identities of the newspaper.   
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3 DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF THE CONTRIBUTOR, AN SNP PHENOMENON 
3.1  The Education Approach 
What is shelter?  When we use that word in reference to the homeless population, we may 
literally refer to housing.  However, the truth of the situation for many homeless people is a lack of 
either affordable housing or an absence of public shelters.  For example, the largest homeless shelter 
here in Atlanta announced in 2010 that it would have to foreclose because of lack of funds (Viser, 2010, 
p. 1).  Shelter, then, occupies the realm of the ideal for many homeless Americans.  Housing and shelter 
should be a right, not a privilege; humans were not meant to sleep on concrete, but many homeless 
people in Atlanta and other U.S. cities do just that.  Unfortunately, “shelter” is a fantasy that may never 
be actualized for some people. 
Organizations such as Housing 1,000 of California and 1,000 Homes for 1,000 Virginians—both 
chapters of the national organization 100,000 Homes—approach “homelessness” at the root of that 
word;  that is, building homes and permanent dwellings for those people experiencing chronic 
homelessness.  However, the organization Homes for the Homeless with headquarter in New York City 
recognizes that “homelessness” isn’t only a housing problem; its about statement reads:  “Our mission is 
to provide homeless families with the opportunities and support necessary to move out of shelter and 
live independently.”   
Seen in the previous examples, shelter connotes protection of individuals or groups of people.  
That is, true shelter comprises both permanent dwelling and support for sustainable life within that 
dwelling.  That support as a process appears in the form of education and guidance for people to live 
within those dwellings.  In short, the reasons for “homelessness” are much more numerous than the 
misnomer connotes; providing homes does not completely eradicate homelessness.  Additionally, ways 
to alleviate people from experiencing homelessness are variegated.  However, education and career 
models for able and willing homeless individuals provide them with tools to support themselves.   
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One possible way of providing an educational and career model approach here in Atlanta is the 
creation and organization of the Atlanta Overlook, the first street newspaper (SNP) of its kind in the city; 
by performing a case study of the SNP in Nashville, The Contributor, a blueprint for Atlanta’s first SNP is 
established.  While there are obvious disparities between the two Southern cities, they do have 
comparable populations without regard to metropolitan populations (Atlanta’s current metropolitan 
population is more than three times that of Nashville’s metro area).  For that reason, the scope of this 
paper involves the Contributor’s impact on Nashville proper, and the theoretical impact of a SNP for 
Atlanta proper. 
After visiting The Contributor office, I confirm that a street newspaper begins with participatory 
education.  One of the first writers that I meet at that office is a homeless author, typing an article for 
the latest Contributor edition.  He is also a vendor for the paper; he resumes his regular vending route 
after finishing the article.  I make a mental note that writing and vending are key factors for a successful 
street newspaper operation.  Indeed, I organize a writing workshop and vending events that I lead by 
example upon the creation of the Atlanta Overlook.      
More specifically in regards to my site visit and subsequent analysis of the Contributor content --
there are reasons, as I demonstrate below, for the regular writers – “Formerly Homeless Writer” or 
“Homeless Writer” – in the paper.  The paper is a platform and a strategy of communicating with and 
engaging a public, but the paper is also a means for personal transformation.  As such, I use The 
Contributor as a model strategy for organizing writing in the Atlanta Overlook. 
 
3.2  A Former Reporter’s Visit to The Contributor 
 On December 17, 2009, I visited and observed The Contributor office, a clandestine backroom 
of the downtown Presbyterian Church.  When I arrived at the back parking lot, a vibrant mural adorned 
the concrete wall directly adjacent to the rear entrance.  When I viewed this sweeping collage of painted 
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figures, I couldn’t help but wonder how fitting it was to witness a panoramic art piece, an inspiration for 
creation, leading to the threshold of a different type of creation – shared narratives, art projects, and 
poetry among the homeless population and beyond.  Of course, I knew about the content of the 
newspaper because I requested a copy of the latest issue prior to the meeting.  I will discuss the 
newspaper, in respective narratives and artwork, in the sections that follow. 
Returning to the day of the visit, I first meet the executive director and organizer of the paper, 
Tasha French.  I sit in the office and wait for another prospective organizer to arrive from Knoxville, 
Tenn.; however, he never shows.  Before asking French direct questions for the interview, I also meet 
Michael Labrie, who is not only a Contributor homeless writer but also a staff member as a vendor.  He 
types a story for the first issue of 2010, occasionally turning around to comment on his experiences as a 
writer and vendor.  He explains that there are certain spots from which he prefers to sell, but he likes 
the rotating schedule to be fair to the other vendors.   
French explains that maintaining a consistent base for vendors is a challenge in regards to 
organization.  The paper has strict guidelines against vendors under the influence of alcohol or drugs. 
“The paper selling structure [is a key to success for the paper],” she said.  “There are several 
people who ask to come back to sell, but addictions hurt [them in those efforts].”  
Others, like Labrie, seem to have a newfound exigency regarding involvement with the 
Contributor.  During our conversation, which continued over lunch at a nearby establishment, he seems 
impassioned about his work as a writer and the money he receives from vending.  On a good week, he 
can earn a few hundred dollars from sales of the paper at a buck each.  The amount isn’t much by many 
people’s standards, but it is surfeit for him to buy more issues from the Contributor for a quarter each 
and attempt further sales.   
While some of the rules for vendors, such as the one regarding selling under the influence, 
exclude some homeless people from being on the staff, structure for the newspaper coincides with the 
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overall organization of the population.  A weak infrastructure could result in a tenuous organization of 
the homeless people.  However, solid structure here, while underscoring the possible success of 
organizing a scattered population, also emphasizes the limitations of such organization.  Those homeless 
people with serious addiction or serious physical or mental disability can’t benefit from the business 
model of the organization.  
On a theoretical level, the implementation of organization stands as shelter.  For example, at the 
time of the meeting and conversation with Labrie, the articles that he authors are quipped with 
“homeless writer”; in subsequent issues, the byline has changed to “formerly homeless writer.”  This 
change denotes that he has literally acquired substantive residential quarters, but the organization as a 
staff member of street vendors also connotes a metaphorical shelter.  As far as vending is concerned, 
the newspaper protects Labrie from scrutiny associated with idleness or panhandling; the paper gives 
him both monetary gain from each paper sold –instantaneous profit—and a sense of pride by selling his 
work with the collaboration of other vendors – comfort in numbers organized for a similar cause.  
Furthermore, the actual writing gives him a shared office space as a temporary shelter from the streets.  
His by-line as a writer has the potential, over time, to change public perception of preconceived notions 
of his “homeless” identity.   
 
3.3  Analysis Part I:  Shared Narrative/Community as Encouragement/Empowerment 
From the aforementioned meeting in Nashville, I obtain two copies that show the progression of 
The Contributor in its richness of narrative; while there are other noteworthy components of the 
content, the narratives are the most prominent because of their tie-in to the paper’s motto:  “Diverse 
perspectives on homelessness.  Genuine opportunities for advancement” (its emphasis).  It makes sense 
for the “diverse perspectives” to come from the people who are experiencing or have experienced 
homelessness, because their accounts are typically subverted in mainstream society without a vehicle 
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for their voices.  Such a vehicle, the newspaper, is divided into sections, ranging from the narrative 
majority to some artwork.  In this two-part discourse analysis (van Leeuan, 2004; MacNealy, 1999), I 
analyze and theorize both of these components, respectively.  Through analysis of the narratives in the 
first issue – December 2007 – to the issue available at the time of the meeting – December 2009, I 
reveal the essence that not only enriches the awareness of individual homelessness, but also 
underscores the success and increased popularity of the newspaper itself. 
Before I continue with analyses of the contents of the papers, I want to iterate an additional 
component of the newspaper that doesn’t point to what some may call the antiquated, printed 
newspaper product.  That is, like other newspaper organizations and companies, The Contributor has 
some of its content online.  While the content available through hypertext is mostly comprised of 
teasers for the full stories, the website functions as further legitimatizing the paper’s inclusion in 
mainstream culture.  Therefore, despite what Torck (2001) says rather generally about SNPs solidifying 
their “otherness,” street newspapers have the potential for acceptance in the larger public.  The 
Contributor ensures at least a compromise with the mainstream through its inclusion on the web, 
including group accounts on Facebook and Twitter and several blogs by recurring writers and 
contributors. 
In terms of compromise, the content of the first issue stands as a negotiation between those 
who are experiencing or have experienced homelessness and those who haven’t; an immediate 
common ground is reached:  diverse perspectives on the issue.  The majority of articles by those who 
haven’t experienced homelessness concern news features, such as shelters and political city and state 
governmental tie-ins.  However, nearly all the articles dealing with narratives are by people who have 
direct experience with homelessness, and, therefore, an immediate ethos is established through the 
paper’s content.  Consider the following excerpt by formerly homeless Nashville resident Jerry West in 
an interview with another writer: 
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I was born and raised in Nashville.  I didn’t graduate high school, because I got into drinking.  
 I’ve got two brothers and two sisters.  And, my two sisters and one brother, they never got off 
 into the drug thing.  They finished school, (but not) me and my younger brother.  I’ve been to six 
 or seven treatment centers and seven or eight halfway houses.  My life was out of control.  I’m 
 on disability.  I’ve got rheumatoid arthritis real bad, and I’ve been dealing with that.  
But my life changed six years and four months ago.  I was forty years old and I just got sick of it.  
 I had been to treatment thirty some days, and then I went to a halfway house run by Daryl Mur
 ray from Welcome Home Ministries.  And, I had been there twice before, but the last time I 
 turned my life over.  But it’s still a struggle. 
That’s why I volunteer at the door (at The Downtown Presbyterian Church’s Wednesday lunch).  
 Because it’s hard to quit.  You’re never cured.  So, I’ve been volunteering for about five years.  I
 ’m a part of the Living Room.  My life has got some direction now.  I’m one of the founding 
 members of The (Nashville Homeless) Power Project.  If people met me six years ago, they 
 wouldn’t know  me.  Now I’ve got good people in my life. 
In part because this excerpt functions as a speech via interview, but mostly because of its 
format, this narrative also serves as motivation among readership – particularly to fellow homeless 
individuals.  The first half evokes despair, but the second half shows a new direction, fittingly enough, 
through service to others with related experiences of homelessness.  In particular, the recurring word 
“now” in connection with “direction” and “good people” exemplify the contrast to his life that “was out 
of control.”  Through involvement and a newfound support system, West reconceptualizes his life in lieu 
of “never cured.”  That phrase may have to do with addiction, but the context also points to the lasting 
effects of homelessness; his experience and narrative are indelible. 
Tony’s account (last name not given), the only other personal narrative in the paper, also 
appears in the form of an interview, with the answer to the question:  “What’s your biggest regret?”: 
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You know, my marriage not working out.  I was married to a really good woman.  I mean, she 
was different.  She came from a much different background than what I’m used to and what I’m 
used to in most other people.  It’s like …. (sic) you know, I regret that a lot.  I fucked that all up.  
You know?  Which, I was determined never to get married and then it was like as soon as I did, I 
was like, oh my God, what have I done? 
I’m not the kind of person . . . I don’t want to burden anyone else.  I mean, I always thought that 
 I would live with myself until it became unbearable and then I would just fuckin’ off myself be
 cause, it’s like…. (sic) these people talk about free will….where it’s like ‘we are all curious mixes 
 of chemicals’ and like, ‘I just can’t stop cuttin’ myself’.  Like that kind of free will?  Cause, I mean, 
 that would be free will, too, if you can’t stop doing something.  Or maybe it’s not free will…. 
But, you know, the whole idea of, like, offin’ yourself.  That was like a total option for Camus, 
 you know?  And what I always thought, it was like, I always thought, all these old fuckers that 
 are in these institutions, man, it was like, if they  would have known that this is how it was gonna 
 end for them, they would have done something that would not have put them here.  At least I 
 believe they would have.  I mean, sheesh, like I wouldn’t?  You still have some control over your 
 life when you’re taking it.  And like, that’s the day that you go out and rob that bank, you know?  
 Do something, because you know at the end of the day you’re killing yourself anyway…. 
Life’s unbearable.  Never was that good.  I made the best of it.  Could have done better.   I am 
 not gonna be that old guy, and you know, getting’ turned for bed sores.  I didn’t want it to be 
 me.  Wasn’t gonna have kids.  Was definitely gonna become estranged as quickly as I possibly 
 could.  You know, it was like the unexamined life’s not worth living and, you know, making my
 self estranged made myself closer to examining my own life.  You know, like sorta breaking that 
 Maslow triangle, you know, that hierarchy of needs.  It was like to say, you know, like I am a true 
 fuckin’ reductionist and I can do without . . . mmm . . . two of these things.  And I can still make 
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 it at least for a little while.  But I think I thought too much about it.  And didn’t think enough.  I 
 didn’t think it would come so quick.  And I wanted to do more. So…what was the question? 
I include much of Tony’s account here, because he doesn’t focus on his marriage; instead his narrative is 
similar to Hamlet’s banal soliloquy that starts, “To be, or not to be.”  In essence, Tony is “estranged” not 
so much from marriage, but rather from life itself.  While not applying too much psychoanalysis, there is 
a defensive mechanism in his discourse.  By hidden analysis, the reference is to the actual sufferable and 
mistaken experience of marriage.  Deflecting the topic of his marriage, Tony’s focuses on suffering to the 
point of suicide.  Divulging this suffering to the extent of “not taking it anymore,” he conjures 
philosophical thought, both through Camus and Plato’s quotation on the “unexamined life.”  In other 
words, Tony negates the “regret” of marriage through philosophy, at times both cathartic and inimical.  
Consider his words in the final statement:  “But I think I thought too much about it.  And didn’t think 
enough.  I didn’t think it would come so quick.  And I wanted to do more.”  While “it” here remains 
nebulous for the most part, from the context, “it” could likely refer to clinical depression, mental 
instability, and suicidal thought.  But “it” could also refer to the philosophy and choice, or “free will,” of 
“offing” oneself.   
While both issues of The Contributor that I obtain from the main office are December issues --
December 2007 and December 2009, the latter issue, like mainstream periodicals, highlights the holiday 
season.  The headliner article on issue 21 reads:  “Unto Us a Child is Born,” complete with a lithograph of 
an angel.  I mention this disparity between the first issue only to exemplify the paper’s progression and 
negotiation within the mainstream public sphere; Habermas (1989) theorizes that the public arena, in an 
historical context, consists of mostly private people but he falls short when it comes to the utter 
oppression experienced within that realm: 
The process in which the state-governed public sphere was appropriated by the public of private 
people making use of their reason and was established as a sphere of criticism of public 
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authority was one of functionally converting the public sphere in the world of letters already 
equipped with institutions of the public and with forums for discussion.  (p. 3) 
Here, the “converting the public sphere in the world of letters” is applicable to this project, 
because it ultimately deals with underground newspapers – i.e. street newspapers written by those 
people who experience or have experienced life on the streets.  Again, Habermas’ framework doesn’t 
adequately imply the effect of oppression on the public sphere.  The term counterpublics conjures 
images of such oppression, and can apply specifically to street newspapers.  (Warner, 2002)  Ryder 
(2010) rightly classifies street newspapers as both counterpublics and subpublics – dependent upon the 
exigency behind particular issues and editions (sometimes combatting the message in media of 
mainstream public and sometimes using mainstream media to forward its message) and their overall 
mission or business model.  For example, the holiday issues of The Contributor emphasize the 
mainstream Christian connotations of Christmas, while still providing more marginalized perspectives of 
the holidays from people living on the streets; The Contributor is a hybrid of a counterpublic and 
subpublic.  As such, publics constitute space and circulation within communities and context of that 
space.  (Warner, 2002).  Without a home, homeless people constantly contest mainstream public to 
claim space—hence, the counterpublic part of that realm. 
I now return to the narrative aspect in the paper, the tactics and strategies to be accepted as a 
public.  The aforementioned homeless Labrie appears in issue 21 with a narrative of his life as a vendor: 
Attitude is everything.  How you approach life defines not only who you are, but also how 
 people view you.  I must admit, when I first completed the vendor orientation I was eager to get 
 started.  My attitude was ‘let’s sell them all today!’  I figured I could make my mark in the 
 Vanderbilt area and set out for 21st avenue with a fresh optimism and great attitude.  The funny 
 thing about attitudes, though, is that they can change instantly.  And optimism, like milk, will 
 sour if you let your guard down.  And I did.   
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For two days I sought out that perfect spot, always finding excuses why each location wouldn’t 
 do.  The truth was I was afraid.  Afraid of what people would think.  Afraid of putting that dang 
 sign around my neck.  Afraid of myself, until I finally decided I wouldn’t be able to do this after 
 all.  It was on my way back to the office to return the papers when I passed the West End 
 McDonald’s.  I decided to owe it to myself and all concerned to give it a shot.  I stood there like 
 the idiot only I can be for an entire five minutes before someone bought a paper. 
I felt embarrassed, jubilant, humiliated, and triumphant all rolled in one as I collected the dollar 
 and gave the paper.  Thereafter it became a job – my job.  Delivering the news of the homeless, 
 the views and the events.  It was a cause I knew much about.  Sometimes I would stand for ten 
 hours to make seven dollars and deal with people telling me to get a job…. 
My first full month I sold 310 papers and earned claim to my location.  Something else 
 happened:  I started making friends and looking forward to see them (sic) …. 
I wrote my first article using my screen name Ransom Tyler.  In that article I told  you how my life 
 has seen its share of trials and tribulations.  I mention it because people still tip me and tell me 
 to do the right thing, to spend it on food or whatever…. 
It hasn’t been all rosy; there are some very hard days, days when I’m so  discouraged it’s un
 bearable, yet I press on.  I know I will succeed in overcoming these obstacles in my life, but one 
 thing you can be sure of, it won’t be my doing alone. (my emphasis)   
In terms of organization and community, I emphatically draw attention to a renewed sense of belonging.  
The initial reaction from passersby, as Labrie fears, is ridicule.  In light of the history of contestations of 
revolution and change in regards to organization, this emotional reaction is not surprising.  Adorno and 
Horkheimer (1993) say that the culture industry (mainstream) relies on the notion of “unity” (2).  In this 
framework, no individual is outside the purview of a capitalist society; however, with the lack of 
unification, homeless groups are either cast from the public sphere or are subjected to further 
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debasement and oppression.  Again, I emphasize the last line from the above excerpt to posit Labrie’s 
sense of community.  He no longer sees his struggle with issues of addiction as a solitary one, and 
through his incorporation in the community, he reinvents himself in a sense. 
Furthermore, after selling the first copy of the paper, Labrie is “embarrassed, jubilant, 
humiliated, and triumphant all rolled in one.”  These conflicting emotions negate the initial fear of 
accomplishment; and while embarrassment-jubilation and humiliation-triumph contradict each other, it 
is interesting to contrast this stage of transformation with his account prior to the sale – “afraid of what 
people would think.”  Again, fear is negated, as “triumphant” emotional exigency manifests.  This 
emotional transformation propels him to a feeling of acceptance in the community; indeed, he stakes 
claim to that belonging with his account – “a job -- my job.”  With this statement, Labrie also 
appropriates the following account of “people telling me to get a job.” 
Deleuze (2006) posits that social specific movements influence social movement; if we are to 
view SNPs in America as social movement, then the “interconnectedness,” based in network theory, 
produces a panoramic domino effect.  For example, Labrie inherits the interconnectedness in his 
involvement as a vendor and writer, with the experience of vending informing his writing, as shown 
above.  Most telling in lieu of this social movement, Labrie continues this compositional exigency and 
transfers it to the aesthetic of poetry writing, as I mention in the second part of this discourse analysis.  
Based on substantial evidence and shifting focus from the particular to the general, issue 21 of the paper 
symbolizes progression of the social movement.  Not only is the size of the paper more than double that 
of the first issue, but it also exists without the need of outside filler – nearly all of the articles are by 
homeless, formerly homeless, or staff community members.  
In a way, the sale of SNPs is still labor, and an argument can be made that such labor is 
alienating to Labrie.  His discourse supports this theory of alienation to an extent: “Afraid of myself, until 
I finally decided I wouldn’t be able to do this after all”; and “there are some very hard days, days when 
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I’m so discouraged it’s unbearable, yet I press on.”  Horkheimer (1993) postulates the inherent need for 
people to organize:   
The collaboration of men in society is the mode of existence which reason urges upon them, and 
 so they do apply their powers and thus confirm their own rationality.  But at the same time their 
 work and its results are alienated from them, and the whole process with all its waste of work-
 power and human life, and with its wars and all its senseless wretchedness, seems to be an un
 changeable force of nature, a fate beyond man’s control. (p. 3)   
His theory works well on the macro level of workers’ exigency or lack thereof.  However, on the micro 
level, exemplified with Labrie, an inherent disparity exists behind typical industrial labor and the vending 
of copies of the paper; Labrie mentions counteraction to this alienation: “delivering the news of the 
homeless, the views and the events.  It was a cause I knew much about.”  Therefore, while Labrie admits 
there is a degree of alienation in his job, his familiarity and coincidence with the exigency of the 
Contributor organization suggests emergence of being a vendor and writer, not chronic alienation, or an 
“unchangeable force.”  To reiterate, his ownership, over the location from which he vends and over his 
job, further abscond from alienation.  
In terms of audience, there is evidence in the latest edition of the paper that not only is it being 
incorporated into the mainstream, but also that narrative permeates and resonates in that arena.  
However, it is interesting to note the shaping of such narratives in lieu of the mainstream.  What 
considerations of the mainstream culture are predominant in these narratives?  Are the narratives 
unequivocal, or to quip a postmodern lens, are they born into the realm of fantasy theory?  Bormann 
(1985) formulates the latter in critical theory as stories from the past that are negotiated within 
individual memories.  In other words, the stories aren’t identical to reality, and because they are 
permeable, they are part of the fantasies of the individuals.  He says:  "Much of what has commonly 
been thought of as persuasion can be accounted for on the basis of group and mass fantasies" (9).  In 
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the next chapter, where I discuss participants’ reactions to poems and stories they create for the 
Overlook, fantasy and fable also provide safe space for negotiations and first-person accounts of 
experience.  Often on a smaller scale, each individual fantasy gives way to other members’ fantasies of 
the group on basis of relevancy where I discuss the writing workshop.  Fantasies, in this overtly broad 
definition, occupy the spaces of both past and future events; since narratives typically don’t involve the 
present, they fit with this definition.   
Again, in terms of diverse perspectives on the issues surrounding homelessness, it is important 
to analyze not only some of the misconceptions of the public on homelessness, but also formerly 
homeless peoples’ perspectives as well.  The following excerpt by Chuck Clinard, labeled under his byline 
as “Formerly Homeless Writer” epitomize how such misconceptions can be formed even after 
experiencing homelessness: 
When I was a participant of RITI [Room in the Inn, a housing and feeding once a  week of home
 less people], I guess I had preconceived notions of why someone would volunteer their time to 
 be around a bunch of homeless losers who were just living off he goodness of other folks’ 
 hearts.  I came to the conclusion that people only volunteered to do this type of thing for one or 
 two reasons:  a) a guilty conscience, or b) because a spouse insisted that he or she do something 
 useful.   
The preconceived notion, or prejudice, that Clinard has prior to volunteering at RITI point to 
both his experiences with homelessness and maybe even, to some extent, his reincorporation in 
mainstream society.  The sensibilities of mainstream media, for example, in which corporations fuel, or 
at least sway, some of the content therein, are precisely the need for an alternative outlet on 
homelessness.  Whereas the mainstream media may focus on city ordinances designed to “clean up” or 
eradicate the streets of homeless individuals, SNPs underscore the rights of those individuals to inhabit 
that space and vend.  Again, using Labrie as an example, vending becomes a temporary job with 
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similarities of a corporate newspaper vending job, such as the rules against intoxication, uniforms, and 
badges that identify self in the belonging of an organization.  The worker space is foreign and 
immediately repulsive to the individuals’ pride, both exemplified with Labrie and Clinard; however, once 
that initial emotional reaction is thwarted by possibility of genuine, positive change, a new sense of 
pride forms unattached to overt self-consciousness.  Clinard continues: 
Wow! Could this have been further from the truth?  I realized that the folks who give of their 
 time and resources actually do this because they feel blessed with the resources and talents 
 they have and feel a genuine need and obligation to pass these gifts on to those less fortunate. 
 (emphasis mine) 
 I emphasize genuine here because the need for authentic altruism is also a part of the 
awareness of homelessness on the part of the audience and readers of The Contributor.  How can 
people help without understanding the diverse needs of this population?  To once again put the motto 
of the paper in context, the need for multiple narratives and reports from those who have experienced 
homelessness is salient.  To reiterate Labrie’s conclusion, empowerment of most homeless people is not 
a solitary effort at first; indeed, the encouragement individuals get from interactions with others is a 
positive influence on the pathway to empowerment even if they are not fully cognizant of its influence 
at the time. 
Returning momentarily to Bormann’s (1985) conceptualization of fantasy theory, Labrie and 
Clinard’s narratives have distinct parallels.  The preconceived notions they each have of the 
mainstream’s ridicule demonstrate the level of initial apprehension – a shared experience and fantasy of 
the past.  In this sense, their exigencies behind narration play off each other in interesting ways.  Both 
individuals also feel a sense of community in so doing, as the respective conclusions show.  As a point of 
departure, this communal association could also be fantasized to a certain extent. 
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3.4  Analysis Part II:  The Influence of the Aesthetic as Movement    
 The representation of artwork in the paper appears as a different type of influence into the 
renegotiation of self and shared empowerment with its style.  Ranging from the sublimity of the 
aesthetic to blurbs of nationally renown writers, the art section of the first issue can be viewed as a 
blueprint for increased awareness of its positive influence on the homeless population; moreover, this 
pilot serves as proof of the transformation and movement within homeless people and empowered 
identifications as writers, artists, and poets. 
Executive director French leads this section with an example from Lee Stringer, an individual 
who is recognized as a national writer; his memoir Grand Central Winter has a foreword by the late Kurt 
Vonnegut, Jr.  Again, the precedence here is proof of the power of words and creation, and the 
transference of influence from a New York Times best selling author – Vonnegut – to a currently 
renowned author – Stringer – to aspiring writers within the homeless community and beyond.  The 
piece presented from Stringer is a poem, but the inclusion of French’s blurb puts the poem in context for 
those readers unfamiliar with his work:  “Stringer lived on the streets of New York from the early 
eighties until the mid-nineties.  He is former editor and columnist of Street News….His essays and 
articles have appeared in a variety of publications, including The Nation, The New York Times, and 
Newsday.  He lives in Mamaroneck, New York.”  In addition, Stringer qualifies his poem with an 
anecdote for further contextualization:  “These are all people I recall from my days on the streets of 
New York City, who – shortly after ‘Quality of life’ [sic] became a political catchword there – disappeared 
from sight.”   
It is fitting that below Stringer’s poem is a poem, albeit terse, by Thomas Sweet, a homeless 
writer.  The poem in its entirety lauds women, for any woman could be “a woman”: 
 Not only can you hear her, 
        You can see her and feel her too. 
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    You can also touch her, 
   And she also touches you. 
      A woman is more than a great love. 
On first glance, this poem is beautiful because of its simplicity.  However, after further analysis, 
one notices the poem itself is in the hourglass shape of a woman.  Through recondite form, Sweet 
makes a double entendre with his poem – “a woman” is more than a great love.  So is the superlative of 
poetry in general and Sweet’s sense of pride he relates with this poem in particular. 
While there aren’t any additional poems by homeless or formerly homeless writers in this first 
issue, the succinct poem by Sweet insinuates an emergence of the shared appreciation through this 
print medium.  While not an outright poem, there is further evidence of such emergence and movement 
of art on the following page in which Homeless Writer Ray Ponce de Leon promotes an art competition:   
The cry used to be, ‘Roll Over Beethoven!’ but these days it might be more appropriate to shout, 
 ‘Get moving, Picasso!’ Urban Housing Solutions, (UHS) the non-profit organization that has 
 helped thousands of homeless, impoverished, and handicapped people find decent, affordable 
 housing since 1991, is sponsoring an art competition open to high school and college students … 
 Submitted art will be auctioned December 4 to raise money for UHS resident programs. 
It is interesting to note his lead sentence here, because like mainstream papers, the lead is catchy and 
draws the attention of readers.  Again, there is less promotion of “otherness” here than Torck credits to 
SNPs.  On the contrary, the aesthetic component here suggests compromise within the mainstream – 
“high school and college students” -- and treatise for increased awareness of possible positive outcomes 
from art, including “money.” 
If a quantitative analysis is any indication of the increased sharedness of the aesthetic within the 
paper, then the December 2009 issue stands as proof.  Unlike the solitary appearance of Sweet in the 
first issue, there are seven people in the later issue that describe themselves as homeless poets or 
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formerly homeless poets; one of the seven describes himself as a homeless songwriter.  The aesthetic 
section is obviously burgeoning with the increase of circulation.  Except for the poems or songs, the 
pages remain austere; this aspect insinuates the importance of the writers’ words without needless 
adornment or filler.   
Most telling of the movement behind the aesthetic here is aforementioned Ponce de Leon of 
the first issue.  He was listed as a contributor in the first issue, but a new title, staff columnist is quipped 
in the 2009 edition.  Furthermore, he is listed as a “formerly homeless poet” in the latter issue.  This 
transmogrification demonstrates not only the change of his official association with the paper, but also a 
shift in his personal wellbeing.   
Ponce de Leon’s poem is a parody of “Twas the Night Before Christmas,” immediately 
recognizable in the mainstream.  However, the new spin Ponce de Leon gives to the banal holiday verse 
insinuates hardship without disillusionment associated with Santa Claus: 
Twas the night before Hills Christmas 
An’ all through the cabin 
Evie June was a-sneezin’ 
‘Cause her bros’ were quilt grabbin’ 
Three empty jugs hung on the fireplace rim 
In hopes that St. Hic-cup-las 
Would fill ‘em to the brim 
These first six lines of the poem conjure images of struggle in contrast to the pristine and glib 
imagery afforded by the original.  Here is a point of departure with the mainstream colloquialism – 
extreme discomfort.  For further contrast, “St. Hic-cup-las” is not the amicable St. Nicholas; in fact the 
former, whose alias is “Revenuer Claus,” is mostly antithetical to the latter imaginary character: 
As Revenuer Claus crashed down the chimney 
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He was dressed like a ranger, his badge pretty dented 
And he glared through slit eyes so plainly demented 
Around his waist, a money belt with buckle of ivory 
That crinkled when he laughed from big wads of bribery 
Revenuer Claus, then, is a tax collector of sorts, not a figure who gives.  This figure fits more closely in 
the realm of magic realism than Santa Claus; that is, one can easily envision a tax collector rather than a 
giver of prizes.  Again, this poem stands as negation to the disillusionment associated with Santa Claus.  
But, even Revenuer Claus takes a break for the holiday: 
The only thing we had of value to bribe him with tho’ 
Was a minute with Evie under the mistletoe 
Then, ‘stead of ‘Ho-Hos’, he took an axe to our jugs 
Till they was nothin’ but slivers like ceramic bugs 
Then he reached in his sack whose weight had him doublin’ 
Yanked out three new jugs a-hissin’ and bubblin’…. 
Then I heard him ‘fess up as he flew out of sight 
“Even revenuers take a nip on this Hills Christmas Night!” 
The poet is obviously being playful here, but there is some truth to this fantastical story in terms 
of movement.  First, there is a tumultuous violence present nowhere in the original tale.  In lieu of the 
magical realism, this violence can be equated with the struggle of living impoverished.  The jugs aren’t 
merely given to the residents of Ponce de Leon’s rendition; they supplant the empty ones.  This act 
connotes perpetuation of the same item, with one difference: they’re filled to the brim for the occasion 
of the holiday, or “Hills Christmas Night.” 
The insinuation of the kindness Revenuer Claus affords to the family is a fleeting one; if 
continuously analyzing this poem for its realistic qualities, “Reveneur Claus” is a member of the 
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mainstream who momentarily gives to the family.  Once the holiday has elapsed, the family will 
continue to pay.  The danger of resorting to the daughter, “Evie,” as payment is also apparent in the 
poem’s harsh reality and rejection of the commonplace yuletide poem. 
In the first issue, Ponce de Leon merely promotes awareness of the aesthetic, but two years 
later, he is a creator of a relevant aesthetic.  Other than the proof of his revised title, his work is 
evidence of the transformation and negotiation of identity while simultaneously confronting his 
experiences and fantasies with homelessness, as portrayed above. 
 
3.5  The Contributor as Model for The Overlook  
As much as The Contributor is designed to help homeless individuals reincorporate themselves 
within mainstream society and beyond, there is a clear distinction between mainstream media and the 
underground status of the paper – again constituting elements of both subpublics and counterpublics.  
In this light, “otherness” is not a bad thing.  The Contributor neither brackets its homeless identity, nor 
does it have a reason to do so.  At the same time, it includes elements of a mainstream paper to appeal 
at large to the public.   
Again focusing on the December 2009 issue of The Contributor, it is evident that a two-year 
duration of the paper – which is my timeline of this ethnographic research – is ample time to witness 
change and movement of homeless individuals within the SNP organization.  While this case study may 
be neither infallible nor ubiquitous for all homeless populations, the suggestion here is that The 
Contributor is a successful SNP model for other SNPs to follow.   
 
3.6  Continued Analysis: Contributor’s Path to Bimonthly Publication 
As I mention, The Contributor does not bracket its homeless identity.  Rather, it highlights that 
identity to indicate the obvious disparity between it and mainstream publications.  It also seeks to fill a 
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hole left in mainstream media about conversations surrounding homelessness, both from those 
experiencing it and those without that experience.  Ryder (2011) discusses other organizations that do 
not bracket their homeless identities, but rather use those identities as essential to its rhetoric.  While 
referencing The National Coalition for the Homeless, she states:  “The NCH panel introduces a 
fundamental epistemological challenge to the idealized public sphere:  they claim their expertise not by 
bracketing their identity, but by emphasizing it.”  (p. 136)   Appropriating the “otherness” that Torck 
(2001) lambastes, identity is an effective means to persuasion because of the unique experience that it 
carries.  “Homelessness” is an example of that experience to the mainstream public. 
 To create a robust study of The Contributor, leading to its increased frequency of publication to 
a bimonthly, I focus here on the long-term strategies of recurring authors in engaging the public that it 
purports.  In an article on September 6, 2009, The Contributor is featured in another Nashville 
newspaper, the mainstream Tennessean.  That article mentions the phenomenon surrounding dramatic 
increase of circulation of The Contributor and in just a couple of years:  “The articles and photographs 
[present in The Contributor] give a window into the lives of some of the sellers [of the paper] and others 
like them.”  In this example, The Contributor as a subpublic relies on the larger mainstream publication 
to forward its mission and message.  More importantly, the article focuses on the vendors and authors 
of the smaller publication.  Quoting one of the vendors, the article continues:  “ ‘This is like my own 
business.’”   
As I mention via correspondence with authors of The Overlook in next chapter, individual 
ownership of the work behind the paper—both the writing and vending—are crucial to the operation of 
street newspapers.  In short, they offer “genuine opportunity for advancement” – to again borrow part 
of The Contributor’s mission statement.  A clearly obvious way street newspaper authors demonstrate 
and maintain ownership of the space newspapers represent is through repeated authorships.  As shown 
here and in the next chapter, the strategies of recurrent columns, short stories, and poems carve a 
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permanent space and shelter of sorts for the authors.  They lay stake to that claim through both the 
messages and the mediums they present to their audience.  
 There are several regular Contributor authors from, continuing from 2009 as well as new regular 
columnists and authors in July 2011.  For example, Ponce de Leon continues to write for the paper, and 
he is even listed in the staff section as a “Freelance Columnist.”  In subsequent issues, de Leon’s profile 
picture accompanies his column.  Also, Clark Cobb authored the poem “Zero to Sixty” in 2009, and was 
memorialized in the August 2011 issue by Executive Director Tasha French.  Additionally, the recurring 
author Chuck Clinard continues to feature poems in 2011 editions.  It is clear that The Contributor 
highlights creativity, opinion-editorials, and memoirs from people who have experienced homelessness.  
 Ponce de Leon writes in variegated styles with various approaches to captivate his audience.  In 
the section “Poetry,” his poem “Family Reunion” is not overtly personal and could even be cryptic, 
moving from personal to general.  The lines -- “Our family reunion/Where black sheep meet favorite 
sons” and “We settle our differences/With arm ‘rasslin’, not with guns/We brought peace to the 
holler/With our family reunion” to “Makes me wonder why the world / Can’t get along good like this” 
and “Yeah, we speak many lingos/But we all comprehend a smile” to “A world reunion is what the 
Earth’s been needin’/Where the lost tribes are welcomed back to Eden” – send a positive, if general, 
message to an imagined, general audience. 
In the longer column “Clothes Make The Player,” Ponce de Leon quips humor to engage his 
readers.  It’s a tongue-in-cheek article about the presence of the Lingerie Football League with the 
following satire:  “It occurs to me that all you have to do to spice up a tired old sport is introduce 
shocking new uniforms.  Now we know what Victoria’s Secret really is:  they sell sporting goods!”  He 
then lists other sports that, following what de Leon considers the logic of such absurdity, should be 
promoted:  “Masquerade Costume Lacross” or “Bath Towel Tennis” or “Hula Skirt Softball.”  
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Proving to be a prolific author for the paper, Ponce de Leon’s “The Bizarro World of Baseball 
History” in “Sports” opens up a bit of his identity to the readers.  The article focuses on something he is 
obviously interested in:  baseball; instead of the previous article claiming football as a “tired old sport,” 
he seems genuinely interested in this American pastime.  The Editor’s note corroborates this 
insinuation:  “The information in this article comes from a variety of sources:  Wikipedia, baseball team 
websites, sports history books, Denn McLain’s autobiography I Told You I Wasn’t Perfect, and the 
author’s memory.  Some statistics may be approximate.”  While not personal, the text indicates 
engaging material for other baseball enthusiasts:  1) Difference in length of gameplays for today.  2) 
Team name changes and how teams got their names.  3) St. Louis Cardinals of 1930s— focuses on 
Gashouse Gang (practical jokers) and pitchers Jay Hanna “Dizzy” Dean and Dennis Dale (Denny) McLain.  
He also makes a list of 10 strange coincidences for those pitchers.  Like in the article “Clothes Make the 
Player,” humor and absurd bizarreness are tactics of readership engagement here.  Unlike the previous 
article, de Leon has a historical context for his humor.  He further connects with his public because this 
article is an enthusiastic look at the history of a sport he lauds. 
Rod Collins regularly writes since at least July 2011; his short memoir “Cicada Memories” in 
“Experience” and “Vertigo” in “Poetry” again demonstrate the diverse range of many of the recurring 
authors.  In the memoir, he highlights the memory that cicadas conjure, but he isn’t afraid to play with 
his words for the audience.  Consider the ending:  “I guess those cicadas still bug me today.”  This playful 
use of words insinuates the author’s confidence is his use of written language.  Also, lines in “Vertigo” 
hint towards a strained hope for the future and a rocky relationship with the past:  “Into the black hole I 
roll /Spinning out with the shout of speak … Why search a little further/Why reach for glitter’s gold … 
With one face toward tomorrow/Another looking back on what I hold.”  
Returning to “Cicada Memories,” Collins uses pathos to reach readers, and he uses the cicadas 
as a metaphor for love temporally manifesting and fleeing:  “I remember the terror I felt the first time 
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cicadas came and seemed to fly so erratically with not direction at all in my mind.”  But he turns to the 
love he pines from his grandmother:  “Little Granny was a real piece of work.  She had raised nine 
children of her own and was too proud for welfare.  The only thing we really knew about our 
granddaddy was that he liked his whiskey, smokes, and cinnamon chewing gum.  Most important, he 
had left Granny strapped with all those kids!”; further, he adds:  “I would tell her that I loved her and 
wait for a reply that never came.”  He ends on a bittersweet note:  “So with the fear of attack and 
certain death in my heart, I returned to the front yard that had been rubbed clean of any grass from so 
many children’s feet over the years and prayed that the cicadas would leave me to dream of my escape 
from the ceaseless wanting on Moore Avenue.  I guess those cicadas still bug me today.”  This last 
sentence exemplifies the author’s wordplay, but there is plenty of literary technique here.  
Metaphorically, the cicadas are central to this personal essay. Love, but also shelter, protection, and 
reassurance of love, are never fully realized to the author.  This melancholic snapshot of the author is 
revealing not only as tactic, but also as part of his writing strategy to give his audience “pieces” of who 
he is – nonetheless, implications of how he came to be. 
Another recurring author since at least July 2011, Brian Burchette, demonstrates in the poem 
“Universalist” that religion/spirituality is a writing strategy:  “I worship the universal God who has no 
denomination /My temple is air, land, and sky” – first line is a paradox, because God is not universal 
(people don’t universally believe in a God), but the second line is secular in the sense that his “temple” is 
not a building or man-made structure; “I am friends to those with the least of the earth’s riches/I 
worship a universal God who sees all as one” – wants to repeat “universal God” as one for equality – or 
“all as one.”  I’m reminded of a bumper sticker that I’ve recently seen:  “God is too big to fit in one 
religion.”  A similar tone to this poem expands his readership beyond strictly Christian. 
Since 2009 Chris Scott F. appears in the poetry section as a “homeless songwriter.”  His song 
“World Peace” appeals to the audience via a tactic of using the second-person pronoun “you.”  This 
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directly “you”-centered approach is notable in at least two considerations.  Firstly, the author employs a 
convention in songwriting by achieving mass appeal.  Secondly, Chris abstains from using the personal 
pronoun “I” in this song.  Instead, he underscores and acknowledges his readers (and listeners) first by 
casting them as protagonists of the song.  Also, the use of “you” as the protagonist in the poem evokes 
empathy from the audience in terms of an enthymeme in the refrain in the song/poem.  He writes:  “If 
you want world peace … Get rid of greed …/Stop worrying about what’s in it for me/Picture what a 
perfect world’s supposed to be/And if you want world peace … Get rid of greed …”  By assuming that the 
audience wants world peace, he commands the audience to get rid of greed.  By pointing to greed as a 
main obstacle for peace (he repeats the command “Get rid of greed”), he invokes his readers to change 
themselves:  “Stop worrying about what’s in it for me.”  Hope for peace also resonates in this refrain – 
“Picture what a perfect world’s supposed to be.”  Logically, hope prefaces the call to action in the poem; 
the action appears conjunctive, second to the hope:  “And if you want world peace …”  Thus, the author 
conveys hope as the motivating factor to his listeners.   
To Chris, another strong conveyor of hope is religion.  In a particularly religious song, “Keep 
Loving Them,” he projects a bit more of his personal belief by using the personal “I” in refrain:  ‘Father 
forgive them/They know not what they do’/ When you say I am Christian/Can you say that too?”  He 
proclaims his faith in this line, but he also hopes or asks for his deity’s mercy.  Subsequent lines -- “Lord 
… Please don’t hold / This sin against them / Let me not avenge myself by my own hand” and 
“Sometimes you just want to cry / Can’t understand the reasons why” – continue to seek mercy, but the 
author appears to retreat from his personal narrative.  In other words, he seems to disguise the ending 
of the song as general when evidence points to a personal dilemma.  For example, whatever “this sin” 
that “they” commit is unknown, but the sin appears to be against the speaker.  Despite how he may just 
“want to cry,” he refrains from acting out revenge.  
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Since 2009, Contributor author Gary “Moose” Ellison opens with personal narratives to his 
audience.  As a writing strategy, the personal revelations potentially build trust for readers.  For 
example, in a July 2011 article, “My People (One Hell of a Crowd),” he relays a personal story on whom 
he hangs out with:  “It’s a smorgasbord of drunks, prostitutes, thieves, liars, gluttons, adulterers, and 
murderers….I try to accept them, each and every one on an individual basis – live and let live.”  He ends 
with a bit of humor and irony – “Just wait ‘til I write about the ‘homeless crowd’ – then it’ll get really 
interesting!”  Note how he puts “homeless crowd” in quotation marks.  Such action denotes a sort of 
labeling and typecasting, but it is also popular belief that homeless people are “the smorgasboard” that 
he lists in the beginning of the article.  Such irony is part of the author’s and paper’s strategy to combat 
such stereotypes about homeless people.   
Edwin Learnard uses a similar strategy of the personal in his 2011 articles “My Grandmother” 
and “Home Field Advantage.”  In the former piece, he states about his close relationship with his 
grandmother:  “She may be gone, but she left an indelible impression on me that will never be 
forgotten.”  Learnard exemplifies his grandmother as a “true friend” and a pillar of support during his 
hardships.  His grandmother helped teach him:  “During adversity, you find out who your true friends 
are.”  Such teachings and influence are some of the fond memories he has of his grandmother: “She 
said, ‘If that guy says anything to you again, I’m going to tell him off.’  She would stick up for me when 
no one else would.”  In essence, the piece is not so much about Learnard as it is about his grandmother, 
but it paints a picture of a positive influence in his life.  He states:  “Besides being a loyal and steadfast 
family member, my grandma was arguably the best friend I ever had”; and later:  “When many of my 
‘friends’ ran away from me when thing were dismal, she stood by me.”  Learnard hints at his true 
passion, sports:  “Like me, my grandma was an avid sports fan and had a comical side to her.”  In 
addition to showcasing the positive influence his grandmother has on his life, he combats stereotypes by 
demonstrating that he is knowledgeable and skillful with words; the inclusion of words such as 
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“indelible,” “facetious,” “flabbergasted,” and “unbridled” in his writing indicate a high reading level.  A 
common misconception of homeless people is that they are uneducated, unskilled writers.  Through an 
elevated expression of language, Learnard provides evidence to the contrary. 
To reiterate, Learnard homes his love for sports in much of his writing.  In his second July 2011 
article, “Home Field Advantage,” he posits an “intriguing question” about profession teams and their 
advantage of playing at home; the title and laden metaphor of “home” is especially eye-catching as the 
writer is formerly homeless.  He states:  “One reason I believe teams have an edge playing at home is 
because the fans can act as an extra player.  A raucous home crowd can help more than one would 
think.”  He reinforces the notion of “strength in numbers” and nods to his readers in that he could use 
their support as well.  Not to put to fine a point on it, the “home” metaphor stands evermore poignant 
in his list of its advantage:  “Second, teams may have an advantage playing at home due to favorable 
environmental conditions.”  A home produces favorable environmental conditions to escape mercurial 
extremities in the weather.  While the author may not allude to this fact directly, there is familiarity with 
a person’s home climate.  “Last but not least, a team that travels from their home stadium and goes on 
the road can indirectly give the home team an advantage.  Traveling can make players fatigued, sluggish, 
and lethargic.”  Again, there are subtle comparisons to chronic homeless people who are always 
traveling.  Some have to walk a lot, and those who do can go through a pair of shoes in a couple of 
weeks.  Such mobility can certainly make them “fatigued, sluggish, and lethargic.”   
In short, the general population of chronically homeless people lacks any of the “home field 
advantage” factors that Learnard lists.  They don’t have solidification in numbers -- an exigency I 
mention in the beginning of this chapter; they are subject to all weather (and there are no timeouts or 
rain delays for them); they travel a lot, mostly by foot.  Seen in this light, many homeless people really 
are “disadvantaged” when it comes to having a fair chance at quality of life.  
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 As much as The Contributor highlights its homeless writers, it equally highlights its vendors.  Like 
the potential trust and space for open dialogue it purports for readers with its mission statement – 
“Diverse Perspectives on Homelessness”—it strives for an equal space for trust and open dialogue 
among its customers and vendors – “Genuine Opportunities for Advancement.”  Vendors’ short-
paragraph biographies in the “Vendors” section reinforce a connection for people selling the paper to 
customers.  The inclusion of that section of the paper also reinforces the tactic of individual sales and 
vendor recognition. 
Kevin Barbieux has a different strategic approach to writing for The Contributor than inclusion of 
personal revelations for that medium.  While occasionally he writes articles for the paper, the recurring 
“Kevin’s Brainbenders” on the “Fun” page starting in 2011, is a series of puzzles. Barbieux showcases a 
hobby and interest as his by-line reads “Formerly Homeless Puzzlemaster”; his strategy is to engage the 
reader by playing with numbers or words in a puzzle.  Again, the regularly printed section connotes 
ownership of a space carved in print.  The title “Kevin’s Brainbenders” indicates as much.   
Likewise, on the same page as Barbieux’s piece is Ed Galing’s cartoon “Max & Mabel.”  Beyond 
some of the serious and overtly personal articles presented in The Contributor, these authors provide 
readers with fun challenges and comic relief.  For example, Galing’s comic strip features two goldfish in a 
small water tank.  Max says to Mabel:  “Are you cheating on me?”  Mabel replies:  “NO I’m not cheating 
on you.”  Moving towards long-term printing of the paper, the strategy of “Fun” and humor can stave off 
reader fatigue.  The influence of a subpublic on The Contributor helps the paper resemble sections of 
long-term mainstream newspapers.  For example, two additional syndicated puzzles and comics appear 
on the “Fun” page– chess moves from Chess.com and comic strips from SardonicSalad.com – both 
available from online public domain.    
 August 2011 continues with many of the recurring writers from July 2011, and it includes two 
additional recurring authors.  Additionally, this issue introduces a table of contents, the “in this issue” 
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section that includes authors’ names.  Having authors’ names in the beginning highlights their efforts in 
creating The Contributor public.  For example, that page features new recurring author John Henry.  His 
religious belief is apparent in the article “Love is the Motive” in the “Experience” section.  While it is not 
a personal piece, it is overtly religious; he demonstrates that a life motivation for him resides in religious 
doctrine.  He states:  “The one great test is love.”  But his writing strategy is to appeal to Christian and 
non-Christians.  Additionally, he uses the collective “we” appeal:  “What is the great evidence that we 
have passed from death unto life?  It is love!” Then he moves from something universal (love) to 
something more niche (Christianity) by quoting a Bible verse:  “ ‘That they may all be one; as thou, 
Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also may be one in us; that the world may believe that thou 
hast sent me’” (John 17: 21) and even though changing the we to “we Christians.”  He concludes by 
again employing a general approach to appeal to non-Christians:  “And if I, a believer, notice how we 
Christians act, wouldn’t an unbeliever notice as well?  There is a kind of unity in diversity, a unity 
compatible with variety, and it is this pattern which Christ lays down for the church.”  He seeks in 
include, not alienate, any non-Christian readers with this ending on “diversity” and “variety.”  The choice 
of language is a tactful way of broadening his potential readership. 
After the rather personal storytelling in the previous Contributor issue, Rod Collins retreats to a 
more general approach in “The Boomerang Effect” in “Experience” of August 2011.   [“Earthlings” in 
“Poetry”:]  He begins with an appeal to reader action:  “I know a secret.  When your hand reaches out to 
another who appears to be temporarily less fortunate than yourself, a feeling boomerangs that actually 
meet the desired target deep inside that all your precious goals have failed to find.” (my emphasis) 
Then, he backs away from the direct appeal and uses the personal pronoun “I” to elucidate his initial 
appeal:  “Sometimes when I see someone who hangs who hangs his freshly starched shirts on a rod in 
the backseat of his car for traveling, I cannot help but wonder what makes him overlook the one who 
also travels from corner to corner, bridge to bridge, and town to town.  Except this traveler is always 
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looking down and often holding a sign that reads:  ‘I’ Hungry—Please Help.’”  While not using a specific 
personal example, he employs a conversational tone about people he knows who have been overlooked 
by the general population.  With this general appeal, he also employs a play on words:  “Some people 
even seem to feel better about themselves after passing by someone who is ‘too lazy to work’ and is just 
out there ‘looking for the next big fix.’  Isn’t that what most of us are trying to do in our day-to-day 
affairs?  Aren’t we just attempting to fix our own happiness by trying again and again to fix ourselves, 
our companions, our children, our nicely furnished homes – you name it?”  The double-entendre of “fix” 
as part of a drug habit and a means to mend “our own happiness” points to a collective freedom from 
suffering.  There is also “fix” wordplay the at ends of paragraphs three and four:  “We all want to fix that 
bottomless hole in the pit of our souls….When you happen to glance at the holes in the soles of your 
fellow traveler’s shoes and quickly look away, take a breath and register the hole in your own soul that’s 
calling for a new and lasting solution.”  Again, he reverts to the direct appeal at fourth paragraph: 
“Wouldn’t you agree that it’s time to notice and understand that we’re all on the same journey here?” 
While concluding with a direct appeal, the author seeks to combat misconceptions of prejudice against 
people living on the streets:  “As you look directly into a street brother’s eyes, you can see pieces of your 
own reflection.  That mirror holds your own memories of your highest triumphs, your deepest sorrows, 
and the anxiety that we’ll never be or have enough.”  Notably here, the last pronoun shift to the 
collective “we” signifies common ground that “street brothers” and readers of the general population 
share.  
Collins’ poem “Earthlings” in the August 2011 Contributor issue is playful, but he again appeals 
to a collective audience.  He muses:  “We are love made from love / Sent from Heaven above.”  Collins 
alludes to spirituality, but does not further include religion here.  Instead, he maintains an earthly 
grounding of the poem:  “While suffering in guilt and believing in sin / We hide with our thoughts in the 
spacesuits of skin / On a planet called Mother with her creatures and kin.”  He concludes by shifting 
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from the collective “we” appeal to the direct second-person pronoun “you” appeal with:  “Open your 
hearts and your minds / On this day / On this ground.”  Like his article “The Boomerang Effect” that 
appears in the same issue, he incites readers to consider diverse perspectives and realize that “we” 
coexist with varying experiences on common “ground.”   
Edwin Learnard’s second authorship in The Contributor remains personal, but with a pointed 
exigency of combatting misconceptions about homeless people.  His article “It’s Not Always Their Fault” 
in “Experience” again uses elevated language such as “lackadaisical” to combat misconceptions about 
homeless people, and homeless people are the subject of this article:  “Many people are under the 
misconception that homeless people only have themselves to blame for their predicament.”  He uses an 
anecdote to elucidate this point:  “In 1996, I was let go by my employer.  I had worked for the company 
for about a year.  I had injured myself on the job …”  But the article in its entirety is not about his 
homelessness; rather, the anecdote adds to the multifaceted reasons for becoming homeless in the first 
place.  In effect, he gives pieces of himself and his experience to the reader.  However, he is careful not 
to place himself or his experience as the sole subject.  He then uses logos to exemplify some of the 
causes of homelessness.  One of those is mental illness, and he attributes figures from the National 
Coalition on Homelessness:  “According to NCH, approximately 25 percent of homeless people have a 
severe mental illness.”  Also, he includes some challenges to obtaining housing associated with mental 
or physical disability:  “A person can apply for disability assistance; however, this can be a painstaking 
process that can take one to three years to complete.”  Therefore, he not only relies on personal 
experience, but also uses figures from a reputable source to support his exigency behind the article.  
Lastly, he lists lack of affordable housing as a cause for homelessness:  “Monthly rental rates on many 
apartments and houses are exorbitant, to say the least.  According to the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD), the fair market rate for a one-bedroom apartment in Davidson County 
(which encompasses Nashville) is $716.”  But doesn’t stop at that figure as he uses that to build the 
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logos in an enthymeme:  “If a person with virtually no job skills is making $7.25 an hour (federal 
minimum wage) and working 40 hours a week, he or she earns approximately $900 a month after taxes.  
That’s barely enough to pay the rent and leaves only $184 for the rest of the monthly expenses.”  He 
again ends with a direct appeal, with the implied you here:  “Whatever the reason, it is important to 
remember not to stereotype those who are homeless.  Do not put the recalcitrant drunk who makes no 
effort to get out of his or her predicament in the same category with someone who is not competent 
enough mentally to find a way off the streets.  Remember, it’s not always their fault.”  
It’s a rare occasion when the executive director appears as an author in the paper, but in the 
August 2011 issue Tasha French memorializes a late friend of The Contributor public, Clark Cobb.  She 
identifies Cobb as the “featured artist in the November, 2009 issue.”   In so doing, she also builds 
credibility for the paper by praising and remembering the multifaceted talent behind the content and 
public that the paper comprises.  In a preface to the reprinted article in which Cobb was featured, 
French writes:  “He was an artist, a long-time vendor of The Contributor, a poet, a cartoonist, and a 
friend to many. The following is adapted from the November 2009 issue of The Contributor in which 
Clark was a featured artist.”  Though Clark doesn’t author the original article, it begins with “Clark Cobb, 
formerly-homeless artisan, found a way of recycling used sports equipment into beautiful and useful 
hand-crafted supportive walking-sticks.”  Clark is featured in the piece throughout, and the paper 
highlights his talent like it highlights the authors and artist featured therein.  The article continues:  
“Clark credited his success [in crafting and selling the carved sticks] to his diligence in accepting the help 
available to him and wanted to be able to help some people who live on the streets – even employ a 
couple of people.  ‘There’s a lot of talented people out there, they’re just overlooked.’”  (my emphasis).  
Like a main exigency for many street newspapers, a focus on talent regardless of background or socio-
economic status underscores individual worth.  When a public like The Contributor’s recognizes 
individual strengths and talents, it lends its space with those who are traditionally overlooked.  
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Chuck Clinard’s short pieces “To Gregory” in the “In Memoriam” section and the short narrative 
“The Contributor Stimulates” in “Experience” showcase his continued writing.  The former piece is a 
personal prose/poem; he states: “You cared for others as caregivers do.  And today I haven’t forgotten 
you.”  Like French’s remembrance of Clark, Clinard’s memorial of his friend appears as a living memory:  
“Your laughter still touches me even today.  Rest in Peace my dear friend.  We will see each other in the 
end.”  This last line leads readers to his personal views of an afterlife. 
Clinard, in “The Contributor Stimulates,” also includes his experience as a vendor to reinforce 
how not only the writing helps him, but also how the vending of the newspaper is helping him 
financially:  “The real goldmine:  permanent housing is being secured.  Some of my fellow vendors have 
told me, ‘Now I have my own place.’  For many, this is the first real home we’ve have (sic) had in a long 
time.  I have personally been in housing for quite some time, but I try never to forget where I came 
from.  I am proud to call myself a vendor of The Contributor.”  He feels the direct economic impact of 
selling The Contributor, but he includes how it has helped others in similar economic situations.  Again, a 
sense of camaraderie and solidarity is present in the writing and vending operations of the paper.  
 “Homeless Songwriter” Chris Scott F.’s piece “Just Another Door” appears in the August 2011 
issue.  The song evokes melancholic overtones, but again its appeal is rather general:  “Just letting go of 
the things you know / You never will get back / Make a mistake when you make a turn / We’ve all been 
there before / Can’t go back when the bridge is burned / But it’s just another door.”  He later adds hope 
to the sadness:  “It’s not the end of the world my friend / It’s just another door / That and nothing 
more.”  Hope is indicative in the line “It’s just another door,” because it insinuates there are other doors 
yet to be explored.   
Continuing to show his love for the game of baseball, Edwin Learnard has a lengthy piece in 
“Commentary” entitled “Why Nashville need an M.L.B. Team.”  While his reasoning may at first appear 
circular, he makes several points to support a baseball teams presence in Nashville.  His circular logic 
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appears in the premise:  “However, the only reason it may not be a Major League Baseball city is 
because it does not have a Major League team.”  Like in a previously mentioned article, Learnard is fond 
of lists; he breaks the list down to three supportive ideas for why Nashville could support a Major 
League Baseball team: “An M.L.B. team in Nashville can facilitate the economy and stimulate economic 
growth.”  The commentary here voices a localized appeal and strategy; presumably there are readers 
who share such desire for a team to exist and economic stimulus.  Secondly, he points to a proven track 
record with other MLB expansion teams:  “Expansion teams have shown that they can flourish in a 
relatively short period of time.”  And lastly, Learnard exemplifies a potentially receptive component in 
Nashville’s television-viewing culture:  “There would be a large enough television audience in Nashville 
to justify a pro baseball team….Nashville has the 29th largest Nielson market (approx. 1.039 million TV 
sets)….Baltimore is ranked 26th and San Diego is ranked 28th.”  Learnard’s concludes his rhetorical 
approach with the use of an enthymeme:  “If these two cities have M.L.B. teams, there is no reason why 
we can’t.”  The argument isn’t infallible with regards to other factors such as ticket sales, but the author 
demonstrates an informed decision with his commentary.  
Additionally in the August 2011 issue, Ray Ponce de Leon continues his light-hearted writing 
strategy with “Hillbilly Summer School” in the “Fun” section of the paper.  In fact, Ponce de Leon stakes 
a certain claim to the columns he writes in the “Fun” section.  Along with regular contributing writer 
Learnard, Ponce de Leon’s headshot now accompanies his columns.  Baring a toothy grin, the headshot 
photo is in full-color.  Indeed, the picture sets the jocular tone for his space in print.   
Another of Ponce de Leon’s articles appear in the same issue, “The Dream is Over-The Dream is 
Just Beginning,” in the “Commentary” section.  Ponce de Leon reports on the only College World Series 
appearance by Vanderbilt’s baseball team, but of importance here is how the reporter views himself.  In 
the opening, Ponce de Leon refers to himself as a reporter.  He states:  “This reporter spoke with many 
of the nearly 200 fans, family members and players’ girlfriends.”   In essence, Ponce de Leon assumes his 
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role as a reporter.  Proclamation of this role and the amount of work involved – interviewing “many”-- 
demonstrates a sense of pride. 
Kevin Barbieux and Ed Galing also again appear in the “Fun” section of the August 2011 issue 
with respective Soduko for “Kevin’s Brainbenders” and “Max and Mabel” comic strips.  A new recurring 
author, Micheal Bogan appears as a food critic for the paper.  His article “Food Review:  Labor of Love” 
in “Commentary” reveals his exigency behind writing reviews of eateries:  “I grew up in the restaurant 
business.” 
 The September 2011 special issue of The Contributor focuses on perspectives surrounding sex.  
Its front page touts the headline:  “Mentioning the Unmentionable:  An Issue on Sex and Other 
Offensive Subjects.”  I mention the theme for this particular edition of the paper to underscore the 
perceived power The Contributor has by this time.  Specifically acknowledging the potential that some 
readers may find its content offensive is a bold statement.  The self-awareness this statement conveys 
also highlights the counterpublic The Contributor has become – that is, mentioning what many 
mainstream publications deem unmentionable.   
 While the majority of articles in the September 2011 special issue are by freelance and 
professional journalists, the edition still houses several of the aforementioned homeless or formerly 
homeless writers.  For example, Gary “Moose” Ellison’s article “Back to School” in “Experience” is a 
personal narrative.  Similar to the power displayed by The Contributor’s front-page propagation, Ellison 
demonstrates power in a narrative of how he became homeless.  Significantly this piece appears only 
after he’s been a recurring writer in the paper:  “The days of youth are fleeting.  They go by so fast.  I 
wish I had it to do all over again….My fall from grace did not happen overnight.  It went so slow, bit by 
bit.  I went back to school at Chattanooga State for Industrial Electricity in 1993 and was working at TVA.  
By Christmas, Bill Clinton, Bill Clinton and Newt Gingrich shut down the government, and I lost my job at 
TVA.”  Like other writers for the paper, Ellison’s writing strategy is for readers to know him over time.  
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However, his writing is not without a sense of purpose here; his implicit writing tactic here continues to 
combat stereotypes.  That is, he became homeless because he lost his job, not because he was lazy or 
not looking for work.  He exclaims:  “That began my first experience with being homeless (at 
Christmas!)”  But he does not dwell on the past; instead he brings the story to the present and cites The 
Contributor as an empowering factor for him.  He concludes:  “I came here [to Nashville] for music and 
now I’m writing for The Contributor.  Life is funny sometimes.  It seem like I go back to school every day 
and start over.”  His analogy of school to his writing experience as a columnist expounds on the 
empowerment factor; he explains in the next paragraph:  “My grandmother and I were real close, and 
she gave me some real good advice one time.  She said, ‘Learn something new every day and you’ll be 
O.K.  It doesn’t matter what it is – if it’s a newspaper, or a book, or even something about yourself.  
Learn something new every day!’”  Like in his previous articles, he engages his readers by using the 
collective “we” when signing off:  “So in a way I guess we all go back to school every day.  We just have 
to pay attention and study hard and it’ll pay off.”  
Like in previous articles, Edwin Learnard states his purpose early in “The Wrong Stereotyping of 
Vendors” in “Experience”:  “There are many people out there who have misconceptions about street 
newspaper vendors.”  His article reinforces selling The Contributor product, but he also challenges the 
“panhandling view”; that is, many people discredit vending copies of The Contributor as panhandling.  
This article is a bit more personal than his previous articles.  For example, he states:  “Many people, like 
myself, sell The Contributor to make money to go towards ethical means.  I use the money I make selling 
The Contributor for my day-to-day expenses.”  This anecdote also refutes arguments suggesting that 
vendors use the money form sales on drugs and alcohol.  Even if negative effects such as those exist, he 
highlights how The Contributor empowers him and improves his life.  He also exemplifies another 
vendor:  “James S., a friend and fellow formerly homeless vendor, is a loyal and steadfast employee.  He 
works vigorously in sweltering heat or frigid cold temperatures for about five or six hours a day.  He does 
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this in order to provide necessities for his wife, his grandchildren and himself.”   Only after the personal 
and experiential examples does Learnard launch into a more general defense of vendors:   
Many people have escaped impoverished conditions because of The Contributor and other 
 street newspapers across the U.S….When a person becomes a street newspaper vendor to 
 extricate themselves from this situation, they are still subject to ridicule and criticism from 
 others.  People selling a world-renowned newspaper aren’t usually condemned.  A Contributor 
 vendor shouldn’t be either. 
It’s clear that the empowerment that Learnard garners from being a Contributor vendor and writer helps 
him to defend his involvement with the street newspaper:  “What’s ironic about the derisive comments 
made about The Conributor by media personalities is the fact that The Contributor itself is a part of the 
media.”  While Learnard has another sports article as usual, “2011 NFL Preview” in “(P)Reviews,” the 
article in defense of vendors is his most personally revealing to-date. 
 Chris Scott F.’s song for the September 2011 special issue, “After Their Trip to Hell,” is one of 
only four pieces that appear in the “Poetry” section.  In addition to being less general, the song is less 
cryptic than some of his previous ones:  “When she first came/ To the city / She was so much more / 
Than pretty / But too many days / Being in the wrong place / Left its scars on both / Her beauty and 
heart.”  The song appears to have a concrete subject and main character.  Again, Chris uses the “you” 
appeal to his audience:  “There are people you see / On the street / You never take the time to meet / 
So you just don’t know.”  This phrase reiterates the mission of the paper – for readers to know its 
vendors/writers and to understand the experiences behind homelessness.  As a result, understanding 
helps build an informed and potentially activist or advocating public.   
While not personally revealing like his first review, Michael Bogan’s article in “Food Reviews” 
shows individual interest in the subject matter.  As previously mentioned, the writing strategy of 
revealing personal tastes allows his audience to understand facets of his identity. Bogan’s is listed as 
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“homeless writer.”  An editor’s note reiterates the personal revelation in Bogan’s first review:  “Michael 
Bogan grew up working in his parents’ restaurants all across the east coast, and has continued working 
for various restaurants off and on for years since then.  If it weren’t for rising food prices and upstart 
costs, Michael would love to open his own restaurant.” 
Long-term Contributor writer Ray Ponce de Leon continues to demonstrate his various writing 
interests with “Book Review:  The Hunger Games Trilogy” in “(P)Reviews.”  Not only does he intone 
feedback on a popular young adult series, but he also echoes a popular response to the last two books 
of the trilogy:  “Another criticism that I and other readers have noted is that the first book is by far the 
strongest, and the other two seem to be milking the concept a bit much in order to sell three books.”  
Beyond writing, Ponce de Leon shows solidarity with his audience by stating “I and other readers.”  In 
other words, he wants his readers to know he is not only interested in the writing portion of the public 
but the reading portion as well.  As one of the longest-term and most prolific participants of The 
Contributor public, Ponce de Leon appears comfortable in many of the sections or spaces that public 
comprises.   
Kevin Barbieux continues “Kevin’s Brainbenders” in the September 2011 issue, but he lists an 
email address and the URL to his personal blog below the “Formerly Homeless Puzzlemaster” byline.  In 
so doing, Barbieux points to other facets for his readers to contact or engage with his writing. 
The first Contributor edition in my purview that is a bimonthly is the Feb. 9-29, 2012 issue.  The 
increase in frequency of circulation indicates the growth and power its public has gained in just over 
four years.  Even so, the now bimonthly periodical allows its recurring authors to expand their space in 
print.  Concurrently, as I mention later, it allows article expansion from its professional journalists.   
Gary Ellison’s article “Make A Difference” in “Vendor Submissions” reflects on personal change. 
He divulges:  “What a year it has been since February 13, 2011….My right leg was amputated due to 
complications of a gout infection in my foot.  What a difference at how I look at life every day.” He again 
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reinforces vending as part of paper strategy:  “Without all of my wonderful people I deal with selling The 
Contributor, I wouldn’t have a dime.”  Despite his disability, he hints at a desired change in his actions:  
“I know it’s been a truly miraculous year for me.  It’s opened my eyes to see how much more I need to 
do to help other people.”  But he acknowledges that, with the setback, he won’t be able to do 
everything:  “I still have hopes and dreams, but now with a minor limitation.”  As usual, he concludes by 
appealing directly to his readers:  “Make a difference for someone besides yourself, because that’s all 
that really matters.”  He even includes a mantra popularized by Ghandi:  “Say to yourself, ‘I am the 
difference!’ Be that difference for somebody.  Make a difference!” 
Chuck Clinard again memorializes an acquaintance with “My Friend Bill” in the Feb. 9-29, 2012 
“Poetry” section, and its note reads:  “In memory of Bill Hall, 1946-2011.”  Unlike his previous eulogy, 
however, this encomium describes a person that Clinard didn’t know personally:  “We never met in 
person./ I knew him from T.V. / His presence on the airwaves / Was enough for me. / His manner was 
sincere. / The forecast it was true.”  What’s intriguing here is that Clinard feels strongly enought about a 
T.V. weather forecast personality to label him “my friend.”  To many readers, this label may appear 
bemusing.  However, weather forecasts translate into survival for many homeless people.  In a way, Bill 
could have helped in Clinard’s survival while he lived on the streets. 
After a brief stint of not publishing, Rod Collins returns with “Runner” in the “Poetry” section of 
the Feb. 9-29, 2012 issue.  Like some of his previous poems, it appears a bit cryptic.  That is, the speaker 
of the poem shows desire to escape his present situation without any specific contextual clues:  
“Rushing beyond the now / As fast as I know how / Dropping all that is past / Knowing that nothing 
should last.”  It is clear that Collins’ intent is not to reveal specifics, but a lyrical rhyme.  In addition to 
the AA-BB rhyme scheme, notice the short and long “o” alliterative sound throughout these lines.  Those 
sounds convey an unspeakable sadness.  In other words, the poem doesn’t necessarily have to be clear 
for his audience to receive its intonation. 
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Ponce de Leon’s “Self Co-Conspirator: Conspiracies for Fun and Profit” in “Vendor Submissions” 
of the Feb. 9-29, 2012 edition again imparts a glib tone.  He queries his audience:  “Are the economy and 
the job market not rebounding fast enough for you?  Thinking of starting your own business?  
Remember that over half a million businesses close in the United States every year.”  With the direct 
“you-centered approach,” he makes a point. Many start-up businesses fail.  Then, introduces a theory 
based on some literature that he has read– that inventing truth could sell more.  He posits that the 
allure of fantasy and conspiracy theories and texts draw attention.  There is, of course, an element of 
truth there.  People are easily attracted to tabloids and conspiracies, sometimes accepting their 
entertainment values as truth.  With a tongue-in-cheek style, he states:  “…the best path for making 
yourself financially independent is to follow the example of a growing number of literary shock-for-
profiteers and invent a wild conspiracy theory – then write a best-selling book about it.”   
A new recurring author, David S. Pointer presents the poem “Altered Appearances” in the 
February 9-29, 2012 issue.  Pointer discontentedly appeals to his audience about the disparity between 
the working poor and CEOs:  “The poor are locked / into high risk working / and living environments / as 
if they were Schrodinger’s / cat while the CEOs keep / all the money claiming / to take all the risks as 
lobbyists and politicians / go around the globe / cutting deals for them.”  This short, pointed poem 
addresses greed generally.  But such general calls of awareness to the deplorable working conditions 
and economic imbalance among the poor and rich are reminders of the exigency of the street 
newspaper public.  
Rod Collins’ poem “Elementals” in the March 1-14, 2012 issue is not overtly personal, but it does 
have a spiritual and environmental component– “Nature does have her fury / …A process of long 
evolution / From the seas up to the shores / Epochs of history and eons of time / For the human to walk 
through the doors / Now standing tall and walking about / With a desire to have dominion over all.”  
Collins recognizes this inherent desire of “the human,” but he does not include himself when he speaks 
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about that absolute power.  He continues:  “The mind will dream of worlds in hand / Without concern 
for the pride and the fall / Unable to walk on water / Or command the directions of wind / I watch the 
setting sun.”  Here, he alludes to Jesus being able to walk on water and others desiring that god-like 
ability.  In the midst of such desire, however, he expresses powerlessness – “I watch the setting sun / On 
the garden of my blend / I scratch my fingers through the dirt / And squash the clump and clay / With 
anger and anguish for the earth….I dig a hole for come what may / The storms that blew of my origin / 
Have yet to find their goodbye / Upon this hurling and quaking rock / I stumble crumble and cry.”  In a 
sense, the speaker actively desires to be passive; he juxtaposes “dig with “come what may.”  But he 
seeks protection within the earth; contrast those self-reflective lines with the “dominion over all” or 
“worlds in hand” with the picture Collins paints of “the human.”  Collins concludes by insinuating 
turbulence in his life never ceases:  “the storms … have yet to say their goodbye.”  The last line portrays 
despair as he “stumbles and cries”, but he also shows solidarity with the downtrodden earth – “this 
hurling and quaking rock.”  
Chris Scott F. again presents a song, “Unforgettable Knight,” in “Poetry” section of the March 1-
14, 2012 Contributor edition.  It’s a whimsical and romantic song with lament and self-loathing.  
Significantly, it is also one of the first times Chris opens up using the personal “I” in his songs:  “I am not 
your happy ending / Or your wish upon a star / But if you’d like to do some pretending / You don’t have 
to look that far.”  In effect, the song seems sincere in that it is personal; the speaker acknowledges that 
he can’t (or won’t) entertain a long-term relationship.  However, he doesn’t mind playing that role for 
one night.  
Regular Contributor columnist Ray Ponce de Leon continues to show his interest in 
entertainment culture with “Theatre Corner:  Kiss Me Kate a Liplock Smash” in the March 1-14, 2012 
issue.  The review is of a localized musical adaptation of the Shakespearean play The Taming of the 
Shrew.  As before, Ponce de Leon reports on what he observes, focusing primarily on the cast:  “The 
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acting, singing, choreography, and comedic timing could have been mistaken for an off-Broadway 
production.  Outstanding in the lead role was Janette Bruce whose energy, powerful vocals and fine, 
multi-layered acting formed the centerpiece of this charming presentation.”  Ponce de Leon also points 
out coincidences between the original play and the adaptation without reading too much into them:  
“The musical was directed by Kate Adams-Johnson and featured a cast of more than 20 local actors.  Of 
course, ‘Kiss me Kate’ is a famous line from Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew, and this play in 
review is an adaptation of that classical play.”  Mostly, Ponce de Leon features information about the 
play, in the vein of the traditional journalistic “inverted pyramid” style reporting.  The “inverted 
pyramid” journalistic approach unfolds a story with the most important information in the beginning, 
followed by supporting details for readers interested enough to read articles in their entirety. 
However, Ponce de Leon also shows a bit of his interest in comedy by focusing on the 
particularly positive responses from the audience.  Such an action shows solidarity with the audience, as 
not to sound like the review is only personally subjective:  “The song ‘Brush Up Your Shakespeare’ was 
exceptionally funny and elicited much laughter and applause from the audience.”  Like his awareness of 
his general reading audience, the author proves he is cognizant of the audience he reports on here.  In 
addition to laughing with the audience, the Ponce de Leon exemplifies personal preference from the 
play:  “Before the first act, producer Larry Keeton played raconteur as he delivered a very funny opening 
monologue of clever jokes.”  As a reviewing reporter with the paper, he is empowered to make such 
assertions.  In other words, the power Ponce de Leon now has in his writing is one of persuasion, 
something that he earned through recurring articles and columns in The Contributor since its inception.    
To reiterate, the entirety of this article serves as a persuasion, enticing readers to attend one of 
the remaining performances at the time of article’s print and circulation.  That persuasion, of course, is a 
rhetorical power.  To exemplify, Ponce de Leon concludes with an added sway, inciting readers on the 
rarity of that type of local performance:  “This is one of the few dinner theatres in Nashville.  The next 
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performance at the Larry Keeton Theatre will be ‘Smokey Joe’s Café,’ April 5-21.  For information call 
615-883-8375.”  In short, this article is not unlike one that would appear in a mainstream paper.  The 
writer here clearly envisions a general reading audience engaged in theatre, but he also showcases 
theatre one of his many interests.  Why not, if the target audience is the general public?  In essence, the 
author promotes a well-rounded general interest in the culture surrounding him.  
Ponce de Leon’s regular column, “Self-Deprecator” makes connections to the circus and 
homelessness in a seemingly humorous way.  Yet, there appears to be elements of truth in that humor.  
For example, consider the following sentence:  “In old TV shows and movies, the threat, ‘I’m going to 
run away and join the circus,’ was frequently uttered by young persons dissatisfied with their home 
lives.”  As Ponce de Leon acknowledges, that line was nearly co-opted in popular culture to the point of 
being an empty threat.  That is, the line was uttered for show. 
However, Ponce de Leon draws specific similarities between the transient circus and 
homelessness. He uses the relevancy of a B.T. Barnum (of Barnum & Bailey’s Circus fame) quotation to 
set up the article people to the circus, “ ‘There’s a sucker born every minute.’ ” Ponce de Leon adds:  “He 
could also have been referring to there being (unfortunately) a future homeless person born every 
minute.”  The author continues to introduce the article, poignantly correlating the entertainment 
industry and homelessness:  “The early circuses might well have been populated by runaway youths and 
immigrants who spoke limited English and learned acrobatic and other performance skills to make a 
living under the big top.” 
Each subsequent point in the paragraphs that follow in the column tie various aspects of the 
circus life to homelessness.  Consider this statement:  “The three-ring circus could have been considered 
the first ‘tent city.’”  This line is particularly impactful, because a large tent city (reported on in previous 
Contributor issues) exists, constituting a large homeless community in Nashville.  As such, Ponce de Leon 
assumes a level of reader awareness behind the “tent city” moniker.  While some of the points Ponce de 
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Leon makes are tongue-in-cheek, there is particular honesty there, too:  “Clowns might have come 
about because many homeless people don’t want to be photographed.  So, they might have covered 
their faces with white and red grease paint, worn red rubber noses and green or orange hair so that the 
folks back in their hometowns couldn’t see photos of them in an embarrassing light.”  Of course, this line 
is somewhat self-referential as The Contributor features pictures of homeless people.  For instance a 
smiling Ponce de Leon appears in a headshot in this column.  However, the smile indicates that he is 
proud, not embarrassed, of his association with The Contributor. 
In addition to the “tent city” reference, some of the connections may be difficult for readers to 
discern seriously:  “The first homeless feelings might have been pie throwing antics in which they 
convinced circus owners that the audience would laugh at pies being thrown in each others’ faces.  In 
actuality, they were just wanting something to eat!  The clowns then squirted themselves with seltzer to 
stay hydrated.”  Of course, hunger and hydration are serious issues that homeless people face.  But the 
ridicule of having such sustenance thrown at them (or given to them, for some homeless people) is 
demeaning.  As such, Ponce de Leon appears to shift back and forth from humor and seriousness in this 
particular column, even if the seriousness is much more on the subtle side.   
Recurring columnist Gary Ellison piece “Change” in “Faith Perspectives” in the March 1-14, 2012 
edition is a good example and continuation of liminality.  To recall, previously he wrote about a major 
circumstance he faced the past year:  a leg amputation and his transition to being disabled.  Here, he 
writes about his own faith as a cornerstone that helped him in that liminality.  He also makes a profound 
statement in regards to liminality that permeates all facets of life:  “Nothing ever stays the same except 
change.”  The article is an affirmation of his faith and hope for a positive future:  “One thing in life for 
me that hasn’t changed is my faith in God.  Without a divine hand on my life this last year I would not 
have made it.”  Sometimes he explicitly mentions his struggle with associating a new identity as a 
disabled, formerly homeless person:  “I am currently working to better myself and reinvent myself one 
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more time!”  Though readers may never know all the nuances of Ellison’s identity, some may safely 
assume some of the transformations for the author were accentuated with the author’s experience with 
homelessness.  Unlike a previous article explaining how he became homeless, he doesn’t go into 
specifics about that experience in this article.  Rather, his words evoke optimism in once again 
reinventing himself:  “I have moved on from my medical nightmare and decided to work on improving 
my life every day.  That means I am actively working to change.”  Change may be ubiquitous, but 
defining change is an elusive endeavor.  The author indicates his belief in a positive change, not unlike 
the belief in a higher power to guide him in whatever shape that change takes.   
Edwin Learnard consistently writes about his love for sports in “More Than Stats” in “Vendor 
Submissions” of the March 1-14 edition of The Contributor.  Also, he continues an elevated approach to 
language.  In turn, he exalts his audience by assuming a level of reader intelligence.  Like some of the 
authors’ words used in easily recognizable national publications (NYT, The New Yorker, Time), Learnard 
writes for an educated audience even when the subject matter is on leisure activities (sports).  He opens 
with “People are enamored by sports statistics.”  In so doing, Learnard creates a niche public of 
educated sports enthusiasts.  As usual, he has a thesis in this article; his theories are demonstrative of 
not only his love for sports, but also his intellect and thought process.  
In this particular article, Learnard says there are people behind the statistics, coaches and 
managers, who ensure winning seasons.  Exemplifying National Basketball Association (NBA) head coach 
Pat Riley, he states:  “When Pat Riley became the N.Y. Knicks head coach in 1991, they were basically a 
mediocre team.  They averaged about 44 wins a season the previous four seasons.  During Pat Riley’s 
four-year tenure with the team, they averaged about 56 wins and went to the NBA Finals in 1994 and 
made the Eastern Conference Finals in 1993.”  Learnard’s repetition of stating “Pat Riley” instead of 
replacing his name proper with the pronoun he underscores the author’s point that there is a person 
behind the numbers even though Riley is a team coordinator, not a player.  Learned supports his theory 
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on Riley:  “In 1995, when Pat Riley became head coach of the Miami Heat, he joined a floundering 
franchise.  The Heat averaged about 29 wins a season in their seven seasons of existence prior to Riley’s 
arrival.  Then, in only his second season, he lead the Heat to a 61-21 record and the 1997 Eastern 
Conference Finals.  Pat Riley proved he was more than just the person that opened the garage door to 
let the Cadillac out.  He showed he had great coaching ability.” 
Learnard provides two more examples of people behind the stats, including a team-leading 
player and a hockey team that had poor stats, but won the Stanley cup anyway.  He concludes with an 
inverse example:  a team with great stats, but a losing season:  “The 2010 San Diego Chargers led the 
NFL in total offense and total defense.  They finished 9-7 and did not even make the playoffs.  
Remember, winning is everything.  Stats aren’t.”  To be sure, Learnard points out that his theory is 
neither common nor infallible:  “In general, statistics may be proportionate with a sports team’s 
success.”  Similar to the 5-paragraph formula of essay writing, the article comes full circle and reverts to 
the opening paragraph:  “Statistics only tell part of the story.  There are other reasons why teams are 
successful and sometimes become dominant.”  Therefore, he adds useful commentary and analysis 
beyond statistics for his readers – a look at behind-the-scenes sports coordinators.  
Recurring columnist John Henry returns with “An Outstanding Future” in “Faith Perspectives” in 
the March 1-14, 2012 issue.  True to his writing identity, Henry alludes to a Christian God and religion in 
this piece.  The writing is not as cohesive as some of his earlier pieces, but it appears rather as a stream-
of-consciousness:  “Science is learning to control everything but man.  We have not yet solved the 
problems of hate, lust, greed, and prejudice, which produce social injustice, racial strife, and, ultimately, 
war.”  The two thoughts behind science and spirituality may be connected for the author, but for 
readers that connection may be harder to discern.  For example, what “science” is he referring to?  All 
science?  Nonetheless, the spiritual message is clear throughout:  “No matter how advanced its 
progress, any generation that neglects its spiritual and moral life is going to disintegrate.”    
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While not a Contributor author, artist David Cline in “Poetry” signs his artwork “Clinecasso.”  
Therefore, he employs a strategy of using a recognizable name associated with art, Pablo Picasso, and 
demonstrates his art is similar to that of the famous artist.  He also makes a name for himself Picasso-
esque artwork.  In other words, he uses the recognizable “Picasso” name to forward his own. 
 Perhaps to address the increase in demand of content that comes with an increase in frequency 
of publication, Jesse Call is listed in the July 12-25, 2012 edition of the paper as a “Staff Writer.”  Two of 
his articles appear on the front page, but I question if this move brackets the ethos behind the homeless 
identity of the paper in some way.  That is, none of the “formerly homeless writers” are listed as “staff 
writers.”  On the other hand, the articles themselves indicate solidarity and the author advocates rights 
for homeless individuals made apparent by the article “Does Nashville need a ‘Homeless Bill of Rights’?”  
In other words, the article is true to the mission of the paper – “Diverse Perspectives on Homelessness”.  
While the Call’s other article in this edition of The Contributor, a lead article on that page entitled 
“(Il)Legal,” is not as overtly about homelessness, it emphasizes a cause for homelessness in Nashville:  
eviction of immigrants.  
Chris Scott F.’s song in the July 12-25 Contributor issue, “Remember Atlantis” in “Poetry,” 
continues a humanistic rather than personal appeal.  He muses:  “Conspiracy theories / Behind closed 
doors / There’s nothing to fear / What we try to ignore / We’re poisoning the water.”  This song in 
particular is not about accepting what you can’t change, but rather to change what we collectively can:  
“We hold the world / In the palm of our hand / While we slowly but surely / Keep killing the planet”. 
David S. Pointer returns in the July 12-25 Contributor with “The Outstretched Hand” in “Poetry.”  
He uses an extended simile about immigration that doesn’t go into specifics.  That title conjures amnesty 
towards immigrants—a “helping hand,” which also may counteract the “global corruption” mentioned 
in the second line. 
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“Formerly Homeless Cartoonist” Ed Galing branches outside of his norm with the poem “Picture 
of A Homeless Man” in the “Poetry” section of the July 12-25 edition of The Contributor.  He doesn’t use 
the personal I in this poem, but the author does have experience on the subject matter as the “Formerly 
Homeless Poet” by-line denotes.  The article’s terse line structure emphasize certain words and phrases 
(in the fashion of beat poetry):  “he is a man in his / sixties / lost his job ten years ago / and never was 
able to / find another.”  I exemplify these lines to indicate the author’s emphasis.  Note “sixties” stands 
alone on one line.  This word evokes pathos from the audience, because people, especially the elderly 
who are most susceptible to ill-health, shouldn’t be without basic permanent necessities such as shelter.  
Note also the stand-alone phrase and line “find another.”  The emphasis here is an effective way of 
combating stereotypes that homeless people should just “find another” job.  As the previous line 
indicates, such a task is not so simple despite having marketable skills.  Lines that follow state as much:  
“spent years washing dishes / driving a truck / digging ditches / lost all of them / when the layoffs 
began.”  In other words, not only finding a job, but also keeping one is tenuous in the current state of 
the economy.   
In several respects, this poem is the antithesis to the “American dream.”  A secure job with a 
family in which all members are provided for are replaced with their absence here:  “he has no wife / 
and kids / that God for that”.  The “dream” is not the reality of the protagonist in the poem.  If the 
“dream” is inherent in our belief system as Americans, then the following lines show no belief but 
remnants of hope:  “and he gave up / believing things / would change long ago/ he just goes along / with 
the tide / hoping one day / at a time / for something good / to happen / it seldom does”.  The 
protagonist hasn’t given up on hope, but the “dream” has certainly faded from his view. 
The light-heartedness of Galing’s “Max & Mabel” cartoon contrasts with the poem mentioned 
above.  This contrast shows well-roundedness for the author.  In a way, the author wants his audience 
to remember that it’s not all fun and games on the streets—a realistic portrait of the plight of a 
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homeless man details that much.  In short, Galing, like other Contributor authors, portrays the 
seriousness of homelessness while simultaneously relying on comic relief to provide a silver lining.  As 
evidence, he continues his “Max and Mabel” cartoon in this issue.   
“Formerly Homeless Artist” David Cline returns with featured artwork in the “Fun” section of the 
July 12-25, 2012 Contributor issue.  Like his previous artwork, he signs the one here with “Clinecasso.”  
He continues the play on the famous artist’s name is a calling-card of sorts for Cline, but the painting is 
notably less Picasso-esque than his previous painting.  Also of importance, is the thought bubble above 
the plant in the painting with the following salutation:  “Hi I am David, Thank you to all my customers!”  
In other words, after forwarding his name as an artist (to be taken seriously), he wants his audience to 
know that he has his own style and name. 
Edwin Learnard continues writing on the lesser-known aspects of sports with his “The True 
Winners” in “Submissions” of the July 12-25, 2012 Contributor edition.  He adds to the discussion of 
what it means to be a “winner,” as demonstrated with the breakout quotation:  “Being a winner is about 
more than just defeating an opponent.  It is about conducting yourself in a certain way both on and off 
the playing field.”  As with his other columns, he defines what it means be a “winner” in sports by 
highlighting a few examples:  “[NY Yankees shortstop Derek Jeter] inspires friendship and camaraderie 
among his teammates….He is a charitable person off the field, as well.  For example, he is the founder of 
multiple charities, including ‘Jeter’s Leaders,’ which gives students an opportunity to be role models.”  
Therefore, a true winner looks at individual characteristics and personalities.  For Learnard, actions of 
the “game” aren’t only played on a field, but also in all facets of life. 
He mentions additional examples of famous players involved with charitable works:  “Wayne 
Gretzky is unequivocally the greatest hockey ever….he was a very non-confrontational player who rarely 
got into altercations with opposing players.  In 2002, he founded the Wayne Gretzky Foundation, which 
assists disadvantaged (impoverished, limited resources, etc.) children in playing hockey.”  According to 
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Learnard, Tim Tebow is a “winner” in the game as well as publicly off the field.  He states:  “There are 
not enough superlatives to describe him….The fact that he is spiritual in an otherwise wordly sports 
environment is laudable.  Off the field, he goes to schools, prisons, churches and youth groups in an 
effort share the word of God with others.  Tim Tebow, perhaps more than any other athlete, provides 
great inspiration to others.”  Learnard reiterates his definition of a “winner” in conclusion of this piece:  
“Conquering opponents on the field of play is one thing.  Conquering negative traits and negative 
influences outside of the sports world is another.  These athletes have the ability to do both.”    
True to his writing identity, John Henry continues a religiously influenced poem, “Saved,” in the 
“Poetry” section of the July 12-25 edition of The Contributor.  Here, he opens up to his audience by using 
personal pronoun “I”.  He demonstrates an interesting correlation between the words “win” and “sin” in 
the context of the poem:  “Why son, I know you like to win / That’s why all your life’s been sin”.  In this 
view, the author equates a person’s methods of winning with sin.  The narrator of the poem also pines 
for absolution:  “He asked me if I believe / forgiveness I needed to achieve / My eyes get watery, I 
started to cry / for one time at least / I couldn’t tell a lie.”  The poem appears to be the author’s 
conversation with God, and context clues such as the title “Saved” support that assumption.  In addition 
to the numerous homeless advocacy groups in religious organizations, there is also a special connection 
to the Christian belief in Jesus:  he was a homeless man.  Henry alludes to this notion in the poem:  “A 
homeless I can’t deny / A mansion I have in the sky / It’s my testimony that I would reply / I’ll love the 
Lord till the day I die.”    
Unlike the previous edition of The Contributor, the July 26-August 8, 2012 contains no articles by 
“Staff Writer” Jesse Call, but he is listed in “About” acknowledgements.  Furthermore, there is no 
mention as to why there are no articles authored by him here.  However, the edition does appear to 
reassert its homeless identity.  For example, the “Vendor Spotlight” located in the front of the paper still 
seems to be outlet for overtly personal revelations.  Even so, there is no “Experience” section in this 
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edition, but there is a more general “Submissions” section.  Needless to say, there simply aren’t as many 
personal articles in this edition of the paper as previous editions. 
Kevin Barbeiux, listed in the July 26-August 8, 2012 edition of The Contributor as “Kevin B.”, 
explores authorship in the paper beyond his “Brainbenders” section. In addition to his “Fun” section 
puzzle, here he authors “Summertime Gift Bags for the Homeless Community” in “Submissions.”  In 
addition to his full last name, his byline here reads “Formerly Homeless,” not “Formerly Homeless 
Writer.”  Like other occasional writings for the paper, here he uses a general approach to discuss specific 
needs of the homeless community during the heat extremities of the summer. 
Edwin Learnard appears with the one of the only personal articles with “Saint James” in 
“Submissions” of the July 26-August 8, 2012 edition of The Contributor.  The article is personal in that it’s 
more than just an ode to his grandfather; the writing here enables the author to reflect on his past with 
a direct appeal to the audience:  “You may wonder why I am paying tribute to my grandfather 19 years 
after his death….it is never too early [sic] to honor a great man.”  There may be some benefit to the time 
spent for reflection; or in Learnard’s words:  “I don’t believe I fully appreciated what he did until after he 
was gone.”  The author points out an interesting tidbit of information for his grandfather James:  “He 
died on July 25, 1993.  July 25 is observed as the feast day of Saint James by the Roman Catholic, 
Anglican, and some Protestant churches.  I don’t think this is a coincidence.”  The article is revealing as 
an encomium, and Learnard shows how highly he thought of his grandfather; his wordplay in the title 
indicates as much. 
 
3.7  Summary and Implications of Findings 
The extended analysis above of recurring authors in The Contributor is useful in consideration of 
their tactics and strategies to engage a pubic up to and during its first increased frequency of publication 
to a bimonthly.  While both ephemeral tactics and long-term strategies reveal quite a bit about the 
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authors’ identities, I’ve noted above that many of the tactics appear as rhetorical appeals in the use of 
pronouns.  That is, the authors use various ways to draw the readers’ attention, including:  commands 
(“you” implied), use of the general “you,” anecdotes, or personal narratives using “I.”  Meanwhile, I see 
most of the strategies in this analysis as showing shared interests in culture with readers, including:  
humor, puzzles, sports, and religion. 
Within these tactics and strategies lie kairotic writings that indicate awareness of particular 
events.  For example, Kevin B.’s article “Summertime Gift Bags for the Homeless Community” in the July 
26-August 8, 2012 edition of The Contributor details a specific need for the particularly hot summer of 
that year.  Kevin B. has a niche in the paper with his puzzles, but he is flexible enough to address real 
concerns as they arise.  Similarly, Ed Galing’s poem “Picture of A Homeless Man” in the July 12-25 
edition of The Contributor exemplifies a victim of a specific circumstance – economic downturn and 
layoffs.  The regular cartoonist addresses a realistic effect of industrial layoffs in the portrayal of the 
homeless man. 
In the case of The Contributor, authors who regularly contribute content discover their niche 
writing.  However, without feedback or an open dialogue with the authors, how can readers be certain 
of that genuine interest or self-reflection?  For example, Chris Scott F. doesn’t stray from his songwriting 
in the context of the newspaper.  Starting in 2011, he regularly appears monthly or bimonthly with at 
least one published song.  From this, readers (including myself) assume that the author views himself as 
a songwriter.  Yet, there is a possibility that the author merely assumes that identity as a performance or 
fantasy for the paper.  What does he really think of his songwriting?  More specifically, how does he 
view his printed songs? 
Because I discuss writing identity at length in this study, I constantly wonder about self-
representation and self-reflection of authorship.  In the case of the above discourse analysis, I do not 
have access to the authors’ views of themselves or their writings in print.  A limitation of my analysis 
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here is the inability to triangulate, or to have an open dialogue with the authors on their writings.  That 
dialogue could confirm or clarify assumptions behind the writings. 
A postmodern literary view of the published writings above would assume that an author’s 
identity or biography does not matter in the context of a newspaper.  That is, the text matters first and 
foremost.  However, the context of this street newspaper does not ignore identity; rather it embraces its 
homeless identity as ethos not experienced in the majority of the general population.  Therefore, a more 
robust understanding of the rhetoric behind these writings requires feedback.  
In particular, I could highlight a deeper understanding of the liminality the authors experience 
from writing.  For The Contributor, I am forced to employ a postmodern literary approach and draw 
conclusions from the text on the degree liminality plays for these recurring authors; I focus here 
primarily on implications the textual evidence points to.  For starters, authors’ writings over time in 
columns or particular sections stake claims to space.  In other words, that space is theirs in print.  
Several authors demonstrate their ownership, which also indicate a sense of pride behind the writing.  
For example, Ray Ponce de Leon’s regular column “Self-Deprecator” demonstrates the joy of wordplay. 
Consider his quip here:  “The first homeless feelings might have been pie throwing antics in which they 
convinced circus owners that the audience would laugh at pies being thrown in each others’ faces.  In 
actuality, they were just wanting something to eat!”  Not only does he write with a conversational tone, 
but also the exclamation point indicates Ponce de Leon is simply having fun writing the column.              
 Similarly, Edwin Learnard demonstrates his love of wordplay by using elevated language.  Words 
such as “indelible,” “laudable,” “facetious,” “flabbergasted,” and “unbridled” commonly appear in his 
writing.  He frequently writes with an exigency to combat stereotypes of homeless or formerly homeless 
people, and his elevated language serves as a constant reminder of that exigency.  That is, his writing 
indicates that he is educated and well-read, despite his experience with homelessness. 
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 As the authorship behind The Contributor indicates in my analysis here, the presence of 
recurring authors allows more new columnists or recurring authors to submit writings to the newspaper.  
Additionally, the increased frequency of publication to a bimonthly presents more opportunities for 
authorship.  During the transition to bimonthly publication, newcomer recurring authors such as David 
S. Pointer and Michael Bogan demonstrate increased desire for a claim to space in print among 
Nashville’s homeless and formerly homeless population.  Also, recurring artwork submitted by David 
Cline suggest even more niches in that publication.  Furthermore, article submissions outside of authors’ 
niches, such as those by Kevin Barbeiux, Ed Galing, and Ray Ponce de Leon indicate the desire to 
communicate on events and situations in their local surroundings.  Again, the space is their platform 
from which to report.  They, along with the other recurring authors, build and expand their public. 
 The Contributor’s authors do not subvert their individual identities.  As with its inception, the 
Nashville street paper continues to feature overtly personal articles about experience with 
homelessness.  On the other hand, the paper appears more like a mainstream publication now than it 
did during its earlier run.  For example, the inclusion of a paid “Staff Writer” and several freelance 
writers indicate that the paper increasingly adheres to a level of professionalism in its writing.  
Unfortunately, the implications behind this professional approach do subvert some of the writings of 
homeless and formerly homeless people.  For instance, while many of the articles by homeless and 
formerly homeless writers appeared in the front of the newspaper during earlier editions, now the 
majority of the front consists of freelance and paid journalists’ articles. 
 A conversation with the authors, especially the authors since its inception, such as Ray Ponce de 
Leon and Kevin Barbeiux, could provide insight to their feelings about the increased inclusion of 
professionalism in the content of the publication.  However, as I mention, access to those thoughts is 
not included in the scope of this discourse analysis.   
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 In the next chapter, I present a conversation with writers of The Atlanta Overlook.  Candid 
responses to how homeless writers view themselves in print offers the triangulation I pined for in this 
chapter.  In other words, the discourse analysis offers only so much speculation.  When dealing with a 
population that underscores its homeless experience, that unique experience can’t be ignored.    
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4     PUBLIC WRITING AND PRIVATE CONTEXT:  ANALYSIS OF ATLANTA OVERLOOK’S WRITING FROM 
INDIVIDUALS IN A WRITING WORKSHOP  
4.1  Introduction 
In this chapter, I turn my analysis to an interactive conversation of the public writing in the first 
eight issues of the Atlanta Overlook and the private writings of participants in a weekly writing 
workshop that I host.  All of the participants involved, represented here with the use of pseudonyms, 
respond to questions about their writing identities on both a public and private level.  Three of the initial 
nine participants who remained in the study for its entire duration also comment on their 
representation in the study in the follow-up section.  Because those responses to analysis in this study 
underscore the need for self-representation as an empowerment factor, I discuss at length the writings 
of that third of participants:  Gloria, Lydia, and Ibzan.  I also present some of the writing and occasional 
tie-ins to participants who were unavailable for follow-up, but I analyze those writings less because of 
that unavailability.  Beyond the discourse analysis that drives the exigency of the previous chapter, I 
believe such triangulation of analysis that occurs from follow-up is necessary for a fair and accurate 
depiction from me, who has never experienced homelessness, in a community of people with that 
experience.   
What’s most compelling about these select writers’ correspondence is how their writing affects 
their lives and vice versa.  The potential power and future empowerment in their writing is apparent, 
and they each have a special relationship with writing in the context of their lives.  But rather than 
relying merely on my analysis of their contextual writing, I underscore the participants’ own comments 
on their writing.  Such comments, sometimes pointing to the relationship writing has to effect change in 
their lives, bolster their public and private writing personas.  They also indicate ownership of their 
writing, a way of emboldening self-confidence as writers.     
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While many writers may have ideal locations free from distraction from which to write, many 
homeless writers don’t have such a quiet space while living on the streets or even in shelters.  For 
example, Laura recently talks about how a fictional story that she wrote was taken, along with an 
assortment of her belongings.  While I don’t have the last bit of follow-up, in which participants have the 
opportunity to review and comment on my analysis of their writing, with the other six participants of 
this study involved in this study, I include initial interviews of their writing in Appendix A.  I also 
exemplify some of their writing in this chapter to show additional writing involvement and identities 
that materialized in the Mercy, the workshop, and the Overlook spaces.  So before I describe and 
analyze the content and progression of the Atlanta Overlook and writing workshops, I want to describe 
the actual space of Mercy Community Church in general and the writing workshop room in particular. 
The following pictures, published in the first issue of The Overlook, show the three corners of 
the workshop space:   
   
Picture 4-1:  Shows double-door entrance from main worship area. 
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Picture 4-2:  Shows front table of the writing workshop with a few participants. 
 
 Picture 4-3:  Shows back tables of writing workshop space with participants. 
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Situated in the basement of the main campus of Druid Hills Presbyterian Church, Mercy Church 
comprises a hallway that leads to two average living-area-sized rooms and a storage closet.  The larger 
area, where Bible study and general church activities takes place, adjoins a modest kitchen space.  
Parallel to the main church room, the smaller area is divided by a wall and a pair of doors with windows.  
Noise across the rooms easily permeates both areas equally.  
The writing and art room comprises of a stock of donations – mostly bread and other non-
refrigerated food donations.  There are shelves and cabinets for storing of those donations, though 
often boxes are placed on one of the three long tables for participants of the workshops.  Other 
donations stored in the room may form a certain amount of clutter including a keyboard and a piano, 
but none of those items are in the way of participants of the workshop.  Also, artwork of participants 
adorns the walls of the room.  The items on the walls, however, do little to either insulate sound in room 
or to preclude noise and conversations from the other room.   
At any given time during operation, there are approximately 10-30 congregation members in 
either of the rooms.  In addition to the singing and music that is frequently played on bongos, guitars, 
and maracas, pastors and members of the church are capable of producing quite a bit of noise.  In 
addition, loud talking, laughing, and sneezing or coughing are commonplace sounds that reverberate off 
the poorly insulated walls at the church.  I only mention this factor to underscore that although writing 
is produced in the space, even it is not free from potential distractive noise.  Homeless writers still work 
in a frequently noisy environment here.   
 
4.2  Atlanta Overlook at Launch:  Carving A Space In Print 
The writing of the first issue in the Atlanta Overlook shows the diversity of artistic expression 
within the congregation at Mercy Community Church in Atlanta.  The first iteration of the newspaper, 
similar to the church newspaper Mercy / Misericordia, highlights writings from the congregation but also 
  
 
displays events at Mercy Church.  Therefore, sense of sp
the virtual space of the Atlanta Overlook
authors as they appear in the unique space of that
ace is twofold for participating authors.  There is 
 street newspaper, and for that reason I display a few of the 
 first print issue as follows:  
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The actual space and setting of the writing workshop and church is also important, because the small 
church is colloquially referred to as a “house of love” by its pastors in which “love” is demonstrated 
through actions of the community – sharing food, praying and having theological debates, and 
producing art.  It is also the site where a large portion of the writing originates or is revised in both 
newspapers and the workshop. 
Also, on Mondays, the day of the writing workshops, volunteers deliver a number of donations 
from nearby grocery stores.  The donations that are delivered to the workshop space, sometimes during 
writing workshops, add another potential distraction.  Ibzan tells me on several occasions that unrest 
and distractions merely come with life on the street.  As a fellow writer, I have a hard time imagining 
incessant distraction.  The comfort of a quiet space from which I often write is not a frequent luxury for 
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Ibzan.  As Ibzan reveals below in an interview, he sometimes writes late at night or in the early hours of 
mornings when he believes other people surrounding him are asleep.  In the first workshop, I introduce 
writing as a process and encourage participants to keep a journal.  One of the participants tells me that 
practice is a dangerous endeavor on the streets – journals are easily stolen, fought over, or used against 
people.  Indeed, all three main writing participants featured here have had their property, including 
clothes, electronic devices and writing materials, either stolen or impounded following misdemeanor 
arrest.  Ibzan divulges the frustration he experiences following an arrest because of urinating in public:  
“All my writing instruments are gone, and you know, all of that can easily be replaced,” he says.  “But 
that’s just the writing stuff that’s gone.  I got other stuff that’s gone – there’s no sense in it.  [Atlanta 
police] could have taken it to property….so I find it hard to concentrate right now.  I find the best time to 
concentrate [on writing] is when I’m not even trying to write.  The best time is late at night when it’s 
quiet and it’s peaceful.”    
The workshops also springboard the first issue of the Atlanta Overlook, released in August of 
2011; several of the articles contain pieces that writers completed during workshops of spring and 
summer 2011.  The front page of that first issue, for example, showcases poems written during previous 
workshops.  Gloria and Ibzan appear on the front cover with pieces that reveal a bit of their identities.  
Laura appears on the inside cover with an introduction to the series “Rosie.”  I wish now to discuss these 
pieces—their first appearances in publications in detail—highlighting both the tactics and strategies of 
forming a public authorship. 
I tell the participants that all of their workshop writings will be stored in folders in a file cabinet 
in the workshop space with their names on them so that they can track their progress in the workshops.  
While such a move doesn’t diminish any distractions that may occur, it does provide a safe place for 
storage of writings and gives participants ownership; that ownership of the writing in turn provides a 
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space for writing identity and the folders represent iterations of those identities during the course of the 
workshops. 
4.2.1  Gloria’s Debut       
Gloria’s piece entitled “Letter to Future Self” is a response to a prompt; I ask participants to 
write a letter to themselves at any point in the future in this early writing workshop prompt.  For the 
exercise, she addresses her future self in an indefinite year.  Despite her situation of homelessness, the 
piece shows hope of overcoming that situation.  The letter in its entirety reads: 
Dear [Gloria], 
 I suppose I’m writing to remind you of how it was back in 2011.  At present, I am still working 
 on a settlement of a disability case.  I hope in the future I will be able to tell you the settlement 
 that enabled me to live came rapidly.  It was so good I remember no longer sleeping on the 
 cement.  No longer worrying about the police discovering me.  It was such a relief, I recall.  I 
 hope I will be writing this way to you in 2012.  
 Namaste. 
Though short, this piece is revealing of her identity and tactic of hope as a homeless person and a writer.  
She uses the word “hope” twice here:  once—as a desire for communication or “to tell [herself]” about 
receiving a disability settlement—and the other—hope for “writing this way [to herself]” in the future.  
The hopes are similar and significant here; in addition to providing the author with exigency of changing 
her homeless living situation, she expresses an exigency for the continuation of her writing:  
communication with herself and others.  
Also, while simultaneously reflecting on her current state, Gloria envisions how her life could 
change with money from the settlement case she refers to.  She has high hopes for the settlement by 
stating it “enabled me live.”  Of course, that statement insinuates the money would provide a quality of 
life that she currently doesn’t have.  Only money could provide “relief” from her struggles as a homeless 
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person.  To Gloria, money from the settlement would alleviate “sleeping on the cement” and “worrying 
about the police discovering me.”  By envisioning a positive future, she underscores common hardships 
she endures.  More than the tag “Homeless Writer” in the by-line, this piece introduces some of her 
struggles with those respective facets of her identity. 
Gloria views herself as a poet, and as such, most of her writing comes in the form of free verse.  
“I’ve been writing since I was eight,” she tells me in our first interview.  She also says that this isn’t the 
first writing workshop she has been a part of; she says she taught a workshop for some time:  “All I did 
was tell people to write one thing each week.”  While generally reticent in communicating with others, 
her free verse is a way of opening up and expressing herself best.  Even so, Gloria does not always write 
with ease, she says: 
Well, right now I’m experiencing writer’s block.  So, I’m experiencing blank.  Nothing—which I 
 hate having.  But … I remember doing a painting once of a person with a great big brick over 
 their head, and I wrote under it, ‘Writer’s Block.’  
For her, writer’s block may be ominous; but it’s also a natural occurrence.  She says:  “I don’t try to free 
myself of it.  I just wait for it to pass.”       
Although her verse may be free when she is writing, a common theme throughout Gloria’s 
poems is entrapment and imprisonment.  She has another untitled poem in the launch issue of the 
Overlook that begins with the line “Dear imprisoned one”.  The poem is a response to an in-workshop 
prompt where I ask participants to write a response in any form they like to Martin Luther King Jr.’s “A 
Letter from a Birmingham Jail.”  Gloria tells me she that she has been incarcerated for various 
misdemeanors while living on the streets – sometimes for merely sleeping on private property.  “They 
[my poems] are about my experiences,” she says.  In writing the referenced response poem in the 
Overlook, she has ethos, or experience of being incarcerated and oppressed, that underscores a few 
lines in the poem.  
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She continues, “We are all prisoners of the terrestrial / You are not alone / Somehow we are 
lost, searching for / the celestial”.  In rhetorical tradition, she engages readers by including them.  Only 
after does she include anything personal:  “Nothing can imprison your spirit / Turn within where you are 
free / I know where you are, a dark place / to be”.  The poem is a conversation with MLK and readers, 
but she has experience with imprisonment that maybe other readers don’t have.  In particular, she 
relates to the oppression:  “I know it is hard to comprehend / The injustice / Of the system / It is the 
clanging of the metal doors”.  Those “metal doors” aren’t indicative of only prison doors for Gloria, but 
other doors shut to her, as indicated by the multi-faceted “System”.   
There is a silver lining for Gloria, and perhaps that hope is the most inspiring aspect of her 
poems.  The near-refrain of the lines at the respective beginning, middle, and end of the poem 
emphasize this hope:  “Nothing can imprison your spirit / … They can not lock up your spirit soul / … 
They can not put a lock on your soul”.  Another repetitious set of lines symbolize completeness and 
hope from spirit:  You are a spirit soul / Inside you are whole / … For within you are whole / And free”.  
This spiritual completeness is safe from imprisonment, and only with hope and spirit of that 
completeness can one be truly free.  
Even though hope is present in Gloria’s poems, she does not think highly of her own writing.  
When I ask her about the progression of her writing in that first interview, she says, “I don’t see it 
progressing.”  Even when she talks about “Dead Churches,” her self-described “favorite poem,” she 
doesn’t express a sense of pride of the writing.  Rather, she says, “I feel strongly about the subject 
matter.”  However, as I also discuss below, Gloria benefits from the group setting of the workshop, 
because she builds writing strength and positive thoughts of her own writing from other participants’ 
responses.  In that first interview, she says that she does view herself as a poet and a writer, which is a 
first step towards writing with self-confidence and possible favorable opinions of her writing.  On the 
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other hand, like Ibzan, Gloria struggles with imagining the audience that comprises the Overlook public.  
“I don’t know who’s reading them [my poems],” she says. 
4.2.2 Laura’s Debut 
During the first seven issues of the Overlook, there are a couple of prolific writers who employ 
strategies to engage readers to continue reading.  Laura’s debut features Rosie, a fiction series that she 
began at a San Diego street paper.  As Laura tells me later, the series told through a narrator Rosie is 
“part fiction, part experience.”  At Laura’s behest, the Editor’s Note reads:  “Rosie is a fictional series, a 
slice of life for someone living on the streets.  The author plans to continue the Rosie series in future 
editions of Overlook.” 
The first Rosie story that appears in the Overlook features a serious topic and result of 
homelessness—childhood prostitution in order to earn money.  The dialogue between Rosie and an 
unnamed sixteen-year-old working girl prompts readers to pay attention to the issue and analyze it, as 
the narrator does.  Laura writes through Rosie’s voice, “As she went back to her corner, I thought, ‘What 
are we doing with our kids?  Why didn’t someone call CPS [Childhood Protection Services]?’  Then I 
thought, ‘Would foster care be any better?  Sure, there are real nice folks taking care of kids, but then’ 
…”  Rosie acknowledges that there is no easy solution to the girl’s situation, and the narrator questions 
the system that forced the girl informer into her situation, not the informer’s profession.  Rosie starts 
the story with these lines:  “I asked her why she was out here, and this is the tale that she told me.  It 
was shocking.”  Therefore, the narrator appropriates the “shock” she feels from hearing such a story 
towards a system that hasn’t protected and sheltered the girl who was kicked out of her parents’ house 
at an early age.   
Of course, Laura incites readers to contemplate solutions to this situation with the 
aforementioned questions.  However, in terms of a writing strategy, she “signs-off” by cluing readers on 
more stories to come.  Rosie states, “Stop by again and I’ll have another tale to tell.  I’ve been in these 
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streets a while, and I know some.”  In other words, Laura juxtaposes the fiction of Rosie with true stories 
she has accumulated while living on the streets.  The horror of this introductory story for the paper is 
that it is situational fiction.  Stories or experiences similar to this featured one are plausible for someone 
living on the streets.  In essence, that poignancy is Laura’s exigency behind the series. 
“The Homeless Psalm,” another writing piece of Laura’s three total that appears in the Overlook 
debut, is both a reinterpretation of and response to the popular Christian verse Psalm 23, from the 
point-of-view of a homeless person.  It is also one of her strongest poems to appear in the Overlook, and 
for this reason I reprint it below in its entirety: 
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The System is my shepherd, 
I lack everything that I need. 
The System makes me to lie down 
On the concrete. 
The system tells me I’m not good 
enough 
 For its water. 
The System slowly destroys my soul. 
 
Yea, though I daily walk through the  
System’s wastelands, 
The System still tires to destroy me. 
Their constant hounding and no 
sleep 
Do not comfort me. 
The System doesn’t do anything for 
me, 
My cup is surely dry. 
 
Surely hatred and intolerance shall  
follow me 
All the days of my life in the System. 
And I shall dwell in the house of lack  
forever. 
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Of course the poem has religious significance, as I mention later.  It is even in an issue of Mercy, 
alongside the original Psalm 23 for comparison.  What I want to focus on here, however, is the context 
of the secular “System.”  Unlike the paper Mercy, the Overlook does not intend on being a religious 
paper.  But because of the setting of the workshop production, poems such as this one that allude to 
religious doctrine appear throughout its duration.  Even so, readers don’t need prescience of Psalm 23 
to analyze the “System” in “The Homeless Psalm.”  
“The System” is cast as a protector that fails that role.  Laura indicts The System in all three 
stanzas of the poem; she first ironically defines The System:  “The System is my shepherd.”  At first 
glance, the third line appears to have a typo.  There is a difference between “The System makes me lie 
down …” and “The System makes me to lie down …”.  The line as it appears in the poem is intentional, 
and I argue that it is more powerful than the former line.  That former line only evokes an image of 
power of the speaker to lie down.  However, the line as it appears insinuates that The System has made 
her who she is (homeless) to lie down. 
The original Psalm 23 is certainly a pastoral poem, but the “Homeless Psalm” is an anti-pastoral 
poem.  As the latter poem unfolds its layered irony, it is clear to the speaker that The System harms 
instead of protecting her.  She states of The System at disparate points in the poem:  “The System slowly 
destroys my soul / …The System still tries to destroy me / … The System doesn’t do anything for / me / … 
All the days of my life in the System. / And I shall dwell in the house of lack / forever.” 
While there is no specific revelation to who or what The System is, Laura clues readers to an 
amorphous conglomeration of its composition:  “Their constant hounding and no / sleep / Do not 
comfort me.”  As indicated by the plural possessive “their,” this system constitutes several parties.  She 
receives neither peace nor ease with them.  Perhaps their specificity isn’t the goal of this poem, though.  
Rather, she underscores general agitation and discontentment at the root of her oppression.  Indeed, 
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Laura mentions that she oftentimes saves specificity and the event of naming for her personal writing, in 
what she refers to as “therapeutic” writing.  Laura explains why she writes, saying: 
I keep journals; I write my feelings out ….Ever since I could pick up a pencil, it [writing] has 
 always been there…. Like I said, I get all my feelings out when I write whatever has happened 
 during the day.  And, it just makes me feel better … especially when I’m upset over something.  I 
 write about it, and I write it in prayer form.  And, it just helps.    
While not particularly personal here, Laura succeeds in poems and articles for the Overlook in portraying 
life that she experiences as neither rosy nor pastoral. 
Not surprisingly, Laura’s overtly personal writing deals with interactions she experiences not 
only with the general public but also within the homeless community.  Therapeutic writings sometimes 
abate the void of or the longing for those interactions.  She explains the danger of becoming close 
friends with other people in that generally transient community and how writing is also an analysis of 
her feelings: 
Since I’ve been homeless – still am in a way [she’s found temporary shelter] – I don’t make 
 close friends.  Because with the homeless community, it’s always changing.  I’ve learned that, 
 especially from staying in shelters – y’know, you make a good friend with somebody and all of 
 the sudden you have to go through the sense of loss, et cetera, when they move on and they 
 don’t keep in contact with you.  Even though they make promises that they will.  But, uh, you 
 grow close to somebody, it kind of hurts when you don’t.  I’ll be friendly with them, but …. 
 I’ve been through that pain, and I won’t go through it again.  See, that’s another thing with 
 writing.  You look at how you feel and say ‘I don’t want to feel that way again, so I’ll work 
 towards this way.’  So, yeah, I’m probably my own therapist when I write [this way]. 
Seen in this perspective, writing is also a form of emotional shelter for Lydia.  The personal 
writing is “therapy,” a way of protecting herself and recovering from hurt feelings.  Laura’s therapy—
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emotional shelter—and recovery from writing, in turn, build self-confidence.  When she tells me about 
her evolving self-view, she points to an unspeakable past struggle: 
I don’t mind putting personal [stuff on page].  I mean, what you see is what you get.  When I 
 was younger I had a very low self-esteem, and it’s taken me years to get to the point where, ‘If 
 you don’t know me, you don’t know what you’re missing.’  It’s taken me years to get that way, 
 because of how I was brought up.  I won’t go into that right now.  But, um, it’s taken me a while 
 to get confidence in myself.  I don’t mind nowadays writing personal stuff. 
Laura agrees that writing helps build that kind of confidence, but she prefers to write stories 
with elements of fiction for a public audience.  As seen with her writing examples in the Overlook, she 
wants to show this creative side of hers to her audience.  However, she distances the representation of 
herself by presenting fiction.  She continues:    
 [Personal writing for a public audience] can hurt, but I feel a person’s just got to learn what he 
 or she should write and what he or she shouldn’t write.  Now, for me, I can write personal or I 
 can write story.  I prefer story.  But I can write personal, if the case ever pops up.  You know, I’m 
 not all about telling strangers all about me.  But if something came up where I had to, I wouldn’t 
 mind.    
Laura’s third piece in the first Overlook issue is a personal impression, opinion-editorial, of the 
videotaped State of Georgia execution of Andrew DeYoung.  Like her indictment of “The System” in “The 
Homeless Psalm,” she lambastes the state here as “the vultures.”  She begins:  “The vultures gather, 
they always do at murder time.”  Even though this event in fact takes place, there are elements of 
fantasy and fable here.      
This do-it-yourself approach to writing translates into authority and ownership of that writing 
for Laura.  She appears to have little problem now either writing with confidence or imagining an 
audience of readers who will be receptive to her rhetoric.  Take her conclusion, which is a sort of mantra 
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of death penalty abolitionists:  “So I leave the readers with this question:  If the state says it is against 
the law for you and I to murder, then how come the state of Georgia can murder?”  By previously 
describing the execution as “murder time,” this question follows logically.  As this logically sound 
question has been posed by a number of death penalty abolitionists, Laura embraces those like-minded 
individuals.  
Like her other three pieces in the Overlook debut, Laura composes the metaphor-laden “A 
Squaw Becomes A Brave,” the final piece that appears in the Overlook debut, on her own free time.  
Laura demonstrates a clear passion for writing regularly, and Laura is able to write outside time spent at 
Mercy Community Church and the writing workshop.  Significantly, Laura’s approach to writing is a do-it-
yourself approach.  It’s fitting that Laura’s short story here focuses on a protagonist who physically 
undergoes change.  Like her other debut pieces, this story also challenges normative conventions of 
authority – here, authority in the classroom.  Take this excerpt as an example:  “She looks him in the eye 
and says that his history is wrong, because her grandmother was in The Trail of Tears.  The teacher is 
shocked.  How dare a savage tell him he is wrong.”  Laura also evokes imageries of malice and violence 
in the authoritative construct.  Like her “Rosie” debut in the Overlook, the protagonist endures violent 
oppression here from a supposed authoritative figure – the teacher raps her knuckles. For the character 
that Rosie talks to, the protagonist escapes the violent oppression of her legal guardians.  One could say 
her telling of “part fact, part fiction,” or the overall fantasy, is a way of dealing with Laura’s experienced 
or witnessed hardships.  Thus, the fantasy allows her to tell the story in a safe mode for the medium.  To 
reiterate, the fantasy protects herself and other possible real-life characters she refers to in the story.  
4.2.3 Ibzan’s Debut 
Ibzan has a different approach to writing.  Unlike the other main writing participants of the 
workshop and the Overlook, he does not initially view himself as a writer but rather as a “storyteller.” 
After a moment’s reflection on my questioning how he views his writing, he says: 
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I don’t really view myself as a full-fledged writer.  I think I’m more of a novice than anything, 
 and I think that way because I’ve read materials from people who are writers.  There’s a level of 
 expertise that they have that they got from the benefit of an education that I don’t have, and I 
 feel like that’s an advantage to them.  You know, it’s like being a surgeon almost and 
 knowing – I might know how to stitch somebody up or how to cut somebody open, but when I 
 get inside I don’t really know what I’m doing – like a real writer would.  But, I do find that even 
 though I may not have the academic or intellectual skills of others, I do have a way of expressing 
 myself that I think resonates with other people.  
This self-reflection is poignant, because he recognizes the power behind his words to reach 
other people.  The encouragement he regularly receives from other participants of the writing 
workshops at Mercy bolsters this cognizance.  It is not uncommon for fellow participants to request that 
Ibzan read aloud his writing, and in this way many of the private writings of the workshop space are also 
enshrouded in performance – he actually refers to his writing product as “art.”  As such, Ibzan is 
constantly aware of how an audience will receive his writing.  Although he admits that some of his 
private writings are melancholic, he wants to be remembered publicly as a writer with a positive 
attitude.  He further explains the “art” and public reception of his writing in an interview: 
I may not be Michelangelo or any other famous painter, but I’m a folk artist.  I think I have some
 thing to say.  There’s a story that I’m working on right now, though I haven’t written a single 
 word on page.  What I have written down – poof! – it got sucked into the vortex of the street.  
 But the thing about it is that’s just an initial draft; I wouldn’t even consider that a first draft.  
 That was just me jotting down an idea and helping me think of where the story wants to go. 
In addition to usually being the first to appear at the writing workshops and the last to leave, 
Ibzan writes a number of poems and short stories on his own time.  However, he constantly struggles 
with imagining a public reading audience and how to address that audience when writing for print.  In 
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addition to having a snapshot featured on the cover of the issue, Ibzan’s debut in the Overlook launch 
issue consists of two poems.  Both poems are strong introductions to places that mean a lot to him, but 
true prescience of their significance takes into account context of the language he uses. 
In his first poem, “How To Get to the Cat in the Lot,” Ibzan codifies his language to describe a 
place where homeless people sleep in the city.  Colloquially referred to as “catholes,” a homeless 
dwelling, this poem is a realistic portrayal from a first-person perspective.  I reprint the short poem here 
as it appears in the Overlook to analyze both metaphor and slang: 
If you want to get to the cat in the lot 
Go east on Alexander Street 
Turn left on Centennial Olympic 
Park Blvd., look ahead 
Go to the lot which is a parking deck 
Go through the hole in the fence 
Go to the rolled up carpet which is 
the cat or cathole as we say 
You are there 
Dust and concrete and must rugs 
Traffic, wind, sirens, sometimes gun- 
shots, sometimes screams 
Industrial, dust again, forced in the 
dark 
This is the place where I sleep, think, 
Sometimes read, home 
To get to peace in the lot 
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Think of sleeping, and sleep 
Think of reading, and read 
Think of home  
First, I want to draw attention to the pronouns Ibzan uses here.  He directly appeals to his 
audience on a personal level by using “you” throughout.  He also uses the collective “we” to refer to 
people with knowledge of street slang.  But the main surprise in the poem is his use of “I,” a way of 
opening up to the reader.  As an opening in the paper, the poem posits an ongoing hardship for the 
author that affects his writing:  uncommon distraction.  Most writers don’t have the extreme 
distractions of screams and gunshots in the dark in their craft.    
Although Ibzan now writes a number of articles outside of Mercy Community Church, his first 
two poems are the result of workshop sessions.  Ibzan responds with the above poem to a prompt by 
Sara Hughes, a then-Georgia State doctoral student in creative writing who guest-taught participants to 
write poems using directions to a place.  When I ask Ibzan about his intention to “codify” the language, 
he confirms that he wants to convey an element of “mystery” with the poem:   
 Even though we [other participants of the workshop] knew the language, you and Ms. Hughes 
 didn’t.  By me knowing this, it added an air of mystery to what I was writing.  And that was one 
 of the things that I intended to do when I tried to write this.  ‘How To Get to the Cat in the Lot’ – 
 now most people will be like, ‘Well does that mean – a cat?  They will think of a four-legged 
 house cat, a feral cat in the lot – what?  A parking lot?  An empty lot?  So there is a cat in a field, 
 and then people on the street might thing, ‘Hey, the cat is the dude that’s selling dope in the 
 lot.’  Codified language.  Here’s another whole different meaning for it now.  The cat?  What I 
 meant was ‘the cat,’ which is short for cathole, in the lot.  And, for some of my friends that know 
 where the cat in the lot is, I can say, ‘Let’s go to the cat.’  I don’t even have to say ‘in the lot’ – I 
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 just say, ‘let’s go to the cat.’  They know it’s in the lot.  That’s another code.  Three different 
 ways [to interpret meaning] – and that’s just the title. 
Because he chooses to write about his cathole, Ibzan directly contrasts the traditional 
institutions of residency that consist of shelter and walls with their absence.  In short, Ibzan conveys to 
his audience that he lives and sometimes writes from a vulnerable location.  He reflectively says: 
The stuff that I write is usually based on something that is intertwined with my life.  I find it 
 really, really hard to make up a story or even to write poetry – if it’s something that I haven’t 
 experienced at least in some indirect way.  Most of the characters that I come up with are based 
 on people that I know or people that I have met.  Or, if not that, even people I’ve seen on TV 
 and never met – and I might imagine who this person would be.     
Even though the aforementioned guest-taught workshop was an exercise in fiction, Ibzan 
confirms that he bases nearly all of his writing from life experience.  This revelation means that his 
description of himself as “storyteller” underscores the fact that he is keenly observant with a good 
memory of other people and their words.  By way of a few examples:  he often recites something I said 
the week prior, he frequently quotes a particular passage of a book that he just read, and he always 
underlines and provides notations to his Bible during Bible study. 
When reviewing his original handwritten poem, Ibzan points out editorial typos in the Overlook 
printing of the poem.  They may appear minor at first glance, but the differences are significant.  The 
typos are unintentional, but do change the meaning that Ibzan wishes to convey.  Ibzan says, when re-
reading the poem: 
‘Dust and concrete and musty rugs’ – see everything that’s been published says must rugs.  But 
 the way I wrote it is musty rugs….’Sometimes gunshots, sometimes screaming / Industrial, dust 
 again / institutional, fenced-in, and dark’ – see that’s the way I wrote that.  That [section also] 
 kind of got … you know.  But, see the thing about it – when this was written, this was our 
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 first little run [with the paper].  And it was the first thing that got printed in the first issue.  So 
 this was everybody’s first time.  And I recognize, well, I really didn’t write it like that.  But it 
 wasn’t that big of a deal…but musty.  Have you ever smelled musty?  I wanted to use the word 
 musty to clue people in that this is concrete – it’s dust.  It’s like you’re sleeping in like a cave 
 almost.  And there’s this old smell of decay.  Musty.  You know what I mean?  And I wanted to 
 use that to kind of shock people into, ‘O.K this is the type of environment.’  
Ibzan adds that the dust mentioned in the poem is an extreme layer of dust also.  “It’s thick dust,” he 
says.  “Not just something you may come and wipe off.”  
 Ibzan’s second poem, “Stay Strong, Mercy” is a personification of a second location:  Mercy 
Community Church.  Because of its brevity and double-entendre, I reprint it here: 
Mercy fly, take your place in my life 
I have seen enough 
Plant the seed of mercy in my heart 
 
Let it be nourished 
And grow strong like a redwood tree 
Compassion, grace, and mercy     
 
 Let these be the leaves 
And cover the branches of my life 
And grow strong like a redwood tree    
On the one hand, “Mercy” represents the place Mercy Church; on the other, the author attributes 
“mercy” to living things outside of the church.  A recent denotation from Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary 
defines the word as:  “compassionate or kindly forbearance shown toward an offender, an enemy, or 
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other person in one’s power; compassion, pity, or benevolence.”  Indeed, the word symbolizes acts of 
forgiveness, thanks, and compassion in the context of the poem.  Ibzan links the words “compassion,” 
“grace,” and “mercy” to belonging of the same kind of leaves.  They are the covering and the protection 
in his life.  In short, they are not unlike the church in that they offer shelter. 
 
4.3  Writing as Life Motivation:  Recovery  
Among these participants one of the best possible ways writing helps to effect positive change 
in their lives is framing it as recovery.  Recovery is a word that is used in the Mercy community often – 
two days per week the church offers “recovery” Bible study.  These sessions compel participants and 
congregation members to reference their own lives in connection to passages from the text with 
recovery in mind.  Likewise here, recovery is defined at Mercy as an overarching term used to help 
alleviate a multitude of members’ unhealthy situations:  addiction to substances, abusive relationships, 
and public oppression – to name a few.  Here I also wish to frame writing as a component in recovery, 
following a similar definition of recovery from above, for this study’s participants.  However, first I want 
to start with participants’ cognizance of recovery in their writing.  As it is important to understand the 
situation of recovery in their writing, it is also important to acknowledge how writing affects that 
recovery. 
Ibzan admits to having a drinking problem, but he is cognizant of consumption and path to 
recovery.  He openly participates in the recovery Bible studies and the writing and art workshops offered 
at Mercy.  In describing his drinking habit to me, he insinuates that it produces stagnation for him.  
“There is a lot I want to do [that drinking prevents].  I want to write, I want to make art, and I want to 
play music.”  In this sense, writing is a motivating factor that makes him feel accomplished – the 
opposite effect of drinking.     
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The turning point of Lee Stringer’s memoir Grand Central Winter is a poignant scene in which 
Stringer—then homeless in New York City—reaches in the dark for a crack pipe.  Instead his fingers 
stumble across a pencil, which becomes a metaphor of how his life changes through writing.  Writing 
and editing Street News helped him recover from crack cocaine and land the book deal for that and 
another best-selling memoir.  Not only is Stringer’s story important as an example of the power behind 
writing, but it is also fitting that Ibzan met the famed author in 2011.  The accomplishment in writing for 
Stringer is not unlike the pride Ibzan takes in his craft and creativity.  Ibzan says, responding to a 
question on the benefits of writing: 
[Writing] is an escape from the distractions of this crazy life that I live, and I don’t write anything 
 down until I get up in the morning….[when I think of writing a piece] I might think of the whole 
 thing, and I can actually memorize it right there in my head, in my bed or wherever I’m laying, 
 and then I get up – and I can usually remember it word for word.  Then I read it, tweak it 
 here and there, and now I have this great sense of accomplishment.  Because I’ve created some
 thing; because I’ve taken the chaos that’s in my head and organized it into something I like to 
 consider art. 
Emotions certainly affect the writing process, but that process also enables positive emotions – 
and continuation of writing springs from that positive reinforcement.  Ibzan’s above comment points to 
order and routine with writing, not chaos and distraction.  Take also Ibzan’s discussion of a story he is 
revising.  This particular story he references began as a response to the 2012 Fiction Contest sponsored 
by Creative Loafing (an Atlantan cultural newspaper free of charge).  As participants Ibzan and Laura 
chose not to submit their short stories, both express pride in the stories as journeys in writing.  Ibzan 
says: 
At this point in time, I can’t really say how long the story is going to be.  But, I’m pretty confident 
 that it’s going to be over 3,000 words. 
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Likewise, when Laura talks about the fiction story she works on, she exults both a sense of pride 
and a sense of loss.  Unfortunately, that short story involving cats which I helped her to edit, was taken 
along with a bag of her belongings while she stayed in a shelter.  She sighs and says that she would like 
to have read it during an interview session with me.  She adds that reading mysteries that have cats with 
human traits influence that and other fictional stories she’s written: 
[The book I’m reading now] has talking cats in it.  It’s a mystery, a grown-up book.  I tend to go 
 for books where the animals act human.  I’ve always loved it; I haven’t figured out why yet.  But 
 especially when it has to do with cats.  Because, no offense to puppy dogs, I prefer cats.  
For Laura, cats add another level of comfort to her writing.  As I describe later, not all of her 
writing is comfortable or non-confrontational.  She demonstrates with the above Overlook examples 
that she addresses serious issues in society – racism, classism, and the death penalty.  However, it’s 
clear that she derives comfort from distance.  In this case, that distance literally transforms humans into 
another shape – cats with humanistic characteristics.     
Laura’s writing as recovery comes in form of therapy.  Fictional writing for her is also a means of 
therapy, considering her inclusion of cats.  Cats are comforting to her, and she adds that notion of 
comfort to her short stories.  Whether fictional or personally honest, Laura writes not only to cope with 
her emotions, but also to empower her as a way of checking in with herself, a way to reflect and move 
forward.           
4.4  Long-term Participant Writing in the Workshop 
Regardless of the class, I instruct my students on rhetorical principles early on.  As with other 
classes, I tell participants of the writing workshop at Mercy about defining words before writing about 
them.  Buzzwords such as “mercy,” “love,” “process,” and “community” are commonplace at the church, 
but defining these words takes into account personal experience.  That experience reflects change—
disparities in their meaning to each person.  
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Some of the writing in the Overlook appears personal, and writer-participants of the workshop 
amplify the personal for a number of reasons.  A common reason behind the personal amplification is a 
way to air grievances.  In this vein, much of the writing gathered from long-term participants is 
especially fraught with pathos.  These spikes in emotionalism are also ways to vent:  group therapeutic 
writings, if you will.  These writings differ from the personal “therapeutic writings” discussed by Laura 
above in that they rely on a group setting for reaction and solidarity among the experiences exemplified.  
4.4.1  Gloria’s First Example 
Instead of defining words with definitions, Gloria provides personal examples to convey her 
meaning.  Instead of defining “love,” “mercy,” and “community,” she gives example of their absence.  At 
the top a page, she scribes: “Feb. 12, 1982,” her name, and the words “love,” “mercy,” and 
“community.” Line-by-line, this text follows: 
Love and mercy 
Vesu Versus 
Being blind guides 
or Judging not lest ye be judged the 
same way also 
For example I was in a communal situation 
at a freeze shelter, and screamed at 
over and over saying “You stink!  You stink!” 
Not understanding I could not take a shower 
and then go to a freezing cold room with 
wet hair, and the place I normally take  
showers has been closed for 2 weeks. 
the demon that was spewe spewing venom 
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out of her vile mouth just happened to  
weigh close to 200 lbs.  She did not understand 
the situation, though she was in it, also 
That is why I use the words blind guides 
I have a bad cold and do not wish to make 
it was worse worse also there are no 
handles to hold onto in the showers.  I have no 
balance due to my deafness in my left ear. 
There was no love or mercy in this  
communal situation. 
Of particular note here are not only the definitions she has underlined, but also the words she 
underlines for emphasis.  As if to highlight the antithesis of definitions of the aforementioned words, she 
emphasizes the auxiliary verb “could not” on the ninth line.  Writing here is a way of airing a grievance 
but also showing a sense of longing for what she could not receive, a shower.   
To Gloria, the notions of love, mercy, and community include acceptance and understanding of 
situations – notably the situation here of not having access to a shower.  Of particular importance, she 
responds to the verbal attack of “You stink!  You stink!” with anger and hurt.  She reiterates defense of 
her circumstances, and points to the lack of acceptance even with shared experience of being at shelter 
together.  Gloria states:  “She did not understand the situation, though she was in it.”   
Gloria remembers the pain she experiences from the unnamed person’s offensive comment, 
indicative of the text’s headline Feb. 12, 1982.  Presumably, this writing exercise is the first time she’s 
written about that experience, although it remains on her mind.  Through writing about the memory, 
she alleviates some of the pain that it causes her.  However, she does not mention the event in any of 
the follow-up interviews.  After reading aloud this piece after writing it on a workshop day at Mercy, she 
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confirms the events happened after queried by a fellow participant.  But she doesn’t provide any 
additional details of the writing other than the anger she remembers.  As with other pieces, Gloria here 
is reticent to share commentary beyond the text of her writing.  However, even reading her pieces aloud 
is progression for her.  To recall, she said that she doesn’t see her writing “progressing.”  Also, writing 
for Gloria is a time of reflection and lessons learned from experiences.  When asked about how she 
connects her writing process to her everyday life, she responds:  “I want to record [my thoughts], so I 
can learn from my life experiences.  If I am in the position to write when I wish, I look back at my 
writings and learn from my experiences.” 
 Numerous times in workshops, Gloria hesitates to read her writing aloud and does so only after 
some encouraging prodding by other participants.  Furthermore, she provides little commentary behind 
her writing other than occasionally saying, “It’s not any good.”  Despite that self-deprecating comment, 
reception to her writing is generally positive.  I infer that positive reception to her writing enables her to 
read aloud in workshops.  Therefore, she lets her text speak for itself.  She states:  “I’m a sincere writer 
and a commenter on the surrounding environment.”   
Not only does she confront that memory by writing about the above piece, but she also builds 
community by sharing its occurrence in a writing workshop.  Though performance—especially the 
participants’ act of reading their own work—is important to the overall characterization of the 
workshop, the act of writing together and all having time together to write builds community.  Gloria 
may be reticent to share her work aloud, but from encouragement in the workshop she more frequently 
does so.  She reads this particular writing example after completion because the other writers 
encouraged her with kind requests. 
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 4.4.2  Gloria’s Second Example 
 Another writing prompt asks writers of the workshop to consider conflict that they had with 
another person in their lives and possible resolution to that conflict.  Gloria writes the following 
response poem as it appears on page: 
 State of Conflict 
A Pray for understanding of the situation 
 Pray for wisdom of the situation 
 Do what the prayer tells me to do 
 Selah 
 
B IGNORANT METHOD for solving state of conflict 
 Take a photo of person 
 Blow it up to be life size 
 Put it on the wall 
 Use as a dart board 
 Shout blasphemies at the photo 
 While throwing darts at the photo 
 Feel better for getting my anger out. 
Unlike Gloria’s First Example, the writing example here appears enigmatic.  With the separation 
of stanzas A and B, those two bodies of lines appear to be opposing solutions to an unidentified conflict 
with a person. 
At first glance, Gloria seems to prefer the first method by both listing it first and quipping 
“IGNORANT METHOD” to the second stanza.  However, the former stanza evokes little to no emotion 
from the author.  Instead the stanza mimics the supposed “by the book” method to follow.  Even the 
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word “Selah” (which I admit I hadn’t seen before reviewing this poem; I even had to do an internet 
search to grasp its context) is a biblical word with variants of the meaning “pause and contemplate”; she 
uses the word again in other writings in the workshop class.  Although she uses the personal “me” in 
that first stanza, there is no indication that this method provides personal relief. 
By comparison, she adds ownership to the second stanza with the closing phrase “getting my 
anger out.”  The complete line “Feel better for getting my anger out” is important in at least two 
considerations.  First, the line confirms gratification of acting out this method – even though she 
considers it foolish or “ignorant.”  Second, writing and imagining this means of alleviating her angst is 
therapeutic also. 
As with the above example, Gloria uses humor to aid her writing and exigency.  A couple of 
participants of the workshop that Gloria presents this piece comment on how good it is.  In particular, 
Ibzan laughs after she reads, subsequently apologizes for laughing, and then says:  “I didn’t really catch 
what G___ wrote, but I will say this.  I’ve read some stuff that G___ put in the past in the paper, and 
[turning to G___] I would like to encourage you to keep on writing because you’re a lot better than you 
think you are.”  Gloria smiles at this comment and thanks Ibzan.  I also comment on the depth behind 
her reading, saying:  “I like how you’ve broken [this piece] down into an ideal resolution of the conflict 
and how that may look to you specifically.”  Without directly stating so, she satirizes the “how-to” 
method of resolving personal conflict as emotionless.  She indicates that the “IGNORANT METHOD” of 
resolving personal conflict is more attractive by kinetically exorcising her anger. 
4.4.3 Gloria’s Third Example 
One of Gloria’s first writing examples from the workshop that I gather is a response to in-class 
discussion of keeping journals, in addition to an impromptu poem she titles “VIOLENCE.”  The complete 
example as it is written is as follows: 
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Why I kept a journal  
I just wanted a record of how I  
felt each day.  Sometimes the 
thoughts took the form of poetry  
Sometimes it was about depression 
sometimes it was about someone I was 
angry with or someone I was happy with. 
It was just what was going on in my  
life or in the world. 
Selah 
 
I stopped keeping a journal due to 
being homeless.  It was too much to keep in my possession. 
 
I don’t keep these days especially because  
it is the same every day.  Same old  
homeless bullshit.  Boring! 
 
VIOLENCE 
We live in a culture that is violent 
This affects the way people act 
We are violent to ourselves and also each 
other. 
As it is written in a book called the 
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Bible 
“The kingdom of heaven is within you” 
If you are contantly fed violence you 
become violent 
The fact that both of these seemingly disparate themes—Gloria’s particular journal writing 
experience and her comments on general violence—appear on a single page point to her trying to link 
them in some way.  Perhaps she associates one with the other, or journal writing led her to think of 
violence.  Gloria expresses herself best in writing.  Unlike many of her tacit responses in interviews, 
when I ask her early in the workshop if she enjoys writing, she responds more fully in writing:   
I personally feel that my writing has changes according to what is going on in my life.  
 Sometimes they are good because my life is good.  Sometimes it is mournful because I am in 
 mourning.  And so on.  I started writing at 10.  It has changed according to my living situation.  
 These days I do not write much and do not have a journal.  And my life is mundane and boring. 
4.4.4  Laura’s First Example 
Most of Laura’s writing samples that she shares with me appear in the Atlanta Overlook.  In this 
vein, Laura appears to have an exigent sense of purpose behind her writing in workshops:  to share with 
a larger public.  Even so, there are a few samples that were written solely for the workshops.  One of 
these particularly revealing responses defines, in her own words, “community.”  I reprint the short piece 
in its entirety here: 
Community to me is a group of folks who want the same thing and are willing to help each other 
 get there. 
I’d love to go to Israel.  Spend some time prayin the Garden of Gethsemane.  Get baptized in the 
 Jordan.  Sit awhile in the kind of house that Mary made into a home. 
I’d then go to an Upper Room read and meditate on that last meal. 
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I’d like to go to the Skull where murder took place.  Even though it was murder, He took it. 
I’d then go to the tomb and praise my king loudly.    
Influence of the particular community of Mercy is present here; the religious influence of Mercy’s Bible 
study on this Monday resonates in her mind.  In particular, reflection of Mary points to the type of 
prayer that is offered during Monday’s prayer activities at Mercy.  Directly preceding Bible study on 
those days, a small group of nuns visit Mercy and lead community prayer by reciting the Catholic prayer 
“Hail Mary’s.”  After defining “community” in her writing, Laura then desires to pilgrimage to Jerusalem 
and “sit awhile in the kind of house that Mary made into a home.”  In other words, with the help of 
“community” at Mercy, Laura is able to envision a personal pilgrimage. 
 Also of particular import here, Laura differentiates between “house” and “home.”  In the above 
example, Mary makes the house a home.  Laura insinuates that through actions, notably love, Mary 
creates the idea of home.  Without such actions, a house is merely a dwelling.  That distinction is 
particularly strong coming from someone without permanent or home; it’s also worth noting that it 
appears in the fantasy of her pilgrimage, underscoring her own desire for home. 
 Violence again appears in her writing, and Laura doesn’t mince words here.  The reference to 
the “murder” of Jesus is clearly stated more than once.  Like in her piece that personifies vultures, 
“murder” supplants any variants of that word, namely “execution” or “crucifixion.”  As with her writing 
in the Overlook, Laura does not dilute words for more broadly accepted terms in her workshop writing.  
Rather, she names events for how she views them.  Both instances point to the death penalty as 
“murder.” 
 4.4.5  Laura’s Second Example  
 As seen in the previous example, Laura lauds sense of place in her writing.  There is evidence in 
that former piece and elsewhere in her writing that she equates spirituality with a place in her mind.  
She frequently comments on scenes from scripture that is read aloud by Pastor Chad Hyatt during Bible 
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study at Mercy.  Additionally, she experiences place through actual travel.  Although she doesn’t 
expound extensively on her experience as a writer for a San Diego street newspaper other than to say, 
“[The person in charge] didn’t care about their vendors,” Laura responds to a writing workshop prompt 
focusing on place with the following piece: 
 I’ve done a lot of traveling in my life and at each stop I found something homey about it. 
 Willmington [sic] Delaware has a great town green. 
 San Francisco, but of course the cable cars are fun to ride and Powel Street is fun to look at and 
 say “not I.” 
 Chicago has the El. 
 Dallas has different weather every ten minutes. 
 San Diego is by the sea. 
 But the greatest place of all is Atlanta Ga where you have Little 5 Points. 
Home, or something like home, again is mentioned here.  Laura lists perks from each of the locations 
above to conglomerate something “homey”:  greenery, cable cars, elevated transport, mercurial 
weather, and the sea.  Despite these perks, she concludes with Atlanta as “the greatest place of all.”  
Emphatically, she cites Little Five Points, a neighborhood within walking distance of the streets where 
she usually resides, as the reason.  While Atlanta, Ga is not “home” for Laura, it is most like home or 
“homey” for her. 
4.4.6  Laura’s Third Example 
 For one of the writing workshops, I asked participants to take a famous piece of writing and 
respond with satire.  Laura chose the National Anthem, and she highlights the plight of poor Americans 
in her piece instead of the patriotism with the original song.  It reads as follows: 
 Oh say can you see, how our country’s come to be? 
 From the ramparts of big business 
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 You have CEO’s really glistening 
 They laugh with good cheer 
 For their government pay day is near. 
 They can’t see from their lofty heights what is  
 right below them. 
 Oh say can you see, how our country’s come to be. 
 The government pays the peons as well, but they 
 aren’t really getting what they need. 
 So the CEO’s are saying send up the greed 
 The poor are saying send us our needs. 
Like her writing that appears in The Overlook, Laura again appears to easily imagine a widespread 
audience.  Several of the themes that appear in “Homeless Psalm” are present here as well, although 
this piece isn’t as personal as the previous one.  The above satire has a similar rhythm to the “National 
Anthem,” but it varies that repetitious rhythm through punctuation.  Notice the first and eight lines, 
variants of the popular first line of the National Anthem.  The first intimation appears as a question:   
“Oh say can you see, how our country’s come to be?”  However, the second intonation appears matter-
of-factly as a statement:  “Oh say can you see, how our country’s come to be.”  The former line denotes 
a sense of surprise, prompting the audience to join the author in shock to the shape “our country” has 
taken.  Conversely, the latter line denotes a lack of surprise but continual focus on the disparity between 
the rich and poor:  “The government pays the peons as well, but they / aren’t really getting what they 
need.” 
 Like the “Homeless Psalm,” specifics in regards to the solution or “needs” in the above parody 
aren’t disclosed.  However, Laura alludes to the discontentment of the economic situation that has 
increased the homeless population in the U.S. in recent years.  She states:  “[The CEO’s] laugh with good 
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cheer/ For their government pay day is near.”  Here Laura references the fact that CEO’s and big 
business were given large sums of money as “buy-outs” by the U.S. government when bankruptcy 
loomed for them.  Laura says in a roundabout way that the government emphasizes big businesses that 
received the buyouts they needed; whereas, poor people receive a minute amount of money that 
doesn’t even meet their needs.  
 4.4.7  Ibzan’s First Example 
 Over time, Ibzan’s writing during workshops became evermore personal.  While many of his 
personal narratives and essays didn’t appear in The Overlook, he did internalize and share with fellow 
workshop participants a number of such writings.  One of these writings is aptly titled “Change,” and I 
include all of it here to relay the author’s personal exploration of the word through experience; he 
begins the piece by deconstructing a cliché:   
What do people mean when they say the more things change, the more they stay the same?  As 
a man that is homeless, I am always seeking change.  Usually I seek a change in my 
circumstances to achieve instant gratification.  If I am hungry, I seek food so that I may feel 
fullness in my belly and a measure of physical strength.  If I am dirty and smelly, I seek a change 
of clothing and a place to wash my body.  When I am clean I notice the way I am perceived by 
the general public as more accepting so not only do I feel clean, my status has changed in their 
view.  If I am bored, I go to the library, get on the computer, or I read a book.  I have changed 
the boredom into some types of activity that keeps me busy.  Change is not always for the good.  
Sometimes my boredom is alleviated by drinking among other unhealthy activities.   
At the onset of this writing prompt, I asked participants to write in various colors indicating their mood 
behind a particular section of the writing; Ibzan has the above text in purple, but then shifts to black 
with the following line:  “Yes, I have the instant gratification of no longer being bored, but at what cost?” 
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The shift to black insinuates a shift in his writing to focus on his own darkness:  “drinking among other 
unhealthy activities.”  The dark black text also stands out, as it appears to be written with a felt-tip pen.  
Therefore, Ibzan chooses to clearly emphasize this line.  As mentioned previously, Ibzan is aware of the 
detriment drinking brings to his desired activities in life, including writing.  However, this emphasis is a 
rarity in his writing; he seldom confronts his drinking habit in the writing workshop space.  This 
revelation in his writing and subsequent reading aloud for other participants to hear suggest the level of 
comfort he has with other writers of the workshop.  
 After the above bolded line appears in jet black, he changes color yet again to green with the 
remainder of the text in this piece:  
 If I am sleepy, I take a nap.  Hopefully it will change me from feeling tired to having energy.  
 These are all simple ways of instituting change that although they provide some measure of 
 change really do nothing to change my basic situation.  I find myself doing these things over and 
 over ad nauseum.  So I ask myself am I really changing?  Or is it the more I concentrate on 
 instant gratification, the more I am just staying the same?  Could it be the more I change 
 incidentals, the more I stay the same?  
 A true change for me would be recovery from addiction, a place to live and food to eat in a 
 refrigerator that I can cook on a stove.  These are all physical, tangible items. 
 In order for me to achieve these things, I know that the change will have to take place on a 
 spiritual and intangible level.  I will have to change first the way I think, the things I do, and some 
 of the people, places, and things that I have an allegiance to.  This is not  an easy thing to do, 
 because most good change is brought on by conflict.  It takes a realization that I have to shed my 
 complacency and get out of my comfort zone.  I’ll have to do things I don’t want to do, deal with 
 people I may not want to deal with, be ready for the change in others who may perceive in a 
 different way [my personal change].  Most of all, I will have to confront my fears, and take 
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 action.  In doing so I hope I can truly change my heart, mind, and soul, and not only change the 
 way I think, or change myself, but put myself in a position where I can make some type of small 
 change for the better of others.  If I can achieve this, I will know  that I have really changed, 
 and not changed circumstances to remain the same. 
As with the other color change in Ibzan’s writing here, the green signifies yet another shift in his mood.  
If the bolded dark line preceding this section is dark, indicating “the instant gratification” that he doesn’t 
want to undergo, then green signifies renewal and hope in his life.  Consider the realization of hope in 
the lines:  “A true change for me would be recovery from addiction, a place to live and food to eat in a 
refrigerator that I can cook on a stove.”  Here, Ibzan equates recovery from addiction as his “true 
change.”  He follows this revelation with a process for how that change would look for him, and his 
change starts with liminality of the mind before changes in his habitual actions.  He continues:  “I know 
that the change will have to take place on a spiritual and intangible level.  I will have to change first the 
way I think, the things I do …”  Changes in his way of thinking precedes changes in the thing he does, but 
with the help of “a spiritual and intangible level.”   
 To recapitulate, Turner (1969) conceptualizes liminality with observations of individuals 
undergoing tribunal spiritual rituals in Africa.  In the isolation of those individuals, they transmogrify to 
be a part of the larger group.  In Ibzan’s case, he pines for transmogrification not only for housing, but 
also for sobriety.  In short, he wants to transition into being a part of the larger general public.  Refer to 
the first section, where Ibzan states:  “When I am clean I notice the way I am perceived by the general 
public as more accepting so not only do I feel clean, my status has changed in their view.” 
 Lastly, this piece connects with a previously mentioned interview in which Ibzan tells me he 
wants to quit drinking so he can focus on his writing.  Writing and contemplation of writing helps him 
stave off his drinking in a real way.  Ibzan’s self-defined recovery, then, comprises first and foremost 
thinking about writing and “spirituality.” 
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 4.4.8  Ibzan’s Second Example 
 In the same videotaped workshop that Gloria writes and subsequently reads aloud “State of 
Conflict,” Ibzan writes and reads aloud “Conflict Resolution.”  The lengthy piece reveals a personal 
narrative and memoir for Ibzan with the notion of conflicts and change in mind.  For context of Ibzan’s 
and other participants’ comments on this writing, I transcribe the piece in its entirety here: 
 Hey Bo.  I’ve been doing some thinking.  Man you been doing pretty good.  You’ve been going to 
 work and saving your money.  As a matter of fact you’ve become a regular homebody.  Maybe 
 one of the reasons for that is because you don’t have any transportation.  Let me tell you what 
 I’ve come up with.  I have a friend that has a car for sale.  He bought it brand new and has taken 
 real good care of it.  It’s not that fancy, but it’s kinda sporty.  The most important thing is that 
 it’s mechanically sound.  I know you’ve been saving man and I’m proud of you.  I don’t want you 
 to spend what you’ve saved, so I’m willing to loan you the money and you can pay us back.  
 Here’s a picture of the car.  Think about it for a while and let me know what you think. 
 I looked at that photo of the car, and although it was not a model I would have chosen, I fell in 
 love with it because of the independence and mobility I knew it would provide.  An added plus 
 was if I got it I could go on dates.  I leaned the photo of the car against the lamp on my bedside 
 table.  I would lay in bed and read and then glance at the picture and dream about the good 
 times to come. 
 “I heard your Dad talked to you about getting a car.”   
 “Yeah Mom that’s right.” 
 “He told me that he was going to lend you the money.” 
 “He should have talked to me first.” 
 I thought to myself, “Oh man she is not happy about this.”  She sees the same thing I do – 
 independence and mobility.  The two of them married together in her mind means I___ could 
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 leave without saying a word like he has before.  He’s doing well but a car may derail his 
 progress.  I love my son and I trust him, but a car may be a temptation he’s not ready to handle. 
 O.K. me and Bo have come to an agreement that he’s going to buy this car through a loan from 
 us.  He’ll take care of his own insurance and pay us an agreed-upon amount every week.  I look 
 at my mother’s face and know that she wasn’t happy about the agreement.  She said Why didn’t 
 you guys come and tell me about it as soon as you talked about it.  Henry, your bank account is 
 not just your money it’s our money.  Ya’ll should not have made a decision without including 
 me.  Let me tell you what I think.  I don’t think we should loan him the money.  If we do that 
 how is he ever going to learn about responsibility.  If this is what you guys want to do, I am not 
 going to stop you, but I want you to know I’m against it.  It’s not our job to buy him a car.  O.K. 
 Bo what do you think.  I thought damn I wanted that car, and her insecurities about separation 
 anxiety have made it hell to pay if I get it.  What I said was You know what if you both can’t get 
 on board with it and be happy about it, then I don’t want it.  I can understand Mom’s point.  I’ll 
 just save up and buy my own. 
 Later that night, my Dad said Bo come take a ride with me.  We got in his truck.  He looked as 
 though he was trying to search for words to say.  I just said thanks Dad, me and you have an 
 understanding and I know what you were trying to do and I love you for it man.  Well thank you 
 Bo.  Let’s ride to Sonic and get a burger.    
Ibzan begins the piece fully aware that he is being videotaped.  While striking a pose, he says after I ask 
him if it’s okay to record his reading:  “Yeah, man.  Go ahead….What you want me to do, go into my 
academy-award winning role or what?” [laughs]  He also prefaces the read with:  “Now mine is not so 
much of a lecture, it’s a story.  And, the three characters are me, my mother, and my father.  And my 
father doesn’t call me by I___, he calls me by my nickname, Bo.” 
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 Self-referenced jokes aside, Ibzan reads the piece with a theatrical baritone reminiscent of 
academy-award winning actor Morgan Freeman.  Particularly when he reads the quotes of his mom and 
dad’s roles in the piece, an emphatic inflection comes through in his voice.  For instance, even though 
the piece above is mostly devoid of question marks, Ibzan reads the “how” in the line “How is he ever 
going to learn about responsibility” with an increased octave.  Likewise, he reads the words “damn” and 
“hell” with exclamation by bobbing his head back and forth on the words.  A smirk comes to his face 
when he concludes that section with “What I said was,” indicating that he did not want to resolve the 
conflict in that way. 
 Following Ibzan’s reading, applause can be heard.  One writing participant says to him:  “You 
should publish that.  That needs to go in the next Overlook.”  A smile creeps across Ibzan’s face.  He 
responds to his reading:  “I probably would have written it different if I had more time.  That was a fast 
rush job.  I probably would have been a little more specific with things without time constraints.”  The 
same writing participant who mentions publication says:  “Sometimes you can drown in specifics”; to 
which Ibzan shakes his head and says, “Yeah, that’s true.”  Ibzan looks directly at the camera and sighs.  
It appears to be a sigh of relief at the reading and accolades he receives. 
 Ibzan concludes by discussing the conflict that he presents with the memoir:  “There was a 
conflict between my mother and father and not-so-much of a conflict between me and my mother.  
Although, I kind of kept that conflict … instead of just going into it … I resolved that conflict by just saying 
O.K. that’s it.  No car.  Instead of trying to argue about it and arguing the merits of my trustworthiness 
and all of that.  But anyway [turns head and quickly raises hand].”  Like in the story, Ibzan appears to shy 
away from the conflict between him and his mother here.  Seen in this light, the conflict wasn’t really 
resolved so much as shelved.  That is, Ibzan resolves the conflict in his mind through the absence of 
confrontation or argument with his mother. 
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 4.4.9  Ibzan’s Third Example 
 When asked to read aloud his favorite writing and one that he is particularly proud of in late 
winter of 2013, Ibzan reads aloud an untitled poem that was audio recorded.  It is clear that he has 
spent considerable time contemplating the poem, as he hands me three drafts of the poem.  Before 
reading aloud the poem, he says:  “I wrote it not long ago, and I wrote it pretty quickly.  At the time I 
wrote it, I was proud of it.  But it’s one of the things that I’ve written that I don’t feel like I’m really as 
familiar with because a lot of my stuff I read over and over and over.  But this one is one that I wrote 
and kind of worked on and just put away for a little while.”  Then he reads as follows: 
My neighborhood is besieged 
 These mean streets are my home 
 Violence tries to conquer the beauty 
 But God is still king and sits on his throne 
 And…the crime rate rises 
 Where in this land can I go to find peace 
 Inwardly I know, I am a troubled man 
 Outwardly there is too much noise confusion distraction 
 Peace in God is my satisfaction 
 And…the crime rate rises 
 
 As I was talking to a man the other day 
 He asked me if I had any aspirin 
 Under his hat was twenty-seven staples in his head 
 He was beaten with a brick and left for dead 
 No weapon shall prosper is what GOD said 
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 And…the crime rate rises 
 
 I’ve had many women tell me they were raped 
 Beaten, torn, violently from their dignity and pride 
 They are frightened and afraid to tell what was done to them 
 But God’s light is bright, it’ll never grow dim 
 And…the crime rate rises 
 
 Anxiety makes me feel as if my temperature rises 
 In this recession or is it depression unemployment rises 
 The number of homeless people constantly rises 
 But God showed believers he also rises 
 And…the crime rate rises 
 Two bodies found, two women robbed. 
 A brick through a window, a baby eats crack 
 A house broken into, a drive by shooting 
 A home invasion, theft by persuasion 
 A BELOVED STORE OWNER GUNNED DOWN 
 STOP      
 Our Father, who art in heaven 
 Hallowed be your name 
 Your kingdom come, Your will be done 
 on earth as it is in heaven 
 Give us this day our daily bread 
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 And forgive us our trespasses 
 As we forgive others, that trespass against us 
 Lead us not into temptation 
 But deliver us from evil 
 deliver us from evil 
 deliver us from evil 
 deliver us from evil 
 And…the crime rate rises 
What’s particularly beautiful about this poem is the mixture of ideals from the Lord’s Prayer with the 
atrocities that Ibzan witnesses in life.  It’s bittersweet and honest, and Ibzan reads it with a melancholic 
tone.   
 However, Ibzan doesn’t want to be known as a melancholic author.  He reiterates that point 
here, but points out the exigency of the moment with commentary after the reading:    
 I think a specific event sparked me to write that, and I was thinking about the injustice of what 
 occurred.  And I was just laying down, asleep, thinking about the occurrence.  It just led me to 
 think about all the other kinds of ways and injustices that I have really kind of witnessed.  See I 
 witness most of all this stuff in here.  I mean, I’m trying to show that this is what happens.  
 Y’know, a lot of bad things happen in the streets; I’m trying to be specific about the types of 
 things that happen.  And that can be like a … it can be a tragedy – some of the things that you 
 see.  But there is still a desire to honor a deity that I feel sustains me in the midst of all this other 
 stuff.  That’s why I included lines like, ‘Peace in God is my satisfaction.’  
Despite its melancholic tone, there are aspects of the poem that indicate personal satisfaction with that 
type of written expression; he says:  “I like the way that I could make the words rhyme.  And I’ll be 
talking about one thing, and then change gears almost into a whole different concept, a whole different 
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mindset.  A whole different moral extreme.  And still make the words rhyme.  And then knowing that 
that dichotomy exists – ‘The crime rate still rises.’” 
 Like the previous example, a conflict exists in this poem.  Yet, the conflict is evermore personal 
and internalized:  spirituality versus actuality.  Of course that conflict conjures a present liminality that 
Ibzan struggles with living on the streets – that is, “betwixt and between” spirituality and acutality.  
Furthermore, the strength in recovery through spirituality is stymied to a large extent by that reality and 
the atrocities therein.  Poignancy because of those hardships is apparent with the repeated lines 
“deliver us from evil,” which appear as a direct appeal to his God.  Ibzan says about the repetition:   
 I’m a frustrated musician.  Not frustrated, but I love music.  Really, sometimes I consider these 
 songs instead of poetry.  Because, see, music is built on like … you start at the beginning, the 
 introduction.  Then you go through the verses.  You just try to build a little tension there. 
The tension and repetitious lines here suggest a multifaceted conflict, both internal (spiritual) and 
external (reality).  That is, this line from The Lord’s Prayer conjures spirituality, but evil abundantly exists 
in Ibzan’s reality. 
 
4.5  Ephemeral Writing Examples 
 As with other homeless advocacy and outreach centers, Mercy has an influx of homeless people 
during periods of extremes in local weather – namely, summer and winter months.  In turn, attendance 
of the writing workshops also fluctuates during these periods.  Several of the participants of this 
research were not available for final follow up, but their interviews appear in Appendix A.  I present and 
briefly discuss some of their writings and self-reflective comments of their writings here to provide 
snapshots of additional writing participants.  While many of these writings appear in various editions of 
the Overlook—I provide covers in Appendix B—almost all of the writings in this section are initially 
composed during workshops.  The writing workshop space offered a space where participants could 
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express themselves in writing, but there is no way of knowing if the participants mentioned in this 
section continue to write. 
 Featured in a few Overlook issues, Ryan is a writer who demonstrates a love for words.  He 
almost always has a dictionary with him when he writes, and his writing strategy is to use words from 
their myriad and disparate denotations: 
 Nine times out of ten, I got one [a dictionary] on me or close by – in a direction to go get one.  
 Because words created this world we live in.  It structured and organized everything from the 
 different languages from Spanish to Hebrew to English.  Words are the tablets, like medicine, 
 like Tylenol 1 or Advil gel caps.  Words are gel caps – they’re just that powerful.   
Without saying it directly, his statement about words constructing our world is justification for the 
existence of our field of rhetoric and composition.  Like traditional students and academics in the field, 
he is cognizant of the inherent power of words.  His writing pieces are personal definitions of words.  
Consider the following piece titled “Work – Principles…” in its entirety: 
 …any business organization must have ETHICS; work performance, this is called employment, 
 once a individual knows she/he has the ability to empower financially:  ENTREPRENEUR (should 
 be instilled) 
Ryan chooses to write all of his pieces in red; as the all-caps-words “ETHICS” and “ENTREPRENEUR” 
connote, Ryan emphasizes these words to show which words are important to him.  Here, Ryan 
highlights ambiguity in his writing.  The “ETHICS” here has two meanings:  business’ long-term moral 
accountability and an individual’s work drive.  There is indication in this prose that the double-meaning 
is intentional with the phrases “work performance” and “ability to empower financially.”  That is, there 
is action associated with the first phrase and propensity to employ others in the second. 
 Another piece entitled “Structure” also has a double meaning:  individual stature and business 
organization in society.  The prose piece in its entirety is as follows: 
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 Men respect order; organization represents numbers.  Discipline ethics.  Executive position, 
 Forbes chasing, dollars in billions accumulated from fecund ideas, stern and firm is the 
 foundation, feet upon militant concrete, organized minds define history, takes spineless souls 
 with authority principles.  In a sense, structure is similar to owning reigns.  Having structure is 
 identical to reign.  Work. 
 P.S.  Man demands order; structure. 
As with the previous prose piece’s use of “employment,” Ryan again focuses on individual employment 
here.  Also like the previous piece (there he uses the word “entrepreneur”), individual “work” contrasts 
with an organization.  Considering that Ryan was an Overlook vendor at this time, he accentuates the 
work one can accomplish in a similar organization.  Consider his commentary from interview:   
 We’re really walking the walk in the paper…. So, those available opportunities where we can 
 vend these papers – I mean we’re there…. You know what?  The more I come in contact with 
 this Atlanta Overlook, the more I know it says, ‘news from the street from those that walk the 
 beat’ – that’s a true motto or statement.  You could copyright that, because that’s the truth.  
 And it’s true saying that we are walking in a right direction. 
Like his prose writings above, Ryan sees “work”—in this case vending copies of The Overlook—as 
something that benefits not only him personally, but other vendors “walking in a right direction.”    
 Warner (2002) states that a circulation of discourse is a way of establishing identity.  That is, 
groups of people are recognized through the various producers and audiences of that particular 
discourse.  What’s more – circulation of a voice – in this case written voice for the Overlook – also 
establishes identity on an individual level. One writer for the paper, Ryan, writes his byline from the 
onset not as “homeless writer” but as “I’m just a voice.”  While at first glance this vocal label appears 
confident, it also connotes humility in at least two points.  “Just” implies “merely”; secondly, “voice” or 
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speaking is more transient than writing in this community.  For periodicals, however, even writing is 
ephemeral.  So, Ryan, with the ambiguous and encompassing term “voice,” is aware of his own. 
 Also, there is power in writing and how participants view that writing.  More basically, there is 
power in words.  “Just a voice” Ryan writes hybrids of prose and poetry.  He neither struggles with an 
imagined audience nor resists creativity in his writing for The Overlook.  He divulges about his writing 
craft for the Overlook public: 
 It’s a humble creativity, because I want to take it beyond limits I can take it.  Because I want to 
 change homelessness in a sense of a stigma upon a certain brand of peoples.  So, through me, I 
 feel that writing is an outlet of freedom.  An outlet, because it lets me produce and create the 
 energy that’s stored up in me.  And in a constructive, positive way…. It’s always my first agenda 
 to reach somebody.  So, if I can reach a multitude of people.  Just being realistic, it would be 1-2-
 3, but you know, a group of ten or twenty – reaching beyond my expectations.  Because I know 
 people really read [the paper].  
For Ryan, exigency for writing appears as emancipation, breaking the “stigma” of being homeless; he 
wants that freedom to spread to other writers for the paper. 
It’s telling that Ryan uses the word “energy” to talk about his expression in writing in the above 
quotation.  Energy is a word that he contemplates deeply, as another piece that appears in the March 
2012 edition of The Overlook is entitled “Energy”: 
E=mc^2 is a format Albert Einstein developed around speed, ENERGY and matter; all these 
 elements formulate self-performance; ENERGY is stored strength; strength produces an effect.  
 The effect of energy that stimulates; creates and grows.   
1. discipline 
2. motivations 
3. employment   
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Linking this writing sample with the above quotation insinuates that writing potentially empowers Ryan.  
If energy is “stored strength” and he recognizes the energy in himself, then writing is an empowered 
release of that energy.  In other words, writing bolsters Ryan’s strength. 
 Another Overlook author and study participant, Mo, says that he has had an ongoing interest in 
writing; but a self-proclaimed memory problem hinders his involvement to a degree: 
 I got a memory problem…Um, my memory ain’t that good….it’s been a while since I’ve been 
 able to write poetry, because there is a lot of stuff going on outside in my life.  So, when I come 
 in here, it’s the only time I really can come in and write.  But, usually, I like to write poetry.  I 
 write a little bit of that. 
While Mo doesn’t write any poetry, his first writing piece has a poetic quality to it.  His first, untitled 
piece from August 1, 2011 is as follows: 
 Observing a reality.  This world is full of furishing [sic] metropolises, which have the means to 
 always grow.  One fact that supports this is:  There are a lot of very wasteful people with 
 companies steady cranking out products (Pilsbury, Keebler, Progressive, Lay, Doritos).  These 
 billion dollar companies produce high quality goods for over 50 years in a world as wasteful as 
 ours is.  My argument is The good Lord Jesus Christ has supplied enough food for the next 20 
 centuries.  This planet will never run out of food, high quality food. 
Mo’s repetition of the description “high quality” in the fourth and last sentences draws immediate 
attention to them, like the repetition readers may find in a poem.  Notice, however, the words that 
adjective modifies – respectively, “goods” and “food.”  There is a difference between manufactured 
“goods” and natural (to Mo, supplied by the Lord) “food.”  Likewise, the author repeats the adjective 
“wasteful” to modify both corporations and the world at large, and there is a difference in those direct 
objects as well.  The author seems to implicitly argue that although high quality food and goods are 
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ubiquitous, waste, too, is ubiquitous.  The last line appears almost as satire; the planet may never run 
out of food, but people’s involvement in waste could change the situation. 
 Mo’s second writing sample from two months later, on World Homeless Day – October 10, is a 
response to a prompt in which I ask participants of the workshop to write a short story about how they 
envision homelessness in another location.  Mo’s response, entitled “3rd World Homeless” is as follows: 
 Living through the difficulties presented by the ‘obstacle’ of life.  The place is dullsville, U.S.A.  
 There’s muddy waters everywhere, it is hard to sit.  The food is scarce that even the wildlife lean 
 on the cross.  The Lord looks in quoting ‘The Test of Life’ to ensure that goodness exist.  But the 
 living here is difficult.  The peace within is destroyed.  Yet The Lord renews often.  Difficulty 
 exsit, Difficulty exist.  Maturity is a destroyer of the lack from Difficulty.  Yes in the belly of the 
 obstacle, difficulty was formed then born into this dullsville, U.S.A.  Life, however, was formed 
 and then born also, that anyone clinging to this ‘life’ finds abilities quoted as ‘more than a 
 conqueror.’ I Rest in Peace. 
 The End. 
 Down at the river I’ll find rest.  I’ll find rest.  The beauty alone shall restore my soul.  Life 
 continues and so does my soul.  
Instead of envisioning homelessness in another country, Mo sets this writing in “dullsville, U.S.A.”  In so 
doing, the author also draws attention to the title; he apparently regards homelessness in the states to 
be not unlike “3rd World Homeless.”  This prose piece is again poetic with repetition; the phrases and 
words “dullsville, U.S.A.,” “Difficulty exist,” “peace,” “soul,” “obstacle,” and “life” all appear more than 
once.   
 Also, the author evokes religious imagery, another poetic quality of his writing.  Consider the 
postscript lines “The beauty alone shall restore my soul.  Life continues and so does my soul.”  Contrast 
those lines with:  “The food is scarce that even the wildlife lean on the cross.”  It’s clear that the author 
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lauds aesthetic in his writing; the denouement of this prose is an emphatic struggle:  “Difficulty exist.  
Difficulty exist.”  In addition, the influence of religion concludes the prose here in the form of death and 
renewal:  “The peace within is destroyed.  Yet the Lord renews often….I Rest in Peace ….Life continues 
and so does my soul.” 
 Because of lack of follow-up for this prose piece, it remains unclear how personal the “I” of this 
piece is.  However, the struggle that Mo envisions in this prose piece is not diametrically opposite from 
the “obstacles” he faces in life: 
 I try to practice a career for writing, but there are just so many distractions out here.  And, they 
 talk about drugs and alcohol.  But, I just got crazy distractions that keep me from myself out 
 here…. Usually, yeah [writing helps me find myself].. Last couple of years, it’s been hard to 
 breakaway to write.  Except when I come here [to the writing workshop]. 
Even though Mo finds himself through writing, he finds it difficult to write on his own away from 
“distractions.”  For him, writing is an unfinished process in his life; the writing workshop offers him a 
time and place to write.   
 In Mo’s last writing sample, entitled “Untitled” and dated October 22, 2011, the “I’ appears 
throughout the prose piece. The text in its entirety is as follows: 
 Pt. 1     I Placed my Order 
 I am walking through the door of the Great Bald Eagle.  And I, through the corridors of poverty.  I 
 pick up my order forms and begin to order.  I order a whole cow and plenty of veggies to be 
 spread over 8 weeks.  They said they will fill my order. 
 Pt. 2     In the Waiting Room of Poverty 
 I sit with others who have placed their order.  I look around, for some reason the lights are 
 bright.  Bright enough to blind weak eyes.  My lack causes me to strain.  My needs are crushing 
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 my body’s life support system.  I say a prayer.  I walk another of life’s many miles.  The waiting 
 room of poverty.  I shall overcome. 
Mo’s writing here is his most personal; what’s particularly compelling here is his use of metaphor.  The 
“Great Bald Eagle” symbolizes poverty in the U.S.A.  If the first part of this prose piece sets the scene of 
a government-subsidized poverty assistance program, then the second part evokes the despair and 
dehumanizing effects of hand-outs.  He writes:  “My lack causes me to strain.”  Like the metaphorical 
setting and symbolism of part one, the second part is fraught with metaphor as well.  The same setting 
appears here as a “waiting room,” which automatically conjures a hospital.  Mo hones this image:  “My 
needs are crushing my body’s life support system.”  The internal conflict is apparent to the point of 
physical as well as mental anguish:  “I say a prayer…I shall overcome.”    
 Betsy is the writing participant in this study whom I spent the least amount of time with.  
Despite her transient attendance of the workshop, she expressed a long-time love for writing.  She 
appeared during the 2011 holiday season, and she left immediately after that season.  She is featured in 
the January 2012 Overlook edition.  Her first writing sample demonstrates that her transience isn’t 
necessarily unfortunate; that is, she expresses longing to leave Atlanta: 
  I’m sitting by Publix.  It’s raining.  Today is the day that I don’t know how to feel.  I love 
 Christmas, or used to. 
 I have someone to share it with, and yet I still can’t force a smile for others.  I love this time of 
 year, but all feels fake.  The only true feelings I have are the ones for Derek.  The only thing that 
 matters at all is getting us up out of the streets of Atlanta. 
 I no longer worry or stress.  I only wish I could not look like such a mess.  The cold rain falls, 
 surely you jest.  Why won’t I stop fussing about my past? 
 I’ll stop for now; my hand is cramping….wish I knew how to turn off the rain. 
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This piece is her most personal of the three samples available.  It appears similar to a journal entry, and 
she tells me that she practices such entries in a personal journal: 
 I keep a private journal daily.  Log, email, in my own head, a scrap of paper.  I can be in a coffee 
 shop and have a receipt in hand and it can help.  It can be anytime, anywhere, any place, 
 because I travel by foot, mostly. 
She continues in the same interview that personal writing helps her, but can also manifest hardships: 
  To quote someone – I can’t remember [who], you’d have to look it up – ‘The pen is mightier 
 than the sword.’  What if the pen’s poisoned?  What if the ink dries up?  What if you’re thoughts 
 don’t drive?  You have writers’ block?  Famous writers have writers’ block for years; they just 
 couldn’t get past –some of them did things they really didn’t want to do just to survive.  There’s 
 struggling writers all over.  And I’m not blaming anybody; I’m not naming anybody.  But, y’all 
 know what we see, what we ingest, what we take in. 
The “poisoned pen” is an apt metaphor for the harm that writing can cause.  Betsy is aware of that 
struggle, but she continues to keep a daily journal.  Presumably the good outweighs the bad in her 
writing. 
 Betsy’s second writing sample is a response to a prompt on December 1, 2011, in which writing 
participants were asked to create a scene involving an elected official, a college student, and a homeless 
person.  She titles the scene “Nighttime on Trinity and MLK Drive,” and the text is as follows: 
 {Players:  City Councilman:  Keith (age 50 years old); Georgia State University student:  Anna 
 (age 20 years old); Homeless person:  Brandon (age 22 years old).  Date of scene:  December 20, 
 Christmas Season}   
 Keith:  Anna, why are you sleeping outside when you should be in your dorm room? 
 Anna:  Mr. Councilman, I’m outside because my friend Brandon is scared to sleep alone. 
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 {Brandon huddles under his blanket, shuddering from the cold.  But he shudders more from fear 
 of attack.  Brandon has been attacked not only because he’s homeless, but also because he’s 
 homosexual.  He’s afraid to come out to his parents.  His mother has known for some time – 
 since last Christmas – that he’s gay.  His father, though, is blind to it and would be disgusted by 
 his son’s way of life.}  
    Brandon:  Anna, I’m happy you are here for me.  But if you have a safe place to stay, you should 
 go. 
 Anna:  No, Brandon, I love you as my friend, and I will be here for you no matter what. 
 Keith:  I understand both of you, and I want to help but there are so many people to help.  Why 
 should the city care about two more people? 
 {Anna starts to get angry, her voice rising.} 
 Anna:  Why should the city care?  Why should the city care??  Because we are human beings and 
 because this is the time for giving. 
 Keith:  Yes, there are so many.  How does the city help? 
 {Brandon whispers in Anna’s ear} 
 Brandon:  Just remember what we have here – both of us.  Remember that we have desires, 
 that we are scared and hurting; Jesus was born homeless and died homeless. {end scene} 
While less personal than her first writing sample, Betsy still makes personal appeals through her 
homeless character Brandon.  A stage direction is telling of Brandon’s emotional state while sleeping on 
the streets:  “Brandon huddles under his blanket, shuddering from the cold.  But he shudders more from 
fear of attack.”  Betsy is aware of the fear that comes with roaming the streets; she tells me:  “I mean, 
personal space is really huge [with life on the streets].  Writers’ space – I mean having a little place to go 
off and just … And a safe place.  And a dry place, preferably.” 
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 The writing workshop offered Betsy a safe place to compose, and she says about the workshop 
at Mercy: 
     The writing space is perfect.  Because I’ve wrote everywhere that I possible can in that space.  
 Except for anything that’s locked.  I don’t pick locks, and I don’t go behind closed doors, unless 
 I’m invited.  And, my personal space is there [points to notebook].  A one-subject notebook, or 
 even that size [smaller], pen, one of those, maybe a camera.  Nothing fancy.  I don’t need one of 
 those – I don’t need fancy equipment; I got back-up for that. 
It’s interesting to note that writing includes the possible use of a camera here.  A camera is a tool used 
for capturing images and a particular moment, scene, or object.  For Betsy, writing is a way of keeping 
records; earlier in the interview she mentions that recording has been an important means for her 
composition: 
 The big question for me was how do I communicate if I have to go back, if I have to step back in 
 a moment in time and say this is a do-over?  This is a fresh start.  And, I went back 20 years.  I 
 went back 30 years.  I went back to the birthdate.  With everybody that surrounded us, and just 
 followed it.  I said o.k., just restart.  Hit the restart button.  My grandma gave us recorders – 
 vocal tape recorders when we were little. 
 Although much of Betsy’s writing touts reality, she is particularly proud of prose that she 
composed outside of the writing workshop.  On a brisk December morning, she hands me a short story 
entitled “Ariana’s Descent.”  She announces that she wrote it in the night, during her “ideal writing 
time.”  She tells me to keep the story safe; its text is as follows: 
 Arianna’s long dark locks spilled over her pale face.  The moon from the dark Norwegian sky cast 
 an ethereal glow around the young slip of a girl.  She sat on the edge of the crystal blue lake.  
 Her pale eyes and translucent skin basked in the glow of the moon.  Her blue eyes sparkled like 
 the ice that hung from the pines surrounding her on the sheer rocky cliff to the north.  She felt a 
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 shudder, like a pair of feet up her stork-like neck.  She drew the cranberry coloured wool cloak 
 by its ties closer and shrunk into the hood, so that all that could be seen was the tip of her 
 Grecian nose and the wisps of raven hair that fell across her gaunt cheeks. 
 Papa would be furious to know she was out of her bed.  In fact, she if caught would feel the lash 
 of his strap across her slender hips most fiercely.  Even Momma couldn’t dissuade Papa if 
 Arianna was caught out again.  The villagers of the small town had already been to the cottage 
 four times this winter, complaining of missing sheep.   
 Arianna had pleaded that she was not responsible for the missing mutton in question but flatly 
 refused to give up the accomplices.  Momma had begged her not to lie again, it only infuriated 
 Papa and he had no recourse but to strip his beloved Arianna and lash her publicly with Momma 
 holding her slender wrists. 
 Arianna’s cries echoed down the trail to village and the smug little twins that were the true 
 accomplices, Lars and Sphen Nordjck got off once again.    
 -original rewrite of a classic fairy tale.  written December 2011 
After handing me the story to read, Betsy asks me which classic fairy tale she modeled her story on. She 
tells me after I’ve incorrectly guessed that it’s a remake of “Hansel and Gretel.”  Despite the appearance 
of twins, however, there is miniscule similarity between the original fairy tale and the “rewrite.”  Betsy’s 
fairy tale here rather focuses on the wrongful accusation of Arianna.  Like other grim fairy tales, there is 
no happy ending here; the story ends with Ariana’s parents publicly beating their daughter. 
 Betsy describes Arianna and the setting in detail in the beginning, casting a serene beauty.  She 
demonstrates such creativity with:  “Her pale eyes and translucent skin basked in the glow of the moon.  
Her blue eyes sparkled like the ice that hung from the pines surrounding her on the sheer rocky cliff to 
the north.”   Of course, the violence of the ending abruptly disrupts the tranquility she casts in the 
beginning. 
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 Like her previous creative writing sample, there is violence here against a protagonist victim.  In 
both examples, the senseless violence occurred against characters merely being themselves.  In the 
previous example, Brandon is beaten because he is homeless and homosexual.  Here, Arianna is beaten 
because she doesn’t snitch on the twins.  Even though there is no happy ending in both writing samples, 
the protagonists are admirable for being themselves in the face of violent adversity.  In the dramatic 
scene above, Betsy alludes to Jesus being himself up to his violent end as well:  “Jesus was born 
homeless and died homeless.”  Violence is senseless and arbitrary in the aforementioned scenes, but 
Betsy also hints at a possible violent childhood in an interview:  
 And little brothers and little sisters that get nosey [laughs], they either get their noses smacked 
 or they get a kiss on it.  One of the two.  It just depends on whether you’re oldest, youngest, 
 middle, step.  There’s families of all sorts and sizes.  
        
4.6  Hope for Change in The Face of Death:  The Ballad of Harvey 
 I saved analysis of Harvey’s writing for last, because I find it personally most difficult.  Unlike the 
possibility of other participants in this study providing feedback at a later date, I will not receive 
feedback from Harvey.  He died from a preexisting medical condition in autumn of 2012.  Not only was 
he one of the most prolific writers for The Overlook, he also maintained a positive outlook in his writing 
persona.  His absence from Mercy and the writing workshop is apparently felt, as Harvey frequently 
provided impassioned commentary and feedback to other writers and patrons at the church.    
 Harvey’s penname for the Overlook was “Happy Harvey Wallbanger”; the alias is immediately a 
paradox.  “Harvey Wallbanger” is the name of a popular alcoholic beverage, but the author’s use of it as 
a penname suggests that he appropriated a common stereotype that homeless people are alcoholics.  
Indeed, the “Happy” signifier suggests that the author is happy to appropriate and combat those 
stereotypes. 
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 Harvey intended most of his writing to appear in The Overlook, and the author appeared 
hyperaware of the audience he sought.  In fact, many of his writings are entitled “The Atlanta Overlook.”  
He expressed joy of engaging with a public, and in one piece his written text appears as follows: 
 My words are true, and I’m Happy.  Glory, Glory…Glory Bee.  Look at me, I’m in printed ink.  I’ve 
 had the privlige [sic] to tell you my steps as I walk, and to talk all about my life so far.  To write 
 the things I’ve done, and how I’ve overcome.  I’m walking day by day…by day.  To due my best, 
 To get better and better at getting dune [sic], The Thing still undune.  I’m Having Fun at sharing 
 my Thoughts, my vews [sic] and even my aspiration of things I’m hear [sic’ to do.  “For I can not 
 be, ware [sic] I should be, until you are ware you should be…MLK Jr.” [sic] So Glory! Glory! Glory! 
 Yes Glory be will be when you and I will be no longer The Overlook[ed] of Atlanta.  What you 
 say, will you read my paper today? 
While there are numerous spelling and grammatical errors in this writing, Harvey succeeded at getting a 
message across.  That is, he expressed joy in his means of writing to a public:  “I’m having fun at sharing 
my thoughts.”  He pleaded to his public to “read my paper today”, and consequently, no longer be “The 
Overlooked of Atlanta.”  Harvey understood the mission of the paper, and he agrees with that mission – 
to engage in public discussion on homelessness and combat public stereotypes through mutual 
understanding.  In an interview, he told me:  “I’m finding that I’m lending voice to people that have been 
wanting to say what I’ve been saying.”  In fact, the exigency behind much of Harvey’s writing resides in 
conveying a point; he stated:  “I get my point across to the reader.” 
 For Harvey, the introduction of the writing workshop at Mercy and the inception of The Atlanta 
Overlook inspired a once-regular writer to pick up the craft after a prolonged abstinence.  “I had not 
written in 15 years.  Now I write just about every day,” he stated.  Unlike several of the writing 
participants featured here, Harvey composed most of his writing outside of the workshop.  He told me in 
an interview response: 
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 Well, the main difficulty that not only myself has, but the other writers that you have been 
 developing – like housing, we are lacking facility to isolate ourselves in concentration to 
 compose.  To put down on paper what, and a lot of us can get together earlier in the week to 
 where we can discuss what we and lend hand in helping the other writers write their articles.  
 We have been lacking in that, and we’ve been finding out that’s really what will make us better 
 than what we our.  Realizing that has been our stumbling block, four or five of us are taking 
 measures to find a place where we can sit and concentrate and write freely.  It has been 
 hindrance. 
 One of Harvey’s particularly compelling pieces of writing is one that he read aloud during one of 
his last workshop appearances.  The piece is a response to a prompt in which I asked participants to 
write about a conflict that they have been involved in.  Harvey responded with the following “Conflict in 
the Churches”: 
 A church of conflicts – why?  Many a church today will say, ‘Come all, are welcome.’  The 
 ‘welcome’ is only while they are open.  Conflicts come in when a person of need comes to them 
 and asks, ‘I need sleep, eat, or clothes, or some place to clean up.’  A common response is:  ‘You 
 need to be here at a certain time, and you can not be here at this time.  So, go away.  Come back 
 another day.’ 
For the churches to be this way is to say:  ‘You are not welcome at this time, because we are the 
 Anti-Christ, you see.  Don’t bother me.  And go and see if you can find some Christ-like who’s 
 me.  Go and see if you can find thee.’ 
Harvey makes a point for people living on the streets – that is, the limited availability of help from 
churches.  For homeless people who may not be able to arrive at a church during operational hours, the 
above “conflict” is a reality.  However, Harvey invokes hyperbole to hone his point:  “ ‘We are the Anti-
Christ.’”  There may be real limits to the amount of help churches can provide, but Harvey likely included 
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the “Anti-Christ” moniker to instill shock in his audience.  After reading, Harvey said:  “I’m Harvey 
Wallbanger.  Knocking on that wall.”  In other words, he’s aware of commotion he caused by uttering 
the “Anti-Christ” in a church setting.  Perhaps the shock worked, as there was only one respondent to 
Harvey’s writing; that respondent bolstered Harvey’s argument without hyperbole.  Harvey, then, 
succeeded at getting his message across. 
 Harvey saw his writing as a way of becoming aware of the world around him.  In response to a 
question about his purpose for writing he stated:  “To see some thing that catches my eye.”  He 
digressed furthermore in an interview: 
 It also has opened my eyes to how many freedoms we have been losing.  To how controlled our 
 society has become.  Our freedoms are evaporating.  So having The Overlook as an article or an 
 instrument to relate our population, our people that have to be inspired, which have given up or 
 have been put aside.  Or have been excluded, and it draws them back into – so, they’ve divided 
 us.  If we have a unified product – which is coming through in the Overlook and Occupy, it’s 
 worldwide movement that, I hope and I pray and I hope I stay a part of, um, having the freedom 
 to speak loudly. 
In “Conflicts in Churches,” the author spoke (and wrote) against the shortcomings of churches’ 
assistance for homeless people.  Harvey’s diatribe was especially targeted towards churches who have 
no admittance of homeless people through their doors.  However, it also challenged churches that have 
limited assistance to homeless people; that is, all churches should understand the situations homeless 
people go through and accommodate accordingly.  
 Harvey’s brainstorming on “Conflicts in Churches” presented above indicates that he felt that 
conflicts were ubiquitous and inimical.  He even entitled the brainstorming “Our Environment’s of 
Conflicks.” [sic]  The brainstorming appears as a list, but the fact that he chose to write on churches is 
telling.  It’s as follows: 
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 You can hear people say:  Conflick is just another way to say:  Your in deep shit. [sic] 
 Environmnets of Conlick:  Schools, 
       Workplaces, 
        Churchs, 
       Librarys, 
      Colleges, 
      Governments, 
    Naborhoods, or 
    Comunty’s called NPU’s. 
From the list, “Churchs” appears third.  Perhaps Harvey wasn’t comfortable writing about the conflict he 
witnessed in schools or workplaces.  He mentioned an ongoing conflict he had at a place of former 
workplace in an interview:  “I was discriminated against by GA Dept. of Labor.  I was classified by state 
employee and was not terminable.  But the people who were in control did do so.  So I went through the 
legal process as far as I could.” 
 As evidenced above, Harvey did not shy away from conflict or voicing injustice that he 
perceived.  In another powerful piece of writing entitled “What now?”, he draws attention to the plight 
of homeless people as the targets of harassment.  It is as follows: 
 Now the Homeless is are people that the powers to be are saying, ‘Lock them up.’  Put them on 
 probation.  Don’t come in my naborhood [sic], move on…on a rainey day one of my housless 
 frend [sic]…stops and tells me how this night went.   He had been told to move five different 
 times from places that he would stay dry in.  All he could do was keep moving from place to 
 place, getting wet, wetter, until he was soaked from head to toe.  Having to keep moving so he 
 would not freeze.  He walked to a place that now he could get out of the rain.  Not alone in 
 seeking shelter perhaps a 100 or more crammed in the door, to a place called Mercy.  A place 
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 that is not silent, and is not alone in taking action to help the poor, and the homeless.  I ask, 
 ‘Why do I not cry and cry about this?  I ask, ‘Why am I silent?’  My voice is not what people care 
 to hear.  I ask of me, ‘What now?’  
Harvey is aware of place when he writes, and the space of the Overlook allows him to speak out against 
the injustice of the homeless people being picked up by police on public and private property because 
they have no other place to go. 
  Most importantly, Harvey saw himself “getting better the more I write.”  In that sense, writing 
did bring about a recovery element for the author.  He stated:  “It has brout [sic] me to a point in my life 
I love living life.  Thank you!”  In a longer interview he expounded: 
 Not that I was 100 percent [after writing], but I’m coming back into a useful purpose.  And it’s 
 been beneficial for me.  It’s been a very healthy exercise.  
 While Harvey kept some of his identifying information private (including his real name), he 
clearly wanted his readers to know who he was.  His first writing sample from the Overlook detailed his 
friendship with musician “Slow John.”  He told me in an interview that his favorite writing was that 
piece: 
  Well, the one that has given me the most response is the tale that I was telling about Slow John 
 and me and our experience.  And him being a heterosexual man his entire life and me being 
 homosexual man my entire life; I guess odd fellars would be the right description, because he 
 took me under his wing when I was put out on the street with just what I had on my back, which 
 was a coat and pants and whatnot, in a depressed state of being, because of my illnesses and 
 everything.  And his guidance, um, enlightened me to there was a home out here on the street 
 where a lot of people considered to be home.  And there are people out here that care for one 
 another.  That’s something that I had lost totally – social interchange between people.  
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Emphatically, this piece sparks the “social interchange” between Harvey and his audience; he states that 
it was the one “that has given me the most response.”  The social interchange between Harvey and Slow 
John isn’t unlike the potential social interchange between Harvey and his readers.  That is, 
communication and writing with others is recovery to the point where he loved life again.  
 Additionally, Harvey’s actual name appears in one of his final writing pieces for The Overlook.  
It’s a religious piece titled “This Prayer,” proclaiming himself as “a servant of The Lord.”  He wanted to 
share his real self with his reading public, letting them know how deeply he lauded spirituality in his life 
on the streets.  I am glad that I had the opportunity to know him and share with him, enabled through 
our love of writing and communicating together. 
 
4.7  An Epilogue:  Liminality, Recovery, and Community Publishing 
 Like “empowerment,” trust is an elusive point of measurement in this study.  However, the two 
terms are tantamount to this study.  I argue that there is evidence of strong levels of both in the 
community of the writing workshop, and the three main participants – Gloria, Ibzan, and Laura – write 
more personally during the course.  Each participant entrusts others to listen to memoirs, poetry, and 
prose.  Through shared participation of writing and talking about the context of their writing, these 
writers continue to grow.  One writer, a regular workshop participant not involved with this study, said 
to me that he’s “in transition.”  He said that he didn’t want to be viewed as homeless, and the actions of 
his life including writing allowed him to disassociate with that stigmatized identity.  The “in transition” 
modifier may signify growth, but it also reifies the process of liminality.     
 There is evidence that participants featured here clearly see writing as a process:  Gloria’s line 
edits on drafts, Laura’s revision with me of her short story involving cats, and Ibzan’s multiple drafts of 
poems – to name a few.  That process appears disparately to each participant, but the small and 
changing community of the writing workshop is a starting point of sorts.  For some, like Mo, the 
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workshop may be the only place where he can escape distractions momentarily to write.  For others 
who evade distraction at odd times, like Ibzan, the workshop may be a place to write a first draft.  The 
participants’ continued practice and love of writing inculcates the need of writing and communication in 
the context of their lives.   
 Emphatically, recovery as it appears throughout participants’ writing is a process as well.  
Beyond the aforementioned recovery for the main participants, there is also evidence of recovery in 
interviews of the short-term participants’ writing.  For example, Betsy tells me that despite the 
hardships she sometimes finds in writing that:  “They’re more than therapeutic.  They’re cathartic.  And 
you write.  And you do what you need to do.  And, take care of it.  Get some help.”  Like Gloria and 
Laura, she keeps a diary.  Despite the dangers of keeping diaries on the streets, the need to 
communicate is greater.  Writing here stems from that need to communicate and the recovery 
associated from its utterance, even if the necessity is to chronicle thoughts for personal reference.  
Similarly, Mo’s writing is an escape and recovery from distractions:  “So, when I come in here [the 
workshop], it’s the only time I really can come in and write…. I try to practice a career for writing, but 
there are just so many distractions out here… I just got crazy distractions that keep me from myself out 
here.”  Most importantly here, Mo is more himself in the workshop than “out here” in the streets.  His 
desire to have an occupation in writing further emphasizes the “so many distractions” that occlude him.  
In this vein, Mo’s writing is a special recovery to his life’s ambition.  For Ryan, writing is “an outlet to 
freedom.”  In other words, his recovery through writing is being able to share his words with other 
people.  Especially in The Overlook, Ryan has the freedom of written expression and press.  His exigency 
behind recovery in writing to that public is:  “It gives me a sense of groundness.  The writing that I write 
in it – it comes from my heart – it comes from experience.  It’s things that I’ve seen, things that I know.”  
That “groundness” is not unlike his statement that the paper is “an outlet to freedom”—both give him a 
platform towards acceptance.   
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 Lastly, Harvey’s recovery through writing manifested in his desire to reveal himself to a larger 
public.  It’s clear that he wanted others to know who he was; from his first story in The Overlook in 
which he came out to his readers as a homosexual man to a religious piece that was printed in a 
subsequent issue in which he includes his real name, Harvey sought a genuine connection to his reading 
public.  Also, Harvey’s recovery was a return to his practice in literacy:  “But that’s [avid reading is] 
something that I’ve acquired since you created the class.  I didn’t give a good diddly as to what was 
happening anymore.  I had no reason for that information.  Where, as a marketing manager, I kept up on 
everything and all over the world.”  In turn, Harvey’s ambition and affinity to organization returned as 
well.  To an extent, his recovery was a return to knowledge and hobbies that he ceased to engage in.  
Despite his illness, Harvey practiced writing daily.  He said, when asked if he noticed effects writing has 
had on his health:  “It has given me a thing to accomplish on a daily basis.”  Harvey viewed writing as a 
beneficial part of his daily routine, and he pined for the conversations those writings sparked. 
 If the writing in workshops at Mercy became increasingly personal, then recurring authors’ 
writing in Atlanta Overlook included a level of impersonality during this study.  Some of the later writing 
of recurring authors reported on events in the impersonal style of mainstream publications.  This 
inclusion indicates growth as writers:  to expand their writing to a mass audience.  That is, writing 
generally to a general audience is additional experience to the oftentimes more personal writing in 
memoirs, short stories, and poetry. 
 More significantly, that shift indicates moves towards a level of professional journalism that 
other street newspapers such as The Contributor have sought.  For example, Ibzan reported on the 
inception of Occupy Atlanta in the fall of 2011.  He included short stories and poems in the same issue, 
but his reporting extended to a more general audience.  Conversely, Ryan reported on a rally against 
School of Americas in Columbus, Georgia, after vending copies of the Overlook there.  His appeal is to 
the Overlook public, and he writes in a familiarly personal manner:  “We experienced a beautiful 
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occupied assembly..”  He then defined “occupy”; thus, his reporting style is not different from his 
regular writing.  Warner (2002) discusses how public address transitions between the personal and 
impersonal:   
 The benefit of this practice is that it gives a general social relevance to private thought and life.  
 Our subjectivity is understood as having resonance with others, and immediately so.  But this is 
 only true to the extent that the trace of our strangerhood remains present in our understanding 
 of ourselves as the addressee. (p. 77) 
If a public is understood in Warner’s framework as “a relation among strangers,” then the “stranger” 
newspaper reporter may be known only to an extent to her readers.  While reporting in Associated Press 
style or other standards of the industry, he is only an observer in the crowd. 
 Much of the liminality that I’ve witnessed in the duration of this project involves writing and 
self-identification.  By the fifth edition of Atlanta Overlook, all authors’ by-lines read “Overlook Writer.”  
The need to drop the “homeless” modifier altogether became important to many of the authors.  The 
writers recognized that the paper they were writing for was a “homeless street newspaper,” and the 
“homeless” modifier by that point was superfluous.  Mathieu, et al. (2004) points out the stigma of the 
“homeless” identifier in street newspaper publishing:  “This mixture of pleasure and apprehension can 
be especially acute for homeless writers, who struggle between social invisibility and being seen in 
stereotyped ways.” (p. 162)  Perhaps Overlook writer, “I’m just a voice” Ryan said it best during an 
interview about his authorship in the Overlook:  “Oh, man.  Just seeing it [my name] in the paper.  Even 
though I have a heavy torch to carry, because it’s Atlanta Overlook paper, and it’s a paper about the 
homeless, a lot of people may not gravitate towards because of the social/economic structure of it, but I 
would think just being in a paper, it got some construction, it got some productivity in it.”     
 More importantly, several regular participants of the more private workshop have adopted 
writing as a strategy for their own lives; all of the writers during the workshop in this study also 
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participate in the creation of the street newspaper.  That is, participants have identified or 
reemphasized writing as a part of their identities and a way to contextualize their day-to-day 
experience, artistic expression, and thought, but they also share some of that creation for the public.  
Indeed, they create much of the writing for the public of the Atlanta Overlook with that public in mind.    
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BEYOND DEFININTE WRITING SPACES:  A CONCLUSION 
Originally for this project, I hypothesized writing instruction taking place outside of the walls of 
academia.  I didn’t even conjure walls at all, but it happens that I discovered Mercy and, subsequently, 
the transformation of a writing classroom.  When I first arrived at Mercy in the winter of 2010, that 
room was a space for storage, not creativity.  Like Friere’s (1970) debunking of the “banking concept” of 
education and the critical pedagogy that followed, the transformation of the room became a true 
extension of Mercy.  That is, the Bible study of Mercy already practiced open dialogue and choice of 
relating texts to the context of their lives.  But an outlet of creativity for participants was still not fully 
actualized until the inception of the art and writing classes. 
Within that space for creativity and composition rests individuals who pointedly teach me about 
the challenges that face writers on the streets.  However, simply gaining access for us to converse about 
that writing is a challenge, with regards to common oppression and obstacles that stand in the way.  For 
instance, one participant recently was incarcerated for sleeping on private property; another participant 
was recently incarcerated for urinating in public.  For individuals with no other place to sleep because of 
overcrowded shelters and few places to urinate because of the numerous locked “public 
 restrooms,” such misdemeanors for people experiencing the hardships of street life seem particularly 
onerous.  It certainly disrupts their writing creativity and composition. 
Even with the stability and weekly writing workshops, the main participants of this study all say 
that their favorite writing pieces are ones that they composed outside of the classroom.  This revelation 
leads me to confirm a theory I had before I began teaching the workshop.  I can only encourage writing 
and discuss the power of words; seen this way I’m a coach of writing.  For participants involved, they are 
the true driving force behind their writing.  Through their own practice and craft, they have produced 
work that they are proud of.  That is proof enough for me that writing has a profound impact for change 
and potential empowerment in their lives. 
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 Still, for me, the most compelling moments of interchange with writing participants were the 
ones not captured in this study’s audio or video.  From attending a rally with writers and vendors to save 
a wrongfully convicted man, Troy Davis; to attending an impromptu celebration of one the writer’s 
birthdays; to vending copies of the Overlook alongside vendors at a public protest in Columbus, GA; to 
being barred from selling copies of the Overlook at The Georgia Dome by law enforcement officials, the 
most enjoyable moments of participation for me where the ones outside of walls or institutions.  While 
not recorded, those were the moments that I felt most connected.  Everyone’s guard was eased, and I 
experienced the difficulty of acceptance in the public eye for people often overlooked. 
 Furthermore, the friendships that I’ve made while working on this project have shown me the 
true importance of “social interchange.”  I’m reminded and humbled by my housing status, while a 
several thousand people live in the same city without housing.  I am lucky enough to know a few.  That 
is, to listen, understand, and share stories with my friends on the streets.  I still believe that potential 
change for many people experiencing homelessness continues to lie in further dialogue with people who 
don’t have that experience.  That dialogue points to possible understanding of multifarious situations 
surrounding homelessness. 
 Writing is one possible solution out of many for enactment of change for homeless people.  The 
writing workshop cited here allows homeless writers to come together with a common desire for 
intercommunication.  Demonstrated through the main writing workshop participants in this study, 
writing has the power to strengthen recovery.  If writing causes one participant to drink less and two 
other participants to vent frustrations from oppression, then the writing is a powerful component in 
their lives’ recoveries.  The emphasis here is they are making sense of their own creativity through a 
common bond:  to improve their lives both mentally and physically.      
However, I must admit a limitation to the writing here.  The writing didn’t change participants’ 
homeless situation.  Likewise, the relatively small public the Overlook circulated in didn’t result in any 
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homeless vendors or writers becoming “formerly homeless.”  As the writing and vending aspects were 
strictly voluntary, they demonstrated a desire to show a public their activeness.  Through such activity, 
participants combatted a misinformed stereotype that they are lazy.  They also showed desire for future 
involvement. 
While many of the strategies and tactics Overlook writers use to engage a public are similar to 
those that The Contributor writers employ, the circulation of The Overlook never increased.  The 
Overlook was modeled after The Contributor, but the former paper began and ended with a circulation 
of 1,000.  Therefore, the question of writers and vendors’ failure to change their housing status could 
reside in a question of circulation, not any of the tactics or strategies they used.  Simply put, the 
circulation did not usually expand beyond the public of Mercy.  Faced with this dilemma, representatives 
of the paper were forced to follow events as possible leads to expand – a tactic in its own right.  
Participants followed rallies and events throughout the city in attempts to connect to like-minded 
publics or counterpublics.  It’s not surprising that Harvey responded in an interview that he viewed the 
paper as a “social movement” more than a journalistic product.   
As street newspapers in other southern cities like New Orleans, Birmingham, and Charlotte 
continue to start-up, it’s a shame that we have hit a publishing road-block.  Though The Overlook is 
currently on hiatus because of financial difficulty, there is evidence that a future iteration of the paper 
or another street newspaper could flourish in Atlanta.  In late 2012, a judicial ruling threw out a city 
ordinance that barred street vending outside of leased kiosks.  Future vendors of city street newspapers 
may have freer reign to sell.  Furthermore, there are larger communities of homeless people in the 
downtown area than the one at Mercy church.  If a strong desire exists in those communities for street 
newspapers, then stronger networks and sustainability for the papers could be established. 
 It is no coincidence that Mercy / Misericordia and Atlanta Overlook launched in the same year.  
From a start-up grant from a local faith-based foundation, Mercy Community Church had the funds for a 
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small printing run of both papers.  Sustainability, however, is another story.  Its public is simply too small 
to support both papers.  Participants’ love for writing continues:  many of the Overlook writers now 
submit writing pieces to Mercy.   
Again, here is evidence of change through writing for writers.  While the Overlook did not branch 
from Mercy, continual writing in both weekly workshops and in Mercy remind me that change and 
actual empowerment existed in this project. But just as writing is a long and arduous process, so is life.  
So is recovery.  So is homelessness identity. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A:  Transcribed Interviews with Some Writers of the Workshop and Overlook 
Interviewee #1 
Me:  How do you view your writing up to this point?  It sounds like you’ve had various means of 
writing, both in print form … 
B.  My first writings were journals.  Little diaries with key and a lock.  My first one didn’t even 
have a key, just a little composition book.  And it was just black and had my name on it, and it would 
have the same kind of format as this one here (shows one).  You wrote in it, you wrote out your 
questions.  And, you turned it in as an assignment.  And you bring it to preschool, if you go to preschool.  
Even before that, you get tucked in at night in bed.  Basically, it’s a little children’s book that got passed 
around where I grew up. 
Me:  Do you still keep a journal? 
B:  Oh, yeah.  I keep a private journal daily.  Log, email, in my own head, a scrap of paper.  I can 
be in a coffee shop and have a receipt in hand and it can help.  It can be anytime, anywhere, any place, 
because I travel by foot, mostly.  If I have means, I travel by bus, car, or plane.  Not a big fan of boats, 
but I have been out on a few bigger ones.  I’m not a fan of small boats at all.  I almost drowned when I 
was little – and that was only by accident.  I lived on a great big lake.  And I took care of that lake; I kept 
it clean and I kept it calm.  A storm rolls in.  Unfortunately, tornadoes struck our area – 
Me:  Midwest? 
B:  Upper Midwest, and the other part of it was a snow storm; our wind storm or anything.  A 
storm in 15 seconds, even.  And the Dopplar wasn’t fast enough.  You had to just go outside.  The sky 
turned green, and I don’t joke about this twister.  It really hit home for me.  I mean, the twister really hit 
home for me.  Thought about getting swept away by a tornado, a cyclone.  There’s actually a museum in 
Suquatash, MI. 
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Me:  It sounds like starting out, you had very private writing. 
B:  Oh, absolutely.  They were locked up in our hope chest, little boxes in our room.  When you 
go in a little girl’s room, the first thing you’re going to notice is it’s pretty organized.  And, if it’s not, 
there’s a reason.  And little brothers and little sisters that get nosey [laughs], they either get their noses 
smacked or they get a kiss on it.  One of the two.  It just depends on whether you’re oldest, youngest, 
middle, step.  There’s families of all sorts and sizes. 
Me:  It sounds like to me, and I know this is reverting back to a previous conversation that we’ve 
had, but it sounds like writing can be something that helps you, and it’s also like a double-edged sword, 
right? 
B:  It is.  To quote someone – I can’t remember [who], you’d have to look it up – “The pen is 
mightier than the sword.”  What if the pen’s poisoned?  What if the ink dries up?  What if you’re 
thoughts don’t drive?  You have writers’ block?  Famous writers have writers’ block for years; they just 
couldn’t get past –some of them did things they really didn’t want to do just to survive.  There’s 
struggling writers all over.  And I’m not blaming anybody; I’m not naming anybody.  But, y’all know what 
we see, what we ingest, what we take in.  Everything is subjective; everything is subjective.  There’s 
open meaning; there’s rules to follow; there’s a playbook.  And, some people get handed a playbook 
earlier than others.  Our first games were indoor and outdoor games – intramural, um, hacky sack.  
College stuff.  Before that, there was preschool and there was daycare and private care and there was 
health care.  And there was everything.  You know, our grandparents put their parents put these things 
in journals; wrote them on pages in a tabletop.  Anywhere.  There’s clues everywhere.  And people 
forgot to follow the clues.  And that’s all that really is. 
Me:  Going beyond the personal behind the writing, we can view what we just left off with – 
that writing is just a form of communication.  And, maybe this is a little premature, but do you see the 
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writing that goes into the paper – do you see that as a way of communicating with the public that may 
overlook? 
B:  I do completely.  The big question for me was how do I communicate if I have to go back, if I 
have to step back in a moment in time and say this is a do-over?  This is a fresh start.  And, I went back 
20 years.  I went back 30 years.  I went back to the birthdate.  With everybody that surrounded us, and 
just followed it.  I said o.k., just restart.  Hit the restart button.  My grandma gave us recorders – vocal 
tape recorders when we were little, cause she had cancer.  And, she didn’t tell her family for four years 
before it was too late.  And, another grandma had Alzheimer’s; and another had damage to her; and 
another grandma picked up the pieces … and they all just picked up the pieces… 
Me:  I know you currently write, because I’ve seen some of that writing, too.  When is the ideal 
time for you to write? 
B: At night; that’s the ideal time for me to write. 
Me:  If we are looking at writing as a means of – for people to be “alright”—do you find that in 
the midst of writers’ block and some of the problems that are caused from writing – do you still find it 
therapeutic? 
B:  They’re more than therapeutic.  They’re cathartic.  And you write.  And you do what you 
need to do.  And, take care of it.  Get some help. 
Me: I looked at your blog, by the way.  I was very impressed – it was nicely written, nicely 
organized.  In much the same way I think like a piece of writing on paper says a lot about a person, I 
think a blog can do the same thing, right? 
B:  Yeah. 
Me:  How much of your writing would you say is connected to yourself as a writer? 
B:  90 percent of it; a good 90 percent of it.  I get 90 percent for myself; then I scatter that 10 
percent into 10ths.  So, 10 percent for myself – 90 percent for everybody else.  Anything other than that, 
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it’s insulting.  I mean, it’s about dignity; it’s about respect.  I tithe 10 percent; 10 percent to waitstaff; I 
mean, every bit helps.  Every piece of the puzzle fits.  It’s like a puzzle box on a shelf.  Put the puzzles 
together, put them up on a wall.  Or a painting; or a coffee shop; or a coffee cup can inspire you.  
Anything can inspire you.  I mean, there’s beauty all around; and there’s trash that you have to clean up.  
I mean, the cleanest states I’ve been in; I’ve been under red, white, and blue banners. 
Me:  [focusing on] the trash that’s all around, I’ve noticed in your writing briefly, that you really 
focus on the positive. 
B:  I don’t see it as trash.  I don’t see it as trash. 
Me:  I’m not saying the writing is trash. 
B:  Oh, no, no.  I mean I don’t see it as trash.  I see it as a treasure. Just looking at an old box, and 
saying oh, here’s a paperclip, oh, here’s chapstick …  I mean, personal space is really huge. 
Me:  Writers’ space. 
B:  Writers’ space – I mean having a little place to go off and just … And a safe place.  And a dry 
place, preferably.   
Me:  How do you view the writing space at Mercy? 
B:  The writing space is perfect.  Because I’ve wrote everywhere that I possible can in that space.  
Except for anything that’s locked.  I don’t pick locks, and I don’t go behind closed doors, unless I’m 
invited.  And, my personal space is there [points to notebook].  A one-subject notebook, or even that 
size [smaller], pen, one of those, maybe a camera.  Nothing fancy.  I don’t need one of those – I don’t 
need fancy equipment; I got back-up for that.  That’s … a phone – a cell phone that works – that’s 
decent and is affordable.  Just little things.  And, gift cards work well, just stuff them in a stocking.  If you 
got a service person in the military – doesn’t even have to be – just send them in a box.  Tie them up and 
put postage on it … 
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Me:  Forgive me if I’m overstepping, but it sounds like that in itself could be a metaphor for 
writing.  Just the love that goes into … 
B:  Just the love that goes into the product, and there’s a really good book called The Help – I 
can’t think of the author off the top of my head.   
Me:  Well, it’s about listening and communicating.  If you can’t listen to that person, how are 
you going to be able to reach that person in a communicable way – whether it’s writing or not? 
B:  Writing a note, send an email – say “how are you doing?” Post a blog.  In local libraries.  Get 
someone to show you. 
Me:  That ties into my last question – we’ll soon be able to go online.  How do you see as 
bridging or how do you view transferring to online environment? 
B:  I can be emailed directly at … I access at local library branch.  I just ask no spam and be polite. 
Me:  Do you see online access at Mercy as a good thing? 
B:  Absolutely.  Like at the library.  Just don’t make it like a competition.  And, everything little 
thing.  Everybody has email now; everybody’s wired.  But not everybody has to be.  If not everybody is 
comfortable with it, don’t force it on them.  It’s like teaching an old do new tricks.  I had to teach my 
mom and dad how to use the internet.  I gave them a first computer back in 2000.  Out of my taxes.   
Interviewee #2 
Me:  So far, what has been your favorite writing assignment?  
M:  Uh, I can’t say. 
Me:  O.K. 
M:  I got a memory problem. 
Me:  I understand. 
M:  You got to be more clear.  Um, my memory ain’t that good.  Your questions are incomplete 
for me.  
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Me:  O.K. 
M:  I need a more complete question. 
Me:  Alright.  With the assignments that are more free and open like this one [today], have you 
liked these more than ones that have more direction?  Like the ones where I was reading from 
StreetWise, for example. 
M:  Like the Single Room [Occupancy]? 
Me:  Right. 
M:  Vs? 
Me:  Versus today, where it’s more open. 
M:  Um, for me, when I have information, I can write off information.  So, they’re pretty much 
the same because they deal with the same topic.  But, I see what you’re saying – you gave more format 
with [SRO], but today was build your own format.  O.K., yeah.  Well, both of them work for me. 
Me:  Really? 
M:  Yeah. 
Me:  You just enjoy writing then? 
M:  I like writing. 
Me:  What is your favorite form of writing?  In other words, is it poetry? Is it stories?  Is it 
memoirs? 
M:  Um, off the top of my head, I’m going to say poetry, probably.  I’m unsure.  But poetry 
maybe. 
Me:  How did you respond when you first saw yourself in print?  What was your reaction? 
M:  I can’t remember. [smiles and I laugh]  I’ve been writing so long, that it’s kind of old to me.  
So, I forgot about it.  I’m used to these type of things; so, it was good, but it felt good. 
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Me:  Do you see the writing that you do for this class different than the writing that you do for 
the paper?  Or, do you see the two being one in the same?  Do you see what I’m saying about that?  Do 
you see the writing that you do for this paper different in any way, or are they similar to you? I know 
some of the writing that you’ve done for this class has appeared in the paper.  Do you do writing outside 
of this class? 
M:  Not lately.  Lately, no.  But, in the past, yeah.  In the past, I usually write poetry.  So it’s been 
a while since I’ve been able to write poetry, because there is a lot of stuff going on outside in my life.  
So, when I come in here, it’s the only time I really can come in and write.  But, usually, I like to write 
poetry.  I write a little bit of that.   
Me:  Ok.  And, what have you written today?  I know we’re going to do the workshop in a little 
bit. 
 M:  Basically you said to put together a scene with three people meeting together; so, that’s 
what I’ve been doing.  I’m just at the beginning of it, trying to build a scene with this elected official, and 
trying to work it into the college student and a homeless person – meet together.  Trying to build a 
scene where the three meet together; so .. 
Me:  And, I know that’s not easy.  [laughs]I tried it myself.  I guess one of the questions I had was 
– I know you said that you haven’t been writing outside of the class lately.  Do you think now that you 
have a notepad and something to write with that you’ll be writing more? 
M:  Yeah, I’m going to try.  I’ve been trying – Lord willing.  I try to practice a career for writing, 
but there are just so many distractions out here.  And, they talk about drugs and alcohol.  But, I just got 
crazy distractions that keep me from myself out here. 
Me:  Can you tell me a little more about those distractions?  Like noise distractions? 
M:  I don’t know.  I’m like some bright, shining light that draws people.  People come to this 
light, and distract.   
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Me:  And I remember you saying that – that you’re a magnet that attracts people.. 
M:  Like Michael Jackson in his Dangerous album started wearing disguises in public.  Cause of 
the people that were following him were so strong.  Paparazzi and all.  Only, they’re not screaming fans 
[for me], but they’re just right in my face.  24/7.  It’s hard to find myself out here ,because they be right 
in my face 24/7. 
Me:  Do you think writing helps you find yourself? 
M:  Usually, yeah..  Last couple of years, it’s been hard to breakaway to write.  Except when I 
come here [to the writing workshop]. 
Interviewee #3 
Pt. 1 
 Me:  Alright, Harvey.  Welcome.  This is just going to be a one-on-one interview.  I’m asking 
about your writing practices not only for the paper, but also for the workshop that we’ve been able to 
conduct since May of last year.  So, just to start off, tell me a little bit about your writing habits as they 
are now. 
 H:  As they are now, they’re getting very – they’re getting better.  I hadn’t written anything on 
paper for about 12 years.  Probably until you showed up.  And, having to uh, make my brain function, I 
realize that were several things I had to do.  Learn how to write again, finding the dysfunctions in my 
brain had really been affected by K__ [another volunteer].  And, not that I was 100 percent, but I’m 
coming back into a useful purpose.  And it’s been beneficial for me.  It’s been a very healthy exercise.   
 Me:  Good.  Tell me – what has your response been so far to Atlanta Overlook as far as your 
writing? 
 H:  I’ve had quite a few feedback from most of the people that we are writing about.  From here 
to all the way downtown.  ‘You’re Happy Harvey.  I like that article you did the other day about the 
sidewalks.’  Or, ‘you hit the nail on the head about this.’  So, I’m finding that I’m lending voice to people 
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that have been wanting to say what I’ve been saying.  And it inspires now in what they’ve been telling 
me.  I think it’s very beneficial for us.  And further, that just recently, we are overlooked.  We are 
overlooked people.  We are part community, regardless of what our pastors prefer for us to believe; 
we’re excluded, and we’ve been chastised because we are for many different reasons, where we ought 
not to be.  Dr. King said it the best, ‘I can not be where I ought to be until we are where you ought to 
be.’  So until this happens, the Overlook has purpose.   
 Me:  Can you give me some instances where writing hasn’t been as freeing, but more of a 
hindrance to you and more of an uphill battle? 
 H:  Well, the main difficulty that not only myself has, but the other writers that you have been 
developing – like housing, we are lacking facility to isolate ourselves in concentration to compose.  To 
put down on paper what, and a lot of us can get together earlier in the week to where we can discuss 
what we and lend hand in helping the other writers write their articles.  We have been lacking in that, 
and we’ve been finding out that’s really what will make us better than what we are.  Realizing that has 
been our stumbling block, four or five of us are taking measures to find a place where we can sit and 
concentrate and write freely.  It has been hindrance.   
 Me:  Where do you find yourself writing most productively? 
 H:  It’s not a matter of getting away from everybody as much as it is a matter of having pen and 
paper in hand when an inspiration comes up or a particular subject.  As I have ideas as to what I want to 
put on paper, or express what I’m thinking at the time. 
 Me:  So for you it’s a question of tools, not so much the place? 
 H:  Well it’s three things: inspiration, having the tools to put it on paper.  So, what’s been going 
on is I’ll get inspired to do certain pieces and I’m without my tools.  Um, then when I do get my tools, 
the inspiration has evaporated.  So it takes a lot of concentration to get back to where that was.  Not 
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that my brain is totally lacking in memory ability, but, um, a lot of times I can come out with a lot of 
things to people – they say you should put that down on paper. 
 Me:  How does it feel to see yourself in print, to know that other people are reading, that other 
people are circulating what you have to say as far as freedom of expression goes? 
 H:  It’s an accomplishment I never expected to receive.  It also has opened my eyes to how many 
freedoms we have been losing.  To how controlled our society has become.  Our freedoms are 
evaporating.  So having The Overlook as an article or an instrument to relate our population, our people 
that have to be inspired, which have given up or have been put aside.  Or have been excluded, and it 
draws them back into – so, they’ve divided us.  If we have a unified product – which is coming through in 
the Overlook and Occupy, it’s worldwide movement that, I hope and I pray and I hope I stay a part of, 
um, having the freedom to speak loudly.  Having the freedom to assemble.  Having the freedom to 
privacy.  All those things we have lost.  And the majority of the people that are members of the 
community, not the Overlook people, but the members of the community, don’t have the slightest idea.  
They have given up the freedoms. 
 Me:  Do you see the paper more as a social movement or more of a journalistic project? 
 H:  I see it as a social movement. 
Me:  I mean, I’m not saying they have to be either one. 
 H:  No; that’s what I was getting to the point of it.  It’s a social movement that has brought the 
press back into the general population.  For so long, we had choices of newspapers from around the 
countries in our library.  Now we are isolated down to two.  It’s very narrow opinions.  Which shows, 
through the library systems, our freedom of information is being stifled….To have a free market means 
you have everyone involved in it.  When I come up against that greedy wall for everything’s for me, I 
have let me go and choose.  Let me be the technician and do the work so it was unbeknownst to me that 
it was an escape from the changing philosophy between having a principled market or having an 
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unprincipled market … I don’t think anyone realized when we opened the World Wide Web, that we 
would become one marketplace.  And having the rules and regulations … 
 Me:  As we strive towards online communication – we have a website – do you think would be 
lost or something would be gained from print to online as far as the paper goes? 
 H:  I’d look at it as gaining.  Um, more circulation as well as the print.  The print is a handy item 
for individuals [vendors, though he doesn’t like that term] to survive from day-to-day.  Getting online 
would bring us to the point – are we out for profit or are we out for nonprofit? [Laura] had a discussion 
with me earlier that there is no difference between nonprofit and not-for-profit.  And unbeknownst to 
here, not-for-profit, you are not in an organization...  Do we become a nonprofit organization? 
 Me:  Where do you see yourself now, and where do you hope to be? 
 H:  Well, I hope to be a continuous columnist/writer.  However you want to phrase it.  I’ve 
already made the decision to, in this strange journey, I have now confided in the person I can in going to 
trail.  I was discriminated against by __ Dept. of Labor.  I was classified by state employee and was not 
terminable.  But the people who were in control did do so.  So I went through the legal process as far as 
I could … 
 Me:  What has been your favorite piece you’ve submitted to the Overlook? 
 H:  Well, the one that has given me the most response is the tale that I was telling about Slow 
John and me and our experience.  And him being a heterosexual man his entire life and me being a 
homosexual man my entire life; I guess odd fellars would be the right description, because he took me 
under his wing when I was put out on the street with just what I had on my back, which was a coat and 
pants and whatnot, in a depressed state of being, because of my illnesses and everything.  And his 
guidance, um, enlightened me to there was a home out here on the street where a lot of people 
considered to be home.  And there are people out here that care for one another.  That’s something 
that I had lost totally – social interchange between people.  So he actually saved my life, as well as I 
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turned around and saved his life a couple of times.  The remainder of that story needs to be told, and 
that’s where I am now. 
 Pt. 2 
H:  Since our last conversation on Friday, I realize that through this insufferable weekend that I 
just experienced, there was a lot of points on social value that I wanted to bring to light again.  Getting 
down to the basic pen and paper has really been a difficult thing for me to do.  It’s been a learning 
experience; I’ve learned that I really need to have that little reporter’s notebook and jot it down.   
 Me:  How hard is it to not only keep up with everything that you carry around on the streets, but 
also to always have a piece of paper and pen with you?  If you’re writing, for example, a series it’s hard 
to connect those … 
 H:  Keep it together?   
 Me:  Yeah. 
 H:  I’ll give you an example.  You can feel this case.  And this case [hands to me] – what would 
you say – five pounds?   
 Me:  Yeah. 
 H:  That’s writing – that’s the only thing that’s in there.  That’s my notebooks and my pads and 
my writing.   
 Me:  Wow. 
 H:  O.k. And my persistence to be continuously organized, because I feel there is a necessity to – 
where I start with day one and, you know, regardless of how long I do this, I want the track record in 
print.  And, I know that we do our best here to keep it together, but there’s a lot of people that come in 
and fumble and rant, you know, going through what we have and they take this, because they like 
reading it and we come back and it’s missing.  So, I took it in first measure, when you were giving us the 
notebooks and everything – to keep things in order.   I’m an old marketing manager, and I’m a manager 
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of science.  So I attract the volume, the issues, the articles.  And, how many – I haven’t been privy to the 
printing volume that we’ve been getting.  I can get that type of information on a continuous basis.  So in 
a certain point of time, I can look and measure that this is what we did, this is where we gained, this is 
where we lost, and look back at what has been done.  In remembrancing in how it was done, you can 
better improve the process you got coming ahead of you.  So that you’re able to do more and more at a 
lower and lower cost, which is a basic principle … 
 Me:  and I know cost is a major issue we’re up against. 
 H:  Right.  And cost is necessarily meaning the price of the article or paper, but cost involves you 
being able to produce it.  And so lies the difference between a company that operates for profit, or a 
social-value operation that operates for a not-profit organization or a nonprofit, which makes a profit 
but reinvests its money into the employees.  Most foundations are nonprofit organizations. 
 Me:  We talked a little about organization, not just from the paper standpoint, from your 
standpoint.  I want to talk a little about the development.  Writing is a process; development is a 
process.  What kinds of things, including writing, reading, basic forms of literacy – even talking among 
other people – help you get a better sense of awareness in your writing? 
 H:  Um … 
 Me:  Does that make sense? 
 H:  Yes. 
 Me:  I mean, like, you can say awareness, you can say influence, but what form helps you the 
best? 
 H:  Actually, reinvolvement in, um, exploring the prints that’s out there – the newspapers, the 
magazines … 
 Me:  And I do know you’re an avid reader.  You brought in copies of the Business Chronicle … 
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H: Yes, yes.  But that’s something that I’ve acquired since you created the class.  I didn’t give a 
good diddly as to what was happening anymore.  I had no reason for that information.  Where, as a 
marketing manager, I kept up on everything and all over the world.  And all the information and 
everything would come across my PCs or computers.  Or, it would come in the mail.  You know, I would 
spend two-hours a day reading; and, that was it – I had to stop after two hours, b/c it’s too much 
information to digest.   So, what made me effective was allotting that amount of time to go through that 
stack of papers.  And I became a very proficient reader, but when I got ill and stuff like that, I stopped 
doing all that.  And having to come back and having to pick up and get your speed running back into 
course again is something that I’ve enjoyed doing.  I didn’t realize that I cared enough to do it anymore.   
 Me:  Have you noticed an effect on your health as a correlation from writing? 
 H:  Most definitely, most definitely.  It has given me a thing to accomplish on a daily basis.  Uh, it 
creates conversation; whereas I wouldn’t usually have a conversation with people involved in certain 
situations.  But, to explain why these two people are arguing about someone that they know is stealing 
and how they are going to hurt him and how they are going to correct that – is action in neighborhood.  
And, when I explore the situation with them, we have a conversation about it – I take it and put it back 
down on paper.  Uh, basically I’m a good Christian and believe in the Judeo-Christian social value of 
marketing, which is being in a fair and free market.  And to do that, you have to have honesty.  So, you 
put that across to people on a daily basis and the profit is simply something, that if you take it, and you 
and I have a benefit from it.  And you walk away happy and I walk away happy, that’s fair.  And that’s 
what profit is.  It’s a benefit to one another.  People will tell you profit is bad.  Actually, Jesus taught all 
of us to be profitable to one another in sharing.  Because we should share all that we have and care 
about one another, then we should all be equal. 
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Me:  Right.  And I realize as I’m hosting this interview, part of – as you want to put it in those 
terms – profit for me would be getting information for my dissertation. 
 H:  Exactly.  And it’s beneficial.  And me having the ability to just converse about something that 
I no longer get paid to distribute or share with people, um, I never realized other than the fact today and 
previously that I enjoyed that [job].  I absolutely followed those principles, because the bucks were 
coming in.  And I got paid the big money to distribute it.  But, what my benefit now is that I can share 
that benefit with somebody else, and they have a value or benefit from it.  And there is no cost. 
 Me:  And I understand that relates to learning, too.   
 H:  Right. 
 Me:  Um.  There is really no – at least in my mind, there is no end-process to learning, until the 
day we die, basically. 
 H:  Yeah.  Or you get so sick, you get so depressed that you care less and less about you and the 
people around you.  And, you know, we’re in a community church where that’s prevalent.  So it is a 
benefit, and it’s good to see the fellowship that has come from some of these people staying totally 
intoxicated, like ___.  He’s one of our prized writers and photographers, and he has been so depressed 
and so stressed, because he’s been disabled because of his thumb.  He can’t write left-handed.  He’s 
never had to try, or he’s never had to learn.  So, rather than show up and ask for help, he decided to 
stay out there and stay intoxicated. 
 Me:  Hm.   
 H:  Now, that’s – I agree.  That’s not a rational decision.  But, understanding how a condition 
that most of the people who live on the street have makes it very logical to me.  Um, and I guess – I’m in 
the same boat that they are.  I’m an unrational, unreasonable individual.  That’s why I choose to live on 
the street, cause it’s very hard for me to comply with the rules and regulations of an organization that 
requires me to be in here such-and-such time; sleep such-and-such time; get up at such-and-such time.  
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That’s fine for military people and people that don’t mind being controlled.  But, when you become 
independent at living in the conditions that I’m living, I’m offended by someone that wants to preach to 
me that there’s a better way for me to live.   
 Me:  M-hm.  Is living on the streets freeing for you? 
 H:  The revelation there, Jeremy, is re-mark-able.  I’ve been running quite a success in my 
business career.  I was a mustang in making it to the top.  Even in the service.  Um, so I was accustomed 
to being an executive manager and giving directions and making changes happen and seeing the results 
be effective.  And people would appreciate my involvement in any of their business organizations.  I’d 
probably made more money in this state than anybody else.  That’s boasting, but that’s working for the 
company that I worked for where you put people in business and you see to it that those people are put 
in business or putting people to work.  Now, that was a major enjoyment for me.  Number one – that my 
profit side was making good money doing it; #2 – there was a mom-and-pop operation out there making 
more money.  You know, they may have a cleaners – and maybe they’re making 20-25-30 thousand 
dollars a year, and one of my people come in and say we want to put you in this business.  This is well 
with your other business.  And you have the potential to make 50-150 thousand dollars per year.  So we 
also give you the insurance, because we cover you.  We got our own back, and we can do all that.  Make 
it once.  And we become part of the family … 
 Me:  Family of … 
 H:  And the difference in that – when I joined the organization, it was a system.  It was a rigid 
military system, because the people come out and do a service after World War II and put their know-
how and money into manufacturing trousers.  Because they saw a niche at that time for people moving 
around the country.  And there was no way to do it.  Stack it up on your car, put it up on your back, and 
you can go from Maine to Arizona.  And it take you maybe a year or two to get there.  Well, with trailer 
behind your car, you could do it in ten days or so.  So, there was a market there, and the market 
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developed.  But, fundamentally, they were Judeo-Christians.  Um, that believed –what it was, which was 
taking our needs and our wants and then sharing the rest of it.  Rather than hoarding it for another day.  
So, when the government came after the system as a monopoly, rather than having to go through the 
pain and suffering of breaking up your organization, they found a couple of men and put them in the 
rental business.  Therefore, we had competition – where there was no more monopoly.  We didn’t 
corner that market – we created it.  Nobody else joined the club.  They put the financing together and 
put the Rider truck rental system in business.  Because there had to be competition, a fundamental 
reason and purpose for the industry to go the way it has.  But they took the leadership necessary to 
make it happen.  Um … which I guess we’re fortunate in the fact that they weren’t greedy.  And there’s 
enough money there and they could have raised a long court battle.  On the accusation of monopoly.  
But now monopoly seems to be an accepted process. 
 Me:  Mm.  Good point.  Yeah. 
 H:  The grocery stores have monopolized the marketing of the multiple uses of products.  The 
manufacturers.  The grocery stores have created their own little manufacturing plant in their store.  So 
anything that you buy in that store that’s produced through another manufacturer that they have to 
rent have to put the product in the store.  Now, originally, they have – uh, you can put your stuff on my 
shelf and you pay me a certain amount of money.   
Me:  And this is a way of optimizing the profit?   
H:  Well, how they optimize their spaces are competing with the multiple brand names.  They 
have one brand name that they choose to deal with that particular year.  That brand name will have to 
pay for that particular space for that year.  So technically the profit has been made in that grocery store 
before you and I have any paid.  If it’s Del-Monte [non-pertinent] You got me rambling on about that … 
Me:  That’s o.k.  
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H:  That’s why I should have a pen and paper to write down.  Fundamentally, I’m there, but … 
Me:  That’s a good way of bringing it back around.   
H:  Yeah, yeah, yeah.   
Me:  Uh.  I guess a question I had specifically on writing education – you talked a little bit about 
your experience in the business sector, and I’m sure there are various writings concerned with that 
aspect.  But, prior to this workshop, were you involved with any other workshops, writing-wise, or any 
classes in writing? 
H:  None whatsoever.  I had never imagined me having the – uh, #1) the gift that there are 
necessary things that need to be written, still.  Thinking egotistically that it has all been written.  And it’s 
all been read.  Then, I realize after some of these publications that we’ve done, total strangers will walk 
up to me and say, “Hey, Harvey, how are you?”  And I’m embarrassed, because I don’t know who you 
are.  And in our conversation, “I read your article.  And I really liked the way you put it.”  And that has 
been one of the most thrilling things that has ever happened to me since I’ve been on the street.  The 
fact that total people -- total strangers – get a little enjoyment out of my perspective. 
Me:  Mm-hm.  That’s been the most thrilling from my perspective, too.  Of course, there was a 
little more cognizance or awareness after the news articles appeared, the primary one being Channel 
11.   
H:  Yeah.   
Me:  Um, how did you feel about the news story?  I guess we can talk about that. 
H:  Actually, I hadn’t even seen it.  [laughs].  Yeah, I’ve had several people say, “Harvey, I seen 
you on T.V.”  Actually, the other week , about three weeks ago, one of the pastors up at the church of 
outlining churches come in to do the community thing – told me “Oh, Harvey, we watched you on T.V.  
And one pastor says, ‘I called everybody in my church to tell them watch the T.V.’ That Harvey was on 
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it.”  I said you embarrass me about it, by making these – and I’m not going to give any autographs 
whatsoever. [we laugh] They thought that was quite cute.  But I had no idea. 
Me:  [laughs] I think this will be a good way to wrap-up this interview dealing with the public.  It 
sounds like you’ve already touched on this with the responses that you’ve gotten from readers.  How do 
– because you’ve been a regular contributor since we’ve started – 
H:  Hopefully, I’ll be able to continue to do so.  And even in the difficult times, I’ll stick through it.   
Me:  How do you view the dialogue that has been going on, because you can view the paper as a 
dialogue between our community here and the public? 
H:  Now, I’m proud of you on your stance.  Um, being unedited.  I know it’s been housed and the 
situation hasn’t been easy to deal with.  We’re aware of that, and we appreciate that.  Hopefully we’ll be 
able to through the hard times and find what we need to have what we intend to have. 
Me:  Have you had responses that maybe it[the paper] should be edited more? 
H:  No.  Actually, there is.  I mean, I’ve had a few people, a few linguistic professors want us to 
use the correct vocabulary.  And this one person I’m thinking of taught English lit.  for thirty years.  So it 
was upsetting for him to read what we had written.  He said, “I’d love to help you edit.”  So I gave him 
my paper for him to edit; he came through and said “Wow.”  I said, “Look.  I understand these aren’t the 
correct terms that we have everyone use.  But our language has changed such that this is the way we 
communicate.  You wouldn’t understand why would I say holler at me?  Rather, you call me.  That’s a 
vernacular that was developed in the prison system.  When you’re on maximum security lockdown, 
you’re the only person in the cell.  There may be 50 others on your floor, and when they let you out for 
an hour break or half-hour break, you get to know everybody on your floor.  Whatever reason they’re 
there.  So, though you’re in chamber number one, talking to the person in 50, they holler back and forth 
with one another.  And they understand what’s going on.  But, when you multiply that by 50 other 
people, the volume and the communication effort.  That I could talk to the guy in number 50 and listen, 
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concentrate so totally that I could understand everything that he’s saying and he could understand 
everything.  That everyone there is doing the same thing, now I know the word holler on the street.  
“Holler at me.” 
Me: [laughs] 
H:  Correct English means that I’m chastising you.  So, in modern day terms, it’s a polite way of 
saying “give me a call.” 
Me:  O.K. One last question:  what do you, as far as the dialogue continues, what do you hope or 
what is your ultimate goal for that dialogue to continue? 
H:  Actually, to express my concern with how uncaring we have become.  Um and a whole new 
people responsible for the unfairness.   A lot of people will tell you the Civil Rights’ movement is over.  
And it’s offensive to me that they think that though they’ve accomplished their rights, I’m still left out 
here.  And as MLK said, “I can not truly be rich until you are rich.  I certainly can not be well as long as 
their illness and sickness in this world.  And I can’t be where I ought to be as long as you are where you 
ought not to be.”  And this is where I am.  So, in long stance this way:  [digression]  The paper has given 
me – set the precedence for that to happen. 
Me:  You mean tell your story? 
 H:  Yeah.  It will be a revelation when it pops out on the market that the lawyers that are reading 
this statement would not represent me. 
Interviewee #4 
Me:  So, you’ve been involved with the paper going on three months now – three editions.  Can 
you tell me how you viewed your writing when you began? 
R.  How has it grown? 
Me:  Well, yeah, but I’m speaking specifically when you first started writing.  How did that make 
you feel? 
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R:  It gave me an outlet to freedom.  It was something that my energy and creativity produced 
on paper and some that my eye manifested some good.  You know, I live in a world – a society – where 
people try to stigmatize people and prejudge people.  And the first impression people see when they 
look on me – they see a black man.  They don’t know my homeless situation until I reveal that, until 
they’re worthy to know the truth of me.  And that truth of me is I feel being true with myself.  So, the 
stigmatization of the character or person who always tries to prejudge – they will never know that I 
really got an artist’ creativity.   
Me:  You do.  You absolutely do. 
R:  And it’s a humble creativity, because I want to take it beyond limits I can take it.  Because I 
want to change homelessness in a sense of a stigma upon a certain brand of peoples.  So, through me, I 
feel that writing is an outlet of freedom.  An outlet, because it lets me produce and create the energy 
that’s stored up in me.  And in a constructive, positive way.   
Me:  And I remember when we first started, you were very adamant about having a dictionary 
with you.  Do you carry that dictionary around with you still? 
R:  In my heart, in my mind.   
Me:  O.K. 
R:  But, uh, 9 times out of 10, I got one on me or close by – in a direction to go get one.  Because 
words created this world we live in.  It structured and organized everything from the different languages 
from Spanish to Hebrew to English.  Words are the tablets, like medicine, like Tylenol 1 or Advil gel caps.  
Words are gel caps – they’re just that powerful. 
Me:  O.K. Good, now you told me about how you viewed your writing when you first began.  
Now tell me about how you’ve seen your writing progress and how you see it now. 
R:  Oh, man.  Just seeing it in the paper.  Even though I have a heavy torch to carry, because it’s 
Atlanta Overlook paper, and it’s a paper about the homeless, a lot of people may not gravitate towards 
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because of the social/economic structure of it, but I would think just being in a paper, it got some 
construction, it got some productivity in it.  It gives me a sense of groundness.  The writing that I write in 
it – it comes from my heart – it comes from experience.  It’s things that I’ve seen, things that I know.  To 
be a true ethic. 
Me:  O.K. Do you write with your audience in mind?  I know that you’ve been able to sell some 
of the copies of the Overlook – quite a few, actually.  Have you written with the audience in mind and 
how that message would be received by that audience? 
R:  It’s always my first agenda to reach somebody.  So, if I can reach a multitude of people.  Just 
being realistic, it would be 1-2-3, but you know, a group of ten or twenty – reaching beyond my 
expectations.  Because I know people really read [the paper]. 
Me:  We can kind of look at these three issues of the Overlook and see a theme in each one of 
these.  The theme, obviously in the one you wrote in, was Troy Davis.  For November, Occupy [Atlanta] 
movement, and then for December, it started out with the rally and protest [in Columbus, GA].  How do 
you think the theme is helping or hurting the paper, and what would you like to see with themes in the 
future? 
R:  I’d like to see it progress.  I mean, Atlanta Overlook gives us a torch in a paradox way.  We 
can light the city in a good way, or we can make the city look bad in a bad way by the homelessness in 
stagnation form.  The paper – I think it should be like an arrow sent to people with tender hearts who 
care and can try to eradicate the homeless epidemic.  So, the paper – I think it needs to continue to 
grow.  Like, we’re in December now, right – as matter of fact, it’s Dec. 8, 2011 – o.k. a new year is 
emerging – 2012.  I want to, with a committee of the people that’s on the Atlanta Overlook, I want to 
come in because I’ve seen like if we could grasp just a decent audience – I mean some – this paper could 
really – cause I can see the destruction of it now since I’ve been writing and in this journey/this 
experience – it’s been changing so dramatically just over a short period of time.  O.K., like Troy Davis – 
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he’s dead and gone.  And may his soul rest in peace.  When I first started writing in that, he was still 
alive.  O.K., but with the second paper – “We are the 99 percent” – that’s when Occupy All Over the 
World start, but spread like wildfire, because they [the people] see the injustice.  O.K., now that Troy 
Davis is dead, now that Occupy is strong.  O.K., in our third edition, we got in a rally of people, not only 
from Occupies, but from, you know, we’re really walking the walk in the paper.   
Me:  And those are really great pictures [that you took] 
R:  Yeah …  
Me:  I’d say the pictures are getting better each issue, too.  It really comes across in that one.  
O.K. I have one more question about the writing.  We have plans to actually take – I mean, we have a 
website – but to take our writing online.  Do you think something would be lost in the transfer from 
print to the kind of material we could put on our website? 
R:  Well, I think once we transfer to the web—to the internet – we’re going to be dealing with 
two different branch of peoples.  With the paper ourselves, we reach personally – I mean we’re in 
contact physically – sensual, you know.  With the internet, it will be more of internet, networking thing.  
We’ll expand to England, London, -- I mean … 
Me:  Or even Sweden.  You can see Sweden (represented) on the back. 
R:  yeah, exactly.  I mean exactly.  So you have two … but I mean it will all be connected to one, 
though.  You will have a little bit more and faster responses with the internet.  And, I mean the 
movement with the paper itself, because we do this by feet.  So, those available opportunities where we 
can vend these papers – I mean we’re there.  I mean these papers – we’re in Columbus.  You know, 
we’re up here in Atlanta.  So … 
Me:  I think you touched on this a little, but what do you see at this point being the largest 
challenge for you as a writer.  And I’m specifically focusing on the writing aspect.  But, what do you see 
as the biggest challenge in continuing writing for this paper? 
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R:  The biggest challenge is to turn something bad into something good.  That bad is, like I will 
say, the foundation of homelessness itself and becoming ex-homeless.  Once you can see a little peak at 
the top of the mountain, you will want to get all the way to the summit of it.  I guess I said that right – 
the summit.   
Me:  Yeah.  But, knowing it’s a process, too, is a hard part.   
R:  You know what?  The more I come in contact with this Atlanta Overlook, the more I know it 
says, “news from the street from those that walk the beat” – that’s a true motto or statement.  You 
could copyright that, because that’s the truth.  And it’s true saying that we are walking in a right 
direction.  
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